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1BJ In::R3 • INTRD..I::TIc::N

The main objective of this volume Is to further the recently
Initiated dialog between survey researchers and cognitive

psychologists. To date this dialog has Involved only a few people.

With this book we want to let others know what has been happening so

that they can benefit from and contribute to what we believe Is an
exciting and valuable cross-fertl I Izatlon of two deeply Interrelated

disc IP I Ines .
We see the audience for this book as consisting of both re

searchers who use and develop survey methods as wei I as cognitive
psychologists who are Interested In understanding how humans process

social Information. It Is obvious that survey research can benefit
greatly from theories that have been and are being developed by

cognitive psychologists. The most optimistic expectation Is that new
methods wi I I be developed based on cognitive theories that wi I I

substantially Improve the quality of responses that are currently
being collected. A less optimistic, but perhaps more plausible

scenario Is that we shal I gain a more fully developed understanding
of what Is possible to ask of respondents and why? That Is, we shal I

continue to have response effects, but they wi I I be smaller than at
present and we shal I know that we are doing the best we can, given

the task and the I Imitations of the human brain.
The contributions, however, are not only from cognitive psychol

ogy to survey research, but also In the other direction. As

Bodenhausen and Wyer point out In their chapter, some critics have

questioned whether processes of everyday cognition can be meaning

fully studied In the laboratory. Bodenhausen and Wyer counter that
laboratory experiments make major contributions If the theoretical

principles supported by laboratory research also make Important
predictions about phenomena of the real world. Thus, the survey
experiments presented In this volume help to support and to modify

and Improve the theories developed In the laboratory.
Most of the chapters In this book are revised versions of papers

presented at an International Conference on Social Information

Processing and Survey Methodology held In ~uly, 1884, at the Center
for Surveys. Methods. and Analysis (ZUMA e.V.) In Mannhelm. West
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Germany. This conference fol lowed an earlier conference that was
organized by the Committee on National Statistics of the National

Research Councl I (Jablne, Straf, Tanur and Tourangeau, 1984). The
earlier conference was primarily concerned with developing a research

agenda. The ZUMA conference was organized so that researchers from

both cognitive psychology and survey research, who were already

convinced of the value of Interaction, could present theoretical and

experimental findings to each other and ultimately to the reader of

this booK.
At an Ideal conference, the entire field Is covered and there is

no duplication. It wi I I soon be clear to you that this was not an
Ideal conference, If such a conference ever existed. There is some

duplication, but the duplication Is not extensive and indeed is
somewhat comforting. It Is encouraging In a new area to see people

using the same words and Ideas. In the language of multiple regres

sion, there Is some multlcol linearity of Ideas, but It Is not suffi

cient enough to be troublesome and, In fact, without it a Joint

research agenda could hardly be developed.
Far more troubling Is what Is omitted from this book. We would

I IKe to be able to present much more richly developed specific

theories as well as empirical tests of these theories.
Unfortunately, the state of the art does not yet permit that. But

hopefully a review of our current Knowledge, as It Is presented in

the present book, wi I I contribute to the development of this new and

exciting field.
The papers in this volume have been substantially modified since

the conference. At a minimum they now take account of each other.
although the crossdlalog Is stl I I less than we would have liked.

Almost al I of the papers now include specific discussions of the

Implications of the theories to survey research. Some of these im

pi Ications are sti I I fuzzy and wi I I require imaginative researchers
to convert them to specific research projects.

Since there are 11 chapters in the book, there are 11 permuta
tions of how these chapters could be arranged and no arrangement wi I I

meet al I the criteria we establ ished. We decided to put the more

theoretical chapters together in the first part of the book and the

more applied chapters in the second part. You wi I I note, however.

that the theoretical chapters have descriptions of experiments in

them and the research studies usually start with a discussion of the
theory that motivated the study. Whi Ie we bel ieve that the order we

finally chose has some logic. the courageous reader has our
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encouragement to read In any order that fits his or her needs. If you

prefer to read the research studies before reading the theory, go to

It.

The first three chapters of the booK are al I tightly related to

Information acquisition, processing and use. The chapter by

Bodenhausen and Wyer Is organized so as to maKe It especially easy

for a reader who Is new to the field. Bodenhausen and Wyer present a
dozen major postulates In the field of social cognition. For each

postulate they present the evidence for and against It and the ap

pi icabi lity of that postulate to real-world behavior. Whl Ie these

postulates have major significance for survey researchers, the paper

does not always maKe them explicit, but leaves it to the reader. In

some cases, the applications are obvious.

The chapter by Hastie Is an overview of Information processing
theory at a fairly general level. Hastie Is one of several authors

who present discussions of schemata. His discussion Is especially

extensive describing the alternative formulations that have been

used. Hastie uses his theory to explain the belief and Knowledge

structures underlying political behavior.

Ostrom in the third chapter also discusses Information process-
Ing, but In a much narrower perspective - how respondents react to

bipolar survey items. From this discussion comes the Interesting
speculation that respondents, In choosing a scale value, do so by a

series of choices from two or three categories at a time, that Is, a

successive narrowing of the decision. He also speculates on how this

Is done but leaves the tasK of designing experiments to test these

theories to the reader.

Whereas Ostrom concentrated on a tasK of measuring attitudes,
Strube's chapter discusses the role of memory In responding to be

havior questions. After presenting a general theory of memory, Strube

presents some Interesting examples of how these theories might Impact

on two major tasKs asKed of survey respondents, frequency Judgments
and time dating of events. A discussion of the survey literature on

this Issue, that complements Strube's chapter, Is provided by Sudman

and Bradburn (1974).

Those readers who are unfaml I iar with survey research literature

on response effects wi I I find a summary of this worK In the chapter

by Hippler and Schwarz. It wi I I be evident from this chapter that

survey researchers have been looKing at the same Issues as cognitive

psychologists, but not from the same theoretical perspective. Indeed,

what is most obvious In the survey research literature Is that there
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hes been no general theoretical perspective. Instead, there has been
some limited theorizing and many ad-hoc experiments. Given the In

sights generated by cognitive theories, It Is possible to better
understand why these survey response effects occurred in some cases

and not In others.
The second part of the book begins with the chapter by Strack

and Martin describing how context effects Influence responses In
attitude surveys. There Is a detal led discussion based on theoretical

and experimental Insights from cognitive research on how respondents
Interpret questions, generate an opinion and format and edit their

responses for reasons of social deslrabl I Ity.
Tourangeau also looks at attitude measurement and describes the

four major steps necessary to answer a question - comprehension,
retrieval, judgment, and response selection. The discussion paral leis

that of Strack and Martin. but there Is a much more detal led dis
cussion of scripts that paral leis the Hastie chapter. Tourangeau

concludes with a discussion of how these theoretical insights impact
on questions dealing with the Korean War and confidence in

Instruction. He describes some experiments in progress to test the
magnitude of response effects on vague and abstract as compared to

concrete issues.
Schwarz and Hippler in their second chapter describe experimen

tal results that demonstrate that not only do the values of a
response scale provide Information to respondents on how to answer

the question being asked, but that these values also provide informa

tion that influences responses to later questions.
Bishop also describes the results of experiments on context

effects in his chapter. He has studied the impact of first asking

knowledge questions on subsequent respondent perceptions of their own
Interest in government and publ ic affairs. A surprising finding is

thet the effects are not diminished or eliminated by substantial
numbers of buffer questions between the knowledge and perception

questions. At least during the time of the Interview, and perhaps
longer. responding to knowledge questions has changed people's per

ceptions about themselves.

In their chapter. Oljkstra and van der Zouwen make an important

point that Is not made very explicit In the earlier chapters--respon

dent motivation plays a significant role In how wei I the respondent

accomplishes the task that the researcher determines. What respon

dents are told and the style of the Interview. whether It Is
primarily task-oriented or empathetic, Influence how they respond. To
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complicate the problem, respondent motivation Interacts with the
topic of the Interview, as their own research demonstrates.

The final chapter by Sudman attempts to place the ZUMA con
ference and this bOOK Into the context of what wi I I be the continuing
worK In this area. As with al I attempts to predict the future, It
wi I I almost certainly be wrong. The bOOK and this final chapter wi I I

succeed If we persuade Its readers to thinK about end to participate
In the development of the dialog between survey research and the
cognitive sciences.

Jablne, B., Straf, L., Tanur, M., & Tourangeau, R. (Eds.). (1984).
Cognitive aspects of survey methodology. Washington, DC.:
National Academy Press.

Sudman, S., & Bradburn, N. (1974). Response effects In surveys· A
review and synthesis Chicago: Aldlne.



2SOCIAL COGNITION AND SOCIAL REALITY:

INFORMATION ACQUISITION AND USE IN THE

l.AEI:F1ATrnY MO ll-E FEAL l1IJRLD

Galen V. Bodenhausen

University of I I I Inols at

Urbana-Champaign

Robert S. Wyer, Jr.

University of I I I Inols at

Urbana-Champaign

Social cognition research has generated widespread interest in

recent years. Although researchers may differ in the specific con

cepts and methods they have In mind when they speak of "social cogni

tion," they generally agree that the ultimate goal of their research

Is to Identify the cognitive processes that presumably mediate

people's responses to the Information they encounter In social

contexts. The "Input" variables of concern include the content,

source, and context of Information avai lable In the social

environment. Prominently studied "output" variables include at

titudes, beliefs, judgments, and occasionally, overt physical

behavior. The objective of social cognition research is to specify

the cognitive processes I Inking these variables.

This approach has not gone without criticism. For example, Wyer

(1980) presented a summary of several of the basic concepts that

appeared to guide social cognition theory and research in the late

1970s. The twelve postulates he discussed have in one form or another

been Incorporated Into several theoretical accounts of the phenomena

studied In social cognition laboratories. Underlying these postulates

Is a clear commitment to the Information-processing paradigm that

currently dominates cognitive psychology. However, Neisser (19~O) has

criticized the basic approach embodied in Wyer's postulates on a

number of grounds. Perhaps the concern he voices most emphatically is

a fear that social cognition researchers (and cognition researchers

more generally -- see Nelsser, 1976, 1982) have lost sight of the

real-world phenomena that presumably motivate t~eir research
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programs. In their exclusive concern over seemingly esoteric

theoretical Issues, Nelsser argues, social cognition researchers take

no time to consider the "social reality" that constitutes the true

phenomena of Interest. Nelsser Is by no means alone In his concerns

about the ecological validity of much social cognition research (see,

e.g., Forgas, 1983; Graumann & Sommer, 1984).

Despite the concerns of Nelsser and others, research on social

Information processing has continued to flourish In the years since

Wyer's postulates appeared. Moreover, many of the assumptions under
lying these early postulates have persisted. In this chapter, we wi I I

examine whether this persistence Is justified, or alternatively.

whether a theoretical Inertia exists that leads conceptualizations to

lag behind the empirical evidence that bears on their validity. We

also wish to consider the extent to which the assumptions that un

derl Ie these postulates, which have been primarily appl led In some

what restricted laboratory research. are In fact relevant to

knowledge acquisition and use In real-life situations. To the extent
that some of the processes embodied In these assumptions do In fact

operate outside of the laboratory. these principles may be very
Important to consider In more naturalistic research strategies such

as surveys and Interviews.

It should be noted that some have questioned whether the

processes of everyday cognition can In principle be meaningfully

studied In experimental paradigms. These critics assert that whatever

social real ity may be, It Is not amenable to the usual forms of

experimental Investigation (see Harr , 1980). Such a sweeping dis

missal of the laboratory seems to us to be both unwarranted and

unwise. The arguments against such a pessimistic view of the value of

the experimental approach In social psychology have been many and

varied (see, for example, Berkowitz & Donnersteln. 1982; Henshel,

1980; Kruglanskl. 1976; Turner, 1981), and we wi I I not attempt to

reproduce them al I here. It Is sufficient merely to assert that our

most fundamental concern Is not the extent to which the empirical

phenomena observed in the laboratory "generalize" to the real world.

Rather. It is with the extent to which theoretical principles sup

ported by laboratory research also make Important predictions about

the phenomena of the "real world." (Turner. 1981, provides a par

ticularly thorough exposition of this point of view.) This Is not a

matter that can best be decided by the categorical rejection of any

research method. A more useful strategy Is to consider the warrant

given to any theoretical principle by the available evidence from any
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and all research methods and simultaneously to consider the potential

value of the principle In understanding or predicting behavior out

side the laboratory. This strategy will be adopted In the r~malnder

of this chapter.

Assessing the Current Status of Some Common Assumptions

Many different theoretical formulations of social cognition have

been developed In recent years (e.g., Hastie, 1980; E.R. Smith, 1984;

Wyer & Brul I, 1885a,b). Rather than attempt a detal led assessment of

each individual conceptualization, It wll I be most useful to examine

assumptions about soclel Information processing that are prominent

elements of several different formulations. In the Interest of con

tinuity, our discussion wi II focus on the postulates examined by Wyer

(1880). In each case we wi I I state the postulate, briefly discuss Its

theoretical Importance and Implications, and examine Its plauslbi I Ity

on conceptual and empirical grounds. After considering how wei I each

assumption stands up In the laboratory, we wi I I turn to a considera

tion of Its appl Icabl I Ity and relevance (or Irrelevance) outside of

the laboratory.

postulate 1 Social Knowledge Is organized in memory Into conflgural

representations of persons oblects Bnd events.

Mental representations of social entities are assumed to be

constructed to facl I Itate the Individual's subsequent Interactions

with these entities. Because Interpersonal and cultural forces un

doubtedly place Important constraints on the nature of mental repre

sentations (O'Andrade, 1881; Freyd, 1883), certain regularities

presumably exist In the nature of the mental representations that are

formed. This basic assumption of organized representations that are

stored and retrieved from memory Is so fundamental to most thinking

In social cognition that the Issue of Its validity Is very rarely

raised. It Is not, however, completely uncontroverslal. Kolers and
Roediger (1884, p. 426), for Instance, complained that "with little

If any supporting evidence ... cognitive psychologists stuff the
human mind with metaphorical structures."

Along related lines, Anderson (1878) pointed out that assump

tions about the content and structure of mental representations of

stimulus Information are evaluated on the basis of memory performance

(e.g., recal I. recognition, etc.). However, the use of memory data

requires assumptions about the processes that under I ie the retrieval

of the Information contained in the representations as well as the

content and structure of the representations themselves. Anderson
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asserts that In a large number of Instances. It Is virtually Impos
sible to distinguish between (a) theoretical approaches that postu

late differences In the structure of mental representations but
assume a single set of retrieval processes and (b) those that postu-

late a single menta~ representation but different sets of retrieval
processes. Models have Indeed been developed that account very

successfully for a wide variety of memory phenomena without making a
commitment to any specific type of mental representation (GI I lund &

Shlffrln, 1984; Raaljmakers &Shlffrln. 1981).
Perhaps the most.serlous challenge to the assumption that

specific mental representations are formed of persons, objects, and
events has come from the development of distributed memory models

(e.g., Kohonen. Oja, & Lehtlo, 1981; Mcelel land & Rumelhart, 1985).
These models assume that memories are not localized In a particular

structure that pertains to specific entities. Rather, e common set of
"memory nodes" Is postulated, each of which may become activated with
varying Intensities In response to different stimulus features. New
stlmul I that elicit a pattern of responses that Is simi lar (although

not necessarily Identical) to the pattern elicited by other stlmul I
encountered In the past are "remembered" as simi lar to these past

stlmul I. This sort of model can account for many memory phenomena
without assuming the existence of localized conflgural representation

of stlmul I. Unfortunately, distributed memory models are not yet
developed at a level that permits them to be easily appl led to the

complex stimulus configurations that must be considered In research
on social Information processing. They nevertheless are a serious

challenge to the ultimate validity of formulations that require the
postulation of separate mental representations of Information.

Research. We have just contended that specific claims regarding

the structure of memorial representations are exceptionally difficult

to substantiate. Nevertheless. the existence of some kind of or
ganization In memory (whatever Its specific Internal structure) Is
strongly Impl led by a study conducted by Brul I (1983b). Brul I's

subjects were either asked to try to memorize a set of behavioral
Information or to use the Information to form an Impression of the
persons who performed the behaviors. He found that subjects with an
Impression set organized the behavl6ral Information In terms of the

persons who performed the acts, whereas those with a memory set did

not. Given this, It seems reasonable to conclude that social Informa
tion Is In fact organized Into knowledge domains that can be accessed
by relatively few cues (in this case, a person's name). Beyond
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providing general evidence for organization of some kind, this re

search reveals different organizational strategies resulting from

different processing objectives. It remains for future research to

determine whether greater precision Is possible In the specification

of the structure of organized representations or whether the nature

of cognitive architecture Is ultimately Indeterminate.

Appllcabl I tty. It seems obvious that much social knowledge Is

organized In terms of persons. However, because of the radical dif

ferences In the way In which knowledge Is acquired, both In and out

of the laboratory, It Is unwarranted to assume that the organiza

tional strategies suggested In laboratory research resemble those

employed In real-life situations. The Information we accumulate about

others In the course of dally life Is usually acquired on several

different occasions and In several different ways (e.g., direct

observation, reports from third parties, etc.). Perhaps even more

Important, the goals that drive the processing of information are

often different and more varied In everyday life than In the

laboratory.

One specific difference In organization that might be expected

as a result of these differences Is that In the real world, informa

tion about others may often be spontaneously thought about in terms

of Its Implications for the self. If am told that someone I meet

has won a state-wide chess tournament, may speculate about whether

she could help me with my calculus homework, or whether I would stand

a chance playing chess with her, and so forth. If I read about this

woman In a laboratory setting, none of this would occur to me. Thus,

the self-other relational quality that Is prominent in everyday life

Is largely absent in the laboratory when subjects are asked to form

Impressions of hypothetical persons.

postulate 2 New Information about a person oblect or event Is

interpreted by comparing Its features to features of mental struc

tures stored In memory

These comparisons may be based on configurations of features as

wei I as on an analysis of Individual features. Like Postulate 1, this

assumption has generally been regarded as a truism. Moreover, it

presupposes the validity of Postulate 1. As we have just pointed out,

whether It Is accurate, meaningful, or useful to speak of mental

structures In memory Is a matter of debate. Nevertheless it would

seem to be a logical necessity that prior knowledge, whatever its

nature, be used In the Interpretation of new Information, and the
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most likely mechanism to accompl Ish this Interpretation Is some sort

of feature-based comparison process.

The Interpretation process Impl led by Postulate 2 either could

be carried out automatically or, In some cases, require conscious

effort. At the level of concrete perception, referencing prior

knowledge to "recognize" a faml liar stimulus clearly requires minimal

If any effort. When the stimulus Is complex or ambiguous, conscious

effort may be necessitated. Interpretation may also Involve either a

hoi Istlc response to a stimulus as a conflgural unit (LaBerge, 1981;

see also ZaJonc, 1980), or an analysis of component features (E.E.

Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974; Tversky, 1977). The postulate's uncon
strained phrasing al lows for al I of these posslbl I ities. To be

theoretically useful, therefore, something more explicit must be said

about the circumstances In which Interpretation Is hoi Istlc vs.

piecemeal and unconscious vs. effortful.

Research. This postulate represents such a fundamental presump

tion that it is rarely if ever tested directly In social cognition

research. However, one set of studies that bears on the validity of

the postulate is the work of Snyder and col leagues on confirmatory

hypothesis testing (Snyder & Cantor, 1979; Snyder & Swann, 1978).

According to Snyder, when we want to determine whether Person X has

trait Y, we use features associated with Y to Interpret X's behavior.

The process Is cal led confirmatory because attention seems to focus
on behaviors that are good exemplars of the trait In question (even

though dlsconfirmlng behaviors are presented In equal numbers). This

research at least impl ies processing of the sort specified In

Postulate 2 when the social perceiver has a specific hypothesis to

test. Evidence concerning other'cases Is sparse.

Appl Icabl I ity. In the broadest sense, prior knowledge Is prob

ably Involved In the interpretation of Information in most social

situations. However, In many cases the Interpretation Is at such a

low level that It occurs without conscious effort. This process Is

unlikely to be strongly affected by differences in social situations

or personal characteristics of Individual perceivers. On the other

hand, effortful feature-based Interpretation, which Is more likely In
the face of complex and/or ambiguous stlmul I, may indeed be affected

by both individual and situational factors. These factors may affect

either the motivation of the Individual to make a thoughtful com

parison or the difficulty of doing so. For example, an analytic

Interpretation of information is unlikely when such an analysis Is

difficult and the consequences of an Incorrect Interpretation are
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trivial. On the other hand. a person who Is very emotional or anxious
may be distracted and therefore may be less sensitive to Important

stimulus features. thus aborting the systematic feature comparison

process Impl led by Postulate 2. Situational distractions that in

crease processing load may also Interfere with a systematic com

parison process. Thus. for example. a telephone survey respondent who

feels rushed may fal I to carefully Interpret questions in terms of an
elaborate memory-based feature comparison process but may instead

respond In a heuristic. or Knee-JerK fashion based on a superficial
construing of the question. The extent to which prior Knowledge Is

carefully brought to bear In new situations. It would seem. is liKely
to be strongly affected by situational and personal factors during

effortful Interpretation processes.
Postulate 3 When seyeral alternatlye concepts stored In memory are

potentially applicable for Interpreting new Information the one used
Is that which Is most accessible In memory

This postulate maKes two basic claims. First. it asserts that.

In general. not al I relevant Knowledge Is brought to bear In the

Interpretation of Incoming Information. Then. It goes on to specify
that the concept(s) used wi I I be one(s) most accessible In memory.

However. exactly what Is meant by "most accessible" Is not clearly
specified. Without an Independent conceptualization of the factors

that determine accesslbl I Ity. Postulate 3 cannot be meaningfully
appl led. Indeed. It becomes tautological. If the criterion for Infer

ring the accesslbl I Ity of a concept In memory Is whether or not It Is
used to Interpret Information. the proposition that accesslbl I Ity Is

a determinant of the use of the concept Is Impossible to Invalidate.
Accesslbl I Ity Is often assumed to depend on recency of use (see

Postulate 10). That Is. the probabl I Ity of a relevant concept being
used In the Interpretation of Incoming Information Is a negative

function of the amount of time since Its last use. Some theories
discuss other determinants of a concept·s accesslbl I ity. Higgins.

Bargh. and Lombardi (1985). for example. postulate that frequency of
concept use Is an Important determinant of accessibl I Ity. Although

frequently used concepts are more liKely also to have been used
recently. the two factors can lead to different predictions In some

situations. Another factor that theoretically could influence acces

slbl I Ity Is salience. We now turn to a discussion of research

evidence bearing on these posslbl I Ities.

Research. Postulate 3 Is particularly Important In considera

tions of priming phenomena. In which the Interpretation of ambiguous
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Information Is affected by previously acquired but objectively Ir

relevant Information that has made certain concepts more accessible.

Laboratory demonstrations of priming phenomena are reviewed by

Higgins and King (1981) and by Wyer and Srull (1981). In a recent

study, Higgins et al. (1985) constructed situations In which the

recency with which a concept had been activated and the frequency of

Its activation theoretically have opposing effects on Its use. They

found that if an ambiguous stimulus was presented very soon after

concepts were primed, the more recently activated concept was used

to Interpret It. When presentation of the ambiguous stimulus was

delayed, however, the more frequently activated concept was used.

The possibl I Ity that salience affects a concept's accessibl Iity

Is suggested In experiments by Taylor and FisKe (1978) and by StraCK,

Erber, and Wicklund (1982). These studies show that attribution of a

person's responslbl Iity for a social event depend on objectively

Irrelevant factors that make the person distinctive In the situation

being judged (e.g., the person's sex or ethnlclty, type of clothing,

spatial location, etc.). Research has also shown that the point of

view taken by subjects In experimental tasks can affect the acces

slbl I Ity of concepts by making different aspects of a situation

sal lent as a function of point of view (see Fiske. Taylor. Etcoff, &
Laufer, 1979; Taylor & Fiske, 1975, 1978).

In evaluating the Implications of these studies It Is Important

to bear In mind the concern preViously expressed about the tautologi

cal nature of the accesslbl I tty construct. The research described

above can be Interpreted as an Indication that the salience of a

concept Increases Its accesslbl I Ity and therefore Increases the

I Ikel Ihood that it Is used to interpret Information and social

experiences. But what if the results had not occurred. Would the

appropriate conclusion be that the salience does not affect a con

cept's accessibl I Ity, or that salience affects a concept's acces

slbl I Ity but that the most accessible concepts are not always used as

bases for Interpreting Information?

In fact, some research by Martin (1985) suggests that acces

slbl I Ity per se Is not a sufficient basis for predicting a concept's

use In Interpreting Information. In this research, subjects first

were asKed to sort behaviors In terms, of the trait concepts they

exemplified. The number of behaviors that subjects actually sorted

was the same in al I conditions. However, some subjects were led to

believe that they had completed the sorting task whereas others were

ostensibly Interrupted before the taSK was finished. Later, al I
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subjects read a paragraph describing behaviors of a target person

that were ambiguous with respect to the traits they Impl ied. Subjects

under the "incompleted" priming task condition were more I ikely to

Interpret these ambiguous behaviors In terms of the concepts primed

by the sorting tasK than In terms of other applicable concepts.

Subjects In the "completed" priming tasK, however, were Laaa l lk e ly

to use the primed concept. Because the recency and frequency of

priming relevant trait concepts was the same In both tasK conditions,

these results cannot be Interpreted in terms of differences In the

accessibility of the concepts. Martin argues that subjects in the

completed taSK conditions were more aware that a concept appl icable

for Interpreting the information had been activated by the earlier

sorting taSK, so they intentionally suppressed the use of this con

cept In order to avoid being biased. Be that as It may, his results

obviously Indicate that the accesslbl I Ity of concepts alone is not

sufficient to account for their effects on the Interpretation of

ambiguous Information and that other factors may be equally or more

Important. These factors are not dealt with by Postulate 3.

Appl Icabl I Ity. Postulate 3 Impl ies that people make one Inter

pretation of a stimulus and base this Interpretation on whatever

concept Is momentarily most accessible. This seems most liKely to be

true only in those everyday situations In which persons have rela

tively little vested Interest. In fact, Indirect evidence for this

claim has been obtained In several field studies, which show that

people who have fortuitously been put Into a good or bad mood (e.g.,

by receiving a smal I gift at a supermarKet, by the weather, or by the

outcome of a soccer game) Judged the quality of both specific aspects

of their lives (e.g., the service record of their automobiles) and

their general life satisfaction In a way that was affectlvely consis

tent with their mood state (see Isen, 1984; Schwarz & Clore, 1983;

Schwarz, Strack, Kommer, & Wagner, 1884). This suggests that concepts

activated by transitory mood states are appl ied in interpreting both

specific and general information that under I ies the judgment people

make. Alternatively, the affect-associated concepts may themselves be

used as a basis for judgments (see Schwarz & Clore, 1983).

In the area of survey research, Postulate 3 has important im

pi Icatlons for the effects of the order of questions In a question

naire or Interview. Specifically, early Items may evoke concepts that

are used to interpret the meaning of later questions, thereby pos

sibly biasing the responses. To the extent that the meaning of a
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question Is ambiguous, accesslbi I ity effects on interpretation are of

considerable Importance to the survey researcher.

An Important Issue arising from these considerations is exactly

what determines the final Interpretation given to an ambiguous

stimulus event? Under what conditions wil I people consider several

alternative Interpretations before they accept some particular one?

In many cases, this may often be determined in part by self-serving

biases. People may continue to Interpret and reconstrue information

unti I they reach an interpretation that has pleasant Implications for

themselves (assuming this Is possible). This analysis suggests that

the processes described in Postulate 3 wi I I exert their rather for

tuitous Influence on social perception in everyday I ife only when the

individual is indifferent to the Implications of the Information or

when the initial Interpretation has acceptably positive Impl icatlons.

Although this posslbi I Ity, to our knowledge, has not been

directly investigated, a laboratory study by Arkin, Gleason, and

~ohnston (1976) Is relevant. They found that subjects Interpreted

their ~ai lure on an experimental task as being their own fault only

if no obvious situational factor could have accounted for the

outcome. However, they took responslbl I Ity for success despite the

avai lab! I ity of situation-based explanations. These data suggest that

people prefer to interpret their own behavior In ways that reflect

positively on themselves and that they actively seek alternative

interpretations only when the more immediately obvious interpretation

has negative impl icatlons for their self-image. Simi lar contingencies

may exist in the effects of concept activation on the Interpretation

of Information In dally life as wei I as In the laboratory.

postulate 4. The selection of a concept for use In encoding and

organizing new information can be affected by the purpose for which

the Information is to be used

This postulate states that a person's goals can significantly

Influence the way he or she Interprets Information relevant to these

goals. this Impl ies, for example, that If one's current purpose Is to

screen applicants for a librarian position, concepts such as Intro

verted. quiet, Intel Ilgent, and so forth, are likely to be used

whereas concepts such as artistic, agl Ie, or ostentatious would

likely not, since they have little If any relevance to the goals at

hand. Goals determine a range of relevant concepts. The actual selec

tion of specific concepts from this range presumably begins with the

most accessible (see Postulate 3).
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Most theoretical applications of this postulate assume that the

goals or purposes of the recipient of information are conscious.

However, It Is conceivable that certain goals are so central to a
person that they Influence Interpretational processes, regardless of

whether or not the person Is currently conscious of them. It Is also
possible that other unconscious factors can Influence concept selec

tion during Interpretation. This has been suggested In the priming
paradigm by Bargh and Pietromonaco (1982). They found that trait

Information presented to subjects so briefly that it presumably never
reached consciousness Influenced their subsequent Interpretation of

ambiguous stlmul I. There must therefore be factors irrelevant to
current goals that can affect concept selection In encoding and

organizing operations.
Research. A great deal of research (summarized In Brul I & Wyer,

In press) has demonstrated that experimentally suppl jed goals do

Indeed result In differential organization and use of information.

Whl Ie this may be Interpreted as general evidence for the importance
of goals In social Information processing, more specific evidence for

Postulate 4 Is generally lacking. With few exceptions (e.g.,

Carlston, 1980). the activation and use of specific goal-relevant

concepts in the Interpretation and use of social Information has not
been demonstrated. Consequently. despite Its Intuitive appeal,

Postulate 4 remains largely unsubstantiated by social cognition
research.

Appl Icabl I Ity. Two bodies of evidence do provide rather convinc-
ing Indications of the role of goals In the perception and organiza

tion of Information. They are Important because they deal with goals
that are not suppl led by an experimenter but rather are simply impor

tant alms of Individuals in their everyday lives. One set of evidence
Is the work of KI Inger (1975) on "current concerns." Current concerns
are basically a person's sal lent transitory or endllrlng goals (e.g.,

to find a Job, or to make a favorable Impression). There is con

siderable evidence that these concerns playa major role In determin-
Ing the aspects of the stimulus field to which people attend and
respond. As just one example, KI Inger cites the case of mothers who,
even though asleep, are particularly sensitive to the cries of their

neonates but not to other simi lar noise disturbances. KI Inger con

cludes that goals Induce a sensitization to goal-related stlmul I .

The other set of evidence supporting the applicability of this

postulate outside the social cognition lab Is the work of Bruner
(e.g., 1951). He tachistoscopically presented subjects with ambiguous
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visual stlmul I and found that their Interpretations of them could be

predicted by assessment of their values. Values can be thought of as

enduring, generalized goals. In this case, the visual Image was
Interpreted In terms of these ongoing goals. The research of Bruner

and KI Inger provides better support for Postulate 4 than does re
search performed to date In the typical social cognition paradigm.

Specifically, It demonstrates the power of Important personal goals

In guiding Information processing, whereas most social cognition

research has studied rather mundane and unlnvolvlng goals Imposed on
the subject by the experimenter.
Postulate 5. (Selective Encoding) If a set of abstract concepts

applicable for encQdlng InfQrmatlon has already been activated at the

time the InfprmatlQn Is received, pnly thpse features pf the Infprma
tlpn that exemplify these cQncepts wi I I tend tQ be encQded In mpre

abstract terms.

This postulate states that if a (presumably limited) set of

cQncepts Is activated during information acquisition, the only

hlgher-Qrder encQdlngs Qf the InformatlQn that Qccur wi I I generally
be In terms of these cQncepts. The use of the qualifier "generally"

Is Important. SQme behavlQrs are such clear and striking examples of

a specific trait that they wi I I be encoded In terms Qf this trait

regardless of whether It was among those concepts that have been
activated recently. To return to the case of the persQn screening

applicants for a librarian position, this person would likely have

concepts such as "Intel Ilgent" and "wei I-read" In mind. Postulate 5

states that only these cQncepts wi I I tend to be used for higher-order

encodlngs. However, If one candidate's resume contains the fact that

he or she WQn three Olympic medals In track and field, It Is almost

Inevitable that this wi I I be encoded In terms of the trait "athletic"

even though this concept was not previously activated.
Research. The primary empirical Implication of Postulate 5 Is

that subjects who are asked to recal I previously presented Informa
tion wi II tend torecal I only those aspects that exemplify concepts

that they had In mind at the time the Information was received. One

particularly robust laboratory finding that Is consistent with this
postulate Is the better recal I of a person's behavlQrs when they are

relevant to trait-based expectancies than when they are Irrelevant to

them (Hastie, 1980; Srul I, 1981; Srul I, Lichtenstein, & Rothbart,

1985; Wyer, Bodenhausen, & Srul I, 1984). A related example Is the

case of stereotyplc beliefs. Stereotypes can Influence judgments of

the stereotyped target because stereotyplc concepts (evoked by the
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target's ethnlclty, gender, occupation, etc.) facl I itate the encoding

of any behaviors that are consistent with stereotyplc expectancies

(Rothbart, 1981).

In much of this research, however, alternative theoretical

mechanisms could also account for the observed effects of

expectancies. An example may be subjects who are told that a person
Is Intel I Igent and subsequently show better recal I of behaviors that

have Implications for Intel I Igence than behaviors that are Irrelevant
to this attribute. This could Indicate that subjects selectively

encoded and organized the person's behaviors In terms of expectancy
related concepts (e.g., "Intel Ilgent") at the time the behaviors were

first read, and this led them to be relatively better recal led.

However, it Is equally plausible that subjects encoded all of the

behaviors In terms of traits they appeared to exemplify regardless of
their relevance to intel I igence. However, at the time they were asKed

to recal I the behaviors, they remembered that the person was
described as "intel I Igent" (during the expectancy-generation phase of

the experiment) and this concept cued the recal I of the particular
behaviors that had some impl icatlons for this trait. In other words,

the recal I bias could result from the selective retrieyal of
expectancy-related behaviors and not from selective encoding of them

at the time they were first presented.
These possibi I itles can be distinguished by varying the point at

which expectancy-related concepts are activated. That Is, suppose
some subjects are given trait descriptions of a target person before

receiving behavioral Information about him or her, whereas others are
not given these characterizations unti I after the target's behaviors

have been read. If both groups of subjects show the same bias In

recal I and judgments, It would suggest that selective retrieval

processes are operating. However, If biases In recal I are obtained

only when the trait description of the target preceded the presenta

tion of the target's behaviors, the selective encoding postulate
would be supported. In fact, quite different patterns of recal I seem

to occur in the two cases (Wyer et al ., 1984). Although Snyder and
Uranowltz (1978) report evidence that they interpreted as support for

selective retrieval, their memory test Involved a forced-choice
recognition procedure that fal led to correct for guessing bias.

Therefore, their results are equivocal regarding the merits of the
selective retrieval hypothesis (see 8el lezza & Bower. 1981).

Appl Icabl I ity. It is quite reasonable to wonder whether the

selective encoding and organization phenomena assumed in social
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cognition theorizing are as prominent In dally life as In the

laboratory. One reason for questioning their general Izabl I Ity Is the
fact that It Is rare In real life to learn about 60 different be

haviors of a person. most of which have clear trait Implications. In

a matter of minutes. Outside the laboratory. as we noted before. we

typically acquire knowledge of a person's behaviors In several dif

ferent situations over a fairly extended period of time.

Consequently, we are quite capable of encoding these Individual
behavioral episodes as they are observed or learned about, at least

at the level of generality with which they are usually described In

an experiment (e.g .. "helped a woman with her groceries"). Moreover,

In contrast to the laboratory, we often learn about a person's be

haviors without any particular objective In mind, and therefore we

are unlikely to Interpret them In terms of any specific goal-related

concepts. Thus, the selective encoding and organization that often

appear to occur in laboratory research seems likely to playa minor
role In most everyday life situations.

In everyday life situations, selective retrieval may be a more
critical factor. Which of the many behaviors that we have learned

about a person over the course of our past Interactions with him

or her are we I ikely to retrieve and use to make a particular Judg
ment (which we probably were not expecting to make at the time the

behaviors were learned)? A related question was raised by Snyder and

Uranowltz (1978). That Is, motivational factors that come Into play

after Information is presented may lead this Information to be

recal led and reinterpreted In a way that facl I Itates one's present

need. Fol lowing a divorce, for example. one may reconstrue the be

haviors of a spouse as exploitlve even though they were originally

viewed as loving.

Although the specific sort of selective encoding Identified In

laboratory research on person memory and Judgment may have relatively
little Influence on information processing In dally life, this does

not mean that selective encoding In general Is unimportant. The

processing demands placed on the human organism In dally life are

often considerable. Moreover, these demands are often heightened by
the need to pursue more than one cognitive objective simultaneously,

necessitating attention to several different sources and types of

Information. Under these conditions, It seems Inevitable that selec

tive encoding does play an Important role In Information processing.

However, whether the processes that under I Ie this sort of selectivity

are In any way simi lar to the sort of selective encoding Impl led by
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current laboratory research In social cognition (I.e., selective

encoding of particular types of Information about a particular in
dividual when we have a particular goal In mind to which the Informa

tion Is relevant) Is not at al I clear. Consideration of these

everyday life phenomena again reveals a problem that could In

principle be Investigated In the laboratory, namely the Influence of
competing objectives, or processing demands, which are not directly

related to one's primary goals, on selective encoding and use of

goal-relevant Information.
Postulate B If an oblect described by new Information can be Iden
tified as an exemplar Of a general concept (such as schema or

script) a representation Of the oblect may be formed on the basis Of
this concept This representation Is then stored In memory as a unit

This postulation has several Important theoretical Implications.
First, It asserts that the representational form of Information Is

often determined primarily by the existing organization of relevant
prior knowledge rather than by Its presentational format. Second, It

Implies that Information not contained In the original material may
be added to the representation on the basis of prior knowledge.

Third, It al lows for the posslbl I Ity that presented Information wi I I
not be contained In a representation If It Is not relevant to the

knowledge structure guiding the construction of this representation
(see Postulate 5). The generality of the postulate leaves open the

specific mechanism Involved In the construction of representations on

the basis of prior knowledge. However, It should be noted that,

Inasmuch as It does posit the formation and storage of an organiza

tional unit, It Is subject to the various theoretical controversies
discussed In the context of Postulate 1.

Two models proposed by Graesser and his col leagues offer more
specific accounts of the way existing bodies of knowledge are used In
creating new representations. The "script pointer + tag" model
(Graesser, Gordon, & Sawyer, 1979) proposes that once the relevance
of an existing memory structure Is recognized, a mental "pointer" Is

created that Indicates Its appllcabl Iity. The script or schema Is
conceived as a generic structure containing variables. Specific

values of these variables, which can be extracted from the new Infor

mation being presented, are stored along with the pointer. Script or

schema variables, whose values are not contained In the Information,

may be assigned "default" values, or most likely guesses. This

prOVides for later Intrusions or spontaneous Inferences. Any Informa

tion In the presented material that deviates from the script (by
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being Irrelevant or atypical) Is "tagged" onto the pointer repre
sentation. The I Inks between the tags and the main representation are
sufficiently weak that the Irrelevant or atypical material can
become dissociated from the representation and therefore be lost.
This provides for omissions In recal I of atypical Items.

A second, closely related conceptualization Is the "schema copy
+ tag model" (Graesser & Nakamura, 1982). This model makes Identical
assumptions except that Instead of a pointer referencing the generic
memory structure, a copy of a relevant subset of the nodes In the
schema Is created and variable values are Inserted Into this copy.
This model Is equally capable of accounting for Intrusions and
omissions. Both approaches ere compatible with Postulate B, and
others are also possible. However, Graesser's models are among the
best specified In this area.

Research In addition to the research conducted by Graesser In
support of his own models, other evidence exists for the basic claims
of Postulate 6. One of the most Interesting demonstrations of the use
of generic knowledge structures In the formation and organization of
new mental representations Is the research reported by E.
Lichtenstein and Brewer (1980). They presented subjects with both
videotaped event sequences and prose descriptions of events. The
particular events they examined Involved goal-directed behavior, and
they found evidence In five experiments for the use of a general
"plan schema" In organizing the Informational content of behavior.
They also found relatively poor recal I for presented behavior that
was not goal-directed, providing evidence of a tendency to omit
Information that Is Irrelevant to the generic knowledge structure
guiding representation formation.

Appl Icabl I tty. In what situations outside the laboratory would
someone be expected, on the basis of generic mental structures, to,
form a new "unlt of knowledge?" One likely prerequisite Is a hlgher
order processing objective such as "forming an Impression." This goal
Is usually pursued when someone or something Is encountered for the
first time. Thus, a new neighbor may be construed as a "typlcal
accountant type" or a new restaurant may be seen as a "run-of-the
ml I I fast-food joint." In such situations, It seems quite plausible
that we would rely on general knowledge to "pidgeon-hole" new
entities. However, once we begin to acquire more particular, episodic
information about these specific entities, generic knowledge struc
tures probably become obsolete. There Is also no need to form a new
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knowledge unit; new Information can be Incorporated Into the existing

one(s).
As knowledge of some entity or class of entities becomes more

complex end generic schemas become largely obsolete. domain-specific

knowledge structures may be used to facl I Itate further learning. For

exemple. Srul I (1983a) found that Individuals who had more

femll Isrlty with automobiles were better able to learn Information

about the attributes of several brands of cars (such as statements

that might appear In an advertisement). Moreover. the recal I perfor

mance of low-faml I larlty subjects was clearly Inferior when the

Information was presented In a random order compared to when It was

blocked by brand name. This was not the case with the hlgh

familiarity subjects. who apparently used their better articulated

knowledge structures to organize more efficiently the Incoming

Information.
The role of generic knowledge structures In survey application

Is suggested by research conducted by Bishop. Tuchfarber. and

OldendlcK (In press). who asked survey respondents questions about

fictitious (but to the respondent. ostensibly real) entities and

events. Many people responded as If they had specific knowledge

relevant to these entities. Having Identified the fictitious entity

as e member of some domain. their general knowledge apparently per

mitted them to make a response. This suggests that responses to

survey Items about which the respondent has relevant general

knowledge may be determined by guess-work based on schemata or

scripts rather than a retrieval of specific Information that may also

be available (see also Postulate 9).

postulate 7 When a large amount of Information about a target Is

presented the only aspects of It that ere stored In memory ere those

sufficient to permit the original meterlal to be reconstructed based

on more general releyant knowledge structures

A primary impl icatlon of this postulate Is one of cognitive

parsimony and efficiency. The claims for this assumption are mostly

made on theoretical grounds. The commitment to cognitive parsimony Is

a legacy of network theories of semantic memory (cf. ~ohnson-Lalrd.

Herrmann. & Chaffin. 1984). Some evidence for the notion of cognitive

efficiency was provided by Collins and Qui I I ian (1969) who measured

the time required for subjects to verify various semantic relations

(e.g .• a robin Is a bird). Based on the pattern of data they col

lected. they concluded that Information was not redundantly dis-

tributed throughout memory but could be described In terms of a
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hierarchical structure In which attributes possessed by al I members

of a class were stored only at the superordinate level of the class
and not repeated In representation of each class member. Johnson

Laird et al., however. suggest that semantic memory may Involve more

redundancy than has previously been believed. Their specific argument

Is that many semantic relations (I Inks between objects and their
attributes) are so wei I-learned that they must be Included In repre

sentations of some Individual members of a class as wei I as at the
superordinate level.

Claims for parsimony In mental representation have also been
made In the case of memory for episodic Information. Wyer (1980)

asserted that this postulate Is especially Important In conceptual Iz-
Ing memory for ongoing behavior sequencles, which often Involve a

great deal of Information that could easily be recaptured simply by

storing "highlights." On Intuitive grounds. this claim Is quite

plausible. A specific theoretical Implementation of Postulate 7 In

terms of event memory Is the work of Graesser et al. (1979). dis

cussed In the previous section. In the script pointer + tag model, an
action sequence that Is an Instance of some more general type of

activity (e.g., eating lunch at Nature's Table with Rhonda and Peter
Is a specific Instance of "eating at a restaurant") Is remembered by

the use of a cognitive "pointer" to the restaurant script and an
Indication of the specific Information that Is not In the script but

Is necessary to reconstruct the event. This additional Information
takes the form of "tags" and Instantiation values of script

variables. Graesser's model demonstrates one theoretical use of this

postulate.
Research. Obtaining supporting or dlsconflrmlng evidence regard- .

Ing this postulate Is difficult. One set of findings that supports

the basic idea Is the research on the atypical Ity effect (Graesser &
Nakamura. 1982). Stated In the broadest terms, the atypical Ity effect

refers to the fact that people can discriminate presented and un

presented atypical aspects of a stimulus passage fairly wei I. In

contrast. people are quite poor at discriminating between presented

and unpresented typical aspects. This Is presumably because they only
store the distinctive and Informative aspects of the material at the

time It Is presented and do not bother tu retain other material that

would be redundant with general knowledge. A recent study by

Nakamura, Graesser, Zimmerman, and Rlha (1985) replicated the

atypical Ity effect In a nonlaboratory setting. Students were given a

recognition memory test for the behaviors performed by a lecturer 20
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min efter the lecture ended. Aspects of the lecturers behavior that

were not Inherent In a generic "lecture" script were better dis

criminated from dlstractors than were more typical behaviors.

More evidence that only "highlights" of action sequences are

stored In memory Is suggested In the work of Newston (1976). In his

reseerch, he presents subjects with videotaped action sequences and

"unitizes" them Into meaningful segments. He finds that breakpoints

occur at significant events. Recal I of these breakpoint events them

selves Is theoretically al I that Is required to reconstruct the

general sequence. Mundane Interpolated actions can be Inferred from

Information contained at the breakpoints. However, some evidence

argues against such strong claims of representational parsimony.

Cohen and Ebbesen (1979), In a paradigm simi lar to Newtson's, found

that subjects forming an Impression of an event sequence divided It

Into fewer action units than those who were trying to memorize the

sequence. Nevertheless, recognition memory for detal Is of the se

quence a short time later was not appreciably different for these two

groups of subjects. Cohen and Ebbesen conclude that a dual-coding

system must be Involved, In which more than one representation Is

formed with Information overlap In the two representations. If this

Is the case. It argues against Postulate 7. Thus, the evidence

regarding Postulate 7's status In the laboratory Is mixed.

Appl Icebl Iity. In real life, we encounter so much Information In

the course of any given day that It seems very unlikely that we would

store anything other than the highlights or the gist of the events.

However, there Is some evidence that we can remember much of the

specific detal I of real-life events. In a study by Keenan,

MacWhlnney, and Mahew (1977), colleagues were unexpectedly asked to

recall the content of a prior conversation. Subjects not only

demonstrated a clear abl I Ity to remember the gist of comments that

had been made, but In many cases they also remembered the surface

structure as wei I. Contrary to Postulate 7, this suggests that very

detal led Information may be available In memory representations of

ongoing events.

It Is true that after substantial time delays, detal Is of Infor

mation are often hard to remember. For example, If someone Is asked

to recall the specific details of a movie they saw a month ago, she

or he may be unable to generate many of the events that occurred.

However, If a specific event Is mentioned by someone else, the person

may often not only Immediately remember It, but the event may trigger

memories of related specific Incidents In the film that she or he was
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previously unable to cal I to mind. This example Intuitively seems to

support a dual-coding notion over a single. parsimonious repre
sentation. One representation of the film may consist of the general

gist of the plot and the main characters. and perhaps one's own

affective reactions to the film. The detal Is of the film may be

contained In another representation. one that Is typically not

assessed. It would not be necessary to access It. for example. In

making a recommendation to someone else about whether to see the

film. Nevertheless It can be accessed If specific retrieval cues are
provided.

In terms of Implications for survey research. this means that

appropriate retrieval cues contained In a question may lead respon

dents to access a more richly detal led memory representation and

respond on the basis of this representation. whereas a global or

vague question may result In a fal lure to consult these specific

detal Is. Instead, a more abbreviated. highlights-only representation

may be used. The question. once again, Is what sorts of cues are

required to elicit effective retrieval of fine detal Is -- a question
not adequately considered In social cognition research to date.

postulate 8 Information Is more likely to be retained In long-term

memory If It has been processed more extenslyely

The general Idea of "amount of processing" has been used In many

different ways. Originally, when first discussed by Cralk and

Lockhart (1972), there was a notion of "depth" or differing levels at
which processing can occur. Although this point of view has been

largely abandoned, there are stl I I several other senses In which
"amount of processing" is or could be used. One general sense Is the

amount of time devoted to the consideration of specific Information.
If more time Is spent thinking about something, It should be more

likely to be remembered (cf. Raaljmakers & Shlffrln. 1881).
One type of Information that Is likely to receive more process

Ing time and thus to be more memorable Is sal lent or distinctive

Information. This postulate also applies to the amount of repetition

or rehearsal an Informational I~em receives. Obviously this also
Involves more time, but It specifies that the time Is spent In the

rate process of repeating the Item. A third sense of amount of
processing also deals with more processing time, but rather than

spending the additional time on rehearsal, It Is spent on
elaboration. This Is the usage adopted In the Hastie (19SD)-Srull

(1881) model of impression formation". The basic Idea Is that the

presence of an item that contradicts an expectancy leads to attempts
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to explain or reconcl Ie the Item In terms of other available

knowledge. It Is the elaboration, and the concomitant formation of

Interltem associative linkages that theoretically leads to greater

ease of recal ling contradictory Items In this paradigm, rather than

the amount of processing time per se.
Research The expectation that sal lent or distinctive Informa

tion wi I I receive more processing and thus be better remembered has

received mixed support. Evidence for this proposition Includes the

finding that perspective or point of view affects the content of

recal I protocols In a systematic manner. Material that Is sal lent

from one point of view Is better remembered relative to conditions

In which another point of view Is taken from which the same material

Ie not sal lent (Fiske et al., 1979).

However, two reviews of research on salience effects recently

concluded that evidence for superior recal I of sal lent Information Is

not consistent (McArthur, 1981; Taylor & Fiske, 1978).

The hypothesis that Inconsistent Information wi I I be better

remembered due to elaborative processing has received much more

substantial empirical support (Hastie, 1980; Brul I, 1981; Brul I et

al., 1985; Wyer et al., 1984). Moreover, researchers have begun to

examine the specific conditions in which elaborative processing wi I I

or wi I I not result from encountering Inconsistent Information.

Crocker, Hannah, and Weber (1983), for example, found that behavior

that Is Inconsistent with a trait-based expectancy Is better recal led

only when it cannot be easily attributed to a situational factor. If

It ~ be attributed to a situational cause, the Inconsistency poses

no cognitive dl lemma and therefore does not stimulate further

processing (see also Hastie, 1984). Brull (1981) and Wyer et al.

(1984) found that Inconsistencies In information about members of a

group are better remembered only when the group is a cohesive unit

for which one has strong expectations of uniformity along certain

trait dimensions. Otherwise, the usual diversity found In most

loosely-knit collectives Is sufficient to account for the Inconsis

tent behavior of Individual members, thereby precluding the need for
more extensive processing.

The available evidence clearly supports Postulate 8 when

"extensive processing" Is Interpreted as elaboratiye processing.

However, there Is some evidence that merely repeating or rehearsing

an Item may DQt be sufficient to produce greater recal I performance.

Brul I (1981) found that having subjects repeat Inconsistent behaviors

four times after hearing them actually decreased recal I. Thus, the
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repetition Interpretation of "extensive processing" has not received

the extensive support that the elaboration Interpretation has.

Appl leahl Iity. There Is no compel ling reason to believe that the

effect of amount of cognitive elaboration found In the laboratory

wi I I not also be obtained In real-world situations. In these situa

tions. as In the laboratory. the I Ikel Ihood of long-term storage

should Increase with more extensive processing. However. In relation

to other factors. amount of processing may playa less Important role

In determining which of several Items wi I I be recal led In the

situation. In the laboratory. effects of amount of processing on

recal I may be substantial primarily because of the unique nature of

the recal I task. That Is. amount of processing may have a major

Influence on the probabl I Ity that an Item wi I I be recal led only when

subjects are Instructed to recal I Information In general. without

regard to type. In everyday life situations. however. we are rarely

cal led upon to make vague or general recollections. Instead. memory

searches are conducted for specific reasons or In response to

specific cues. The range of relevant Information Is likely to be much

more restricted than In the "recal I everything you can" task.

Conceivably the amount of processing/elaboration Is an Important

determinant of recal I In these more restricted search situations only

within the range of Information that Is considered on other bases to

be goal relevant.

,Postulate 8. In combination with the Impression formation

literature. impl ies that we should often be much more likely to store

Information about people In long-term memory If It contradicts our

expectations about them. Hence. our minds should be ful I of dlscon

forming evidence. This Is inconsistent with phenomena such as the

perseverance of bel iefs and stereotypes In the face of contradictory

evidence (~elal ian & Mi I ler. 1984). Postulate 8 can be reconcl led

with bel ief perseverance through the introduction of motivational

factors. In some situations. people are unwl I ling to accept con

tradictory evidence so they dismiss it out of hand and are not

motivated to reconci Ie it with other knowledge. They may simply make

a situational. transitory attribution for the occurrence of a bel lef-

Inconsistent event. regardless of whether evidence exists to support

such attributions. Through motivational mechanisms. we may indeed be

able to "overlook the Incongruent."
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postulate a. When making ludgments peogie dO not generally search

memory tor 01 I previously acgulred Information that Is releyant to
the Judgment· rather they retrleye and use only a small subset of

this Information that Is most easily accessible at the time

This postulate states that Judgments are usually the result of a

heuristic search process rather than an exhaustive, systematic

seerch. Moreover, heuristic processes may bypass Information search

entirely. Many theorists have claimed that what Is actually retrieved
end used In many jUdgment-making situations are not Instances of

evidence contained In memory but Is rather a personal theory relevant

to the Judgment domain. This Is the claim for theory-based rather
then data-based judgments (Jennings, Amabl Ie, & Ross, 1982; Shweder,

1982; Wright & Murphy, 1984).
Postulate 9 has Important Implications for data-based judgments.

One possible form of heuristic data-based decisions could Involve the

serial retrieval of pieces of decision-relevant Information, begin
ning with the most accessible, untl I the preponderance of the

evidence overal I exceeds some judgmental threshold. Whatever the

specific theoretical mechanism. the claims for heuristic processes In

judgment and decision making are among the most weI I-substantiated In

social and cognitive psychology.
The tone of many discussions of this heuristic quality of human

Information processing Is decidedly pejorative. This Is undOUbtedly

because In order to distinguish heuristic-based processing from more
systematic (algorithmic) processing, one must construct conditions In

which the use of e heuristic and the use of an algorithm lead to

different Judgments. In fact, this Is often difficult to do. The

lamentations over the supposed Inferiority of heuristic-based judg

ments often Ignore the fact that In the vast majority ,of situations

encountered in everyday life, the use of a heuristic generates judg
ments that quite closely approximate those that would result from

more extensive cognitive activity. It seems more appropriate to
regard heuristic processing as a useful means of coping with complex

Judgment situations rather than as a "shortcoming" of the human
Information processor (cf. Nisbett & Ross, 1980).

Research One of the most famous demonstrations of heuristic
processing is the research of Tversky and Kahneman (1973) on the use

of aval labl I Ity as a heuristic for Judging frequency and probabl Iity.
Events that come easily to mind are judged to be both more frequent

and more probable. Research supporting the aval labl I Ity heuristic, as
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wei I as many of the others that have been Identified (e.g .• repre

sentativeness. simulation). Is wei I documented by Sherman and Corty
(1984). The operation of this postulate as It pertains to survey

research Is described by Bishop (this volume).

Bodenhausen and Wyer (1985) provide Interesting evidence regard-

Ing the relationship between heuristic strategies and the Information

search process. In that study. we found evidence that ethnic

stereotypes were used In making punitive decisions (a theory-based
judgmental strategy). SubseQuent to making these decisions. however.

the available Information was apparently reviewed In an attempt to
corroborate the Implications of the theory-based judgment. This

Indicates that Information search may be greater than the postulate

would assume. but the searching may occur after a judgment has

already been made. primarily In an effort to confirm the judgment and

thereby justify the use of the heuristic.
Appl Icabl Iity One obvious objection to laboratory demonstra

tions of heuristic processing Is the fact that subjects In experi

ments often do not have sufficient Interest and motivation In the
judgment tasks presented to them to adopt more systematic strategies.

This claim has been substantiated In the laboratory by Gabrenya and

Arkin (1979). who documented greater rei lance on heuristic under

conditions In which judgments had low hedonic relevance. Simi larly.

Chaiken (1980) found that In a personally Involving persuasion situa

tion. subjects used more systematic processing styles. whl Ie those In

less Involving situations adopted heuristic styles. As a final ex

ample. Harkness. DeBono. and Borglda (1985) found that personally
Involved subjects used more complex judgment strategies In a contin

gency judgment task and were also more accurate than relatively less

Involved subjects.
Another potential difference between laboratory judgments and

real-world judgments lies In the fact that people In their everyday

lives are often able to reflect upon a decision. make a tentative

Judgment, and then later modify It. This may occur several times en

route to a final decision. Thus, even If a limited set of available

Information Is used In arriving at each Intermediate judgment on the

road to an ultimate decision. different subsets of Information are
likely to be Involved In each case. Therefore, over the course of

time the Implications of several different types of Information may

be considered. and most of their Implications may ultimately be taken

Into account. This phenomenon contrasts sharply with laboratory

situations In which a single judgment Is expected to be made quickly.
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The bottom line Is that judgmental processes In the real world are

complex and varied, and are not always heuristically based. Although

we seldom If ever stop to consider all Information relevant to a

judgment, In everyday life our judgments may be more systematic than

they typically are In laboratory and survey settings.

Postulate 10 The concepts of mental structures that are most liKely

to be retrleyed from long-term memory for use In Interpreting new

Information or maKing ludgments are those that have been most

recently used In the past.

This postulate explicitly equates cognitive accesslbl I Ity with

recency of use (QQt recency of acquisition). Many of the theoretical

Issues raised In the discussion of accesslbl I Ity effects at encoding

(Postulate 3) also apply here. For example, alternative factors that

may rival recency In determining accessibl Iity (e.g., frequency,

salience, etc.) are Important to consider In both cases. In maKing

judgments, stl I I other factors may become Important that were not

considered in the previous discussion. Most obviously, the effect of

more recently used Information about a person or event may be over

ridden by the effects of other attributes when these attributes are

partiCUlarly strongly associated with the entity being judged.

Research Postulate 10 Is of potential Importance in understand

Ing a great variety of laboratory phenomena. One example Is the

research on priming effects In judgment, discussed earlier In the

context of Postulate 3. Another Important example is the finding that

If people maKe a judgment after receiving experimentally presented

Information, they wi I I rely on this more recent judgment, rather than

the original material, in maKing subsequent judgments (Carlston,

1980; Sherman, Ahlm, Berman, & Lynn, 1978 -- see also Postulate 11).

Btl I I another example Is research Indicating that concepts that have

been used to explain feedbacK concerning one's own (or someone

else's) fal lure or success may affect predictions of future success

or fal lure even after the feedbacK has been discredited as bogus

(Ross, Lepper, & Hubbard, 1975).

However, the effects of recency are often hard to separate from

those of other factors. For example, Carretta and Moreland (1982)

found that people who voted for Richard Nixon in 1972 continued to

regard him positively during the subsequent Watergate hearings. This

could mean that the Initial concepts formed about Nixon, which became

strongly associated with him, were used as bases for Judgments rather

then the more recently acquired Information about his role In

Watergate. On the other hand, it could also indicate that the
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favorable concepts about Nixon, although aCQuired before the

Watergate hearings, were typically recal led and were continually used
In the course of hearing about Watergate and attempting to rational

Ize the events that took place. Thus, knowledge about Watergate,

although more recently acquired, was not necessarily more recently
used.

Appl Icabl I Ity The appl Icabl I Ity of recency effects In terms of

encoding operations was discussed In the context of Postulate 3 and

wi I I not be repeated here. The effect of recency In real-world

judgment processes can be viewed as a by-product of heuristic
processing strategies. To this extent, an evaluation of Its role In

making judgments Is susceptible to considerations simi lar to those we
raised In the context of discussing heuristic processes In general.

That Is, recency may be Important In determining an Initial
"kneejerk" judgment. However, In real I ife, many Judgments are not of

this sort. Unfortunately, the short time span of experimental tasks,
and the I imited Importance that these tasks have for subjects,

usually mitigate against such deliberate decision making, and there

fore may make recency effects appear more common than they actually

are In everyday life.
Postulate 11 Once a representatiOD Of a target has beeD formed and

stored In memory this represeDtatlOD wi I I teDd to be used ID sub

seQuent ludgments of the target rather thaD the original Information

Postulate 11 is really a combination of the Implications of
several of the other postulates. Postulate 4 stated that a person's

goals strongly affect the way Information Is encoded and organized.
This postulate asserts that it Is this goal-determined representation

that wi I I be retained in memory. Under ordinary circumstances, the

original Information wi I I not be stored In long-term memory, and

after a certain period of time, It wi I I be lost from short-term or

working memory. Given the processes assumed by Postulates 3 and 5,

the Information that ends up being stored In memory may differ sub
stantlally from the original Information. The Implications of the

representation for subsequent Judgments may be quite different from

the Impl icatlons of the original information. Further discussion of

theory relevant to this postulate can be found In the discussions of

Postulates 3,4,5,7, and 10.
Research and Appl Icabl I jty In addition to research cited In the

previous sections, one other set of findings has Implications for a

specific implementation of this postulate. The concept of working
memory Is central to this assumption. One version of this concept Is
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the "WorK Space" discussed by Wyer and Srul I (1985b). In their model,

the construction of representations occurs In the Work Space, which

contains the original Information. Only the representations migrate

to long-term memory; the original Information remains In the Work

Spece untl I It Is displaced by more Immediate processing goals. At

such time, It Is Irretrievably lost. Srul I and Wyer (1983) report six

experiments that support this conceptualization. Basically, these

studies show that factors that theoretically lead Information In the

Work Space to be displaced both decrease the recal I of this Informa

tion and Increase the Influence of abstract concepts that were used

to encode It at the time the Information was first received.

Postulate 11 receives some credlbl Iity from these studies.
Issues surrounding the appl Icabl I Ity of this postulate have been

discussed In the context of previous postulates. Particularly

relevant Is the discussion In the "appl Icabl I Ity" section of

Postulate 7, In which It Is contended that the detal Is of the

original Information may be more likely to be stored and recal led In

certain real-life situations than Postulate 11 Impl ies.
Postulate 12 If Information has been encoded and organized In terms

of certain concepts or prototypic structures the subseQuent activa

tion Of these concepts or structures may serve as retrieval cues for

the Information thereby facl I Itatlng recal I

The organizing concepts that are described In Postulate 12 could

be any of several different types. However, trait concepts are the

most commonly studied kind. In the domain of person perception,

Postulate 12 could be translated as: Recal I of behavioral Informa

tion, which has been encoded In terms of personality traits, can be

effectively cued by the trait terms themselves.

As we noted at the outset, the effects of retrieval processes

ere often difficult to Isolate from effects that occur at earlier
processing stages (cf. Anderson, 1978). Nonetheless, most of the

theoretical "action" has occurred In conceptualizing these earlier

stages, and retrieval processes have received far less attention In

social cognition theory and research than they deserve. One reason

for this may be that the theories are developed to account for

laboratory research In which the Information presented Is recal led

after a relatively short retention Interval. A conceptualization of

strategic retrieval processes may become much more Important when

greater Intervals occur between Information acquisition and usage.

Research Evidence that personality traits serve as retrieval

cues for behaviors that exemplify them has been obtained by Wyer and
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Gordon (1982; see also Winter & Uleman, 1984). It Is Interesting to

note that in the Wyer and Gordon study, trait concepts cued the

recal I of behaviors exemplifying them only when subjects learned

about these behaviors with the objective of forming an Impression of

the person who performed them. When the subjects' goal was simply to

memorize the behaviors, there was no evidence that traits were effec

tive retrieval cues. This can be explained simply by assuming that

the behaviors were encoded In trait terms only In the Impression

formation condition. It would seem, then, that at least In the

laboratory situations frequently Investigated by social cognition
researchers, Postulate 12 Is quite likely to hold, provided the

retrieval cues correspond to features Involved In the original
encoding.

Appl Icabl I Ity As stated above, consideration of retrieval cues

may be much more Important In real life than In the laboratory be

cause retention intervals tend to be longer. One common real-life

situation in which retrieval cues are Important Is question

answering. Cues provided in a question may frequently have an Impor

tant Impact on the response that Is generated. This Is because dif

ferent Information may be accessed In response to different cues.

This has obvious ramifications for survey research. A concrete ex

ample may clarify the point. Suppose that someone has recently had

the flu and al I the accompanying discomforts. Including a nagging

headache. The person may encode the entire episode at a general level

as about with the flu rather than as a headache. fever. nausea. and

so forth. If the person is contacted by an analgesic manufacturer's

marketing research division and Is asked when she or he last had a

headache. she or he may overlook the flu-induced headache because the

specificity of the question leads to a search for Instances In which

an episode was encoded as u a headache" specifically. The respondent

may report that the last time she or he had a headache was months

ago.
A final consideration In conceptualizing the role of retrieval

processes in dai Iy I ife Is the fact that the retrieval cues we use to
access prior knowledge may be selected strategically and

Intentionally A common example occurs In trying to recal I the names
of the 50 United States. In performing this task, a person may first

use geographical location as a basis for recal I. If this strategy

does not result in recal I of al I of the states, the person may run

through the alphabet, attempting to recal I the names of states begin

ning with each letter. Finally, the person may recal I the states
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represented by various footbal I conferences, or perhaps the states

she or he passed through on a recent automobile trip to California.

Each strategy may elicit a different subset of knowledge. One way of

conceptual izlng this phenomenon is to assume that different sets of

cues access different subsets of information. Simi lar processes may

be used In attempting to recal I the names of persons in one's high

school class, or the movies that one saw last year. These processes

have In fact been discussed more formally by Norman and Bobrow

(1878). A specification of both the determinants and effects of

retrieval cues In accessing social knowledge may be of considerable

Importance in understanding the bases of Judgments and decisions we

make In dally life.

Naturalistic Approaches to the Study of Social Cognition

It seems reasonable to conclude from the discussion above that

existing research on social-cognitive processes has potentially more

to say about real-world cognition that Neisser (1980) wishes to

believe. At the same time, It Is Important to real ize that there are

constraints on the appl Icabl I tty of the conclusions drawn from ex

perimental research that are in some cases substantial. These must be

carefully considered. Moreover, there can be no doubt that Important

questions about real-world cognition stl I I remain unanswered, some

(but not al I) of which are susceptible to laboratory Investigation.

In the final section of this chapter, we wi I I briefly discuss the

mutual benefits that could emerge from the use of natural istic re

search strategies to complement and augment experimentation in the

study of social cognition.

Ongoing Interaction. Ostrom (1984) recently pointed out that

social knowledge Is not passively acquired. As active participants In

society, we gather knowledge In the course of complex Interactions

with the elements of the social environment. For this reason, It Is

Important to study the cognitive processes of persons who are assum

Ing a more active role than those often imposed by laboratory tasks.

What Is cal led for are more naturalistic strategies that Involve the

observation of ongoing interaction (e.g., Harr , 1980). We are quick

to add that we do not advocate this Instead of the usual laboratory

strategies but rather In addition to them. McGrath (1982) has noted

that only through methodological plural Ism can the social sciences

hope to advance.

The extensive work of Newston (1976; for a concise summary, see

Knowles & O. Smith, 1981) represents a research program that has
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begun to tackle the job of discovering those aspects of ongoing

behavior (in videotaped form) that significantly affect an In

dividual 's cognitive responses to behavioral sequences. Despite these

important contributions, the subject in Newtson's studies retains a

predominantly passive orientation. We have recently undertaken a line

of research that places the subject in a much more active and so

cial Iy rich role. In this research, cohabiting couples are asked to

engage In discussions of various Issues of personal concern. These

conversations are videotaped and the participants subsequently make

numerous judgments and Interpretations of their own and their

partner's behavior. It Is our ultimate goal to use discourse analytic

strategies to Identify the regularities that may exist In the nature

of the conversation that evoke different patterns of perceptions and

responses. (For preliminary findings and an elaboration of the

methodology, see Gael Ick, Bodenhausen, & Wyer, 1985.) This approach

clearly Involves the Investigation of a real-world-type situation

using a methodology quite different from much social cognition re

search, and hopefully the findings It generates wi I I complement those

coming from more traditional experimental techniques.

Real-World Memory Another important approach to social cogni

tion that involves a more naturalistic strategy is work concerned

with memory for real-world persons and events that occur outside the

laboratory. Examples of this include the extensive work of Bahrlck

(1984; Bahrick, Bahrlck, & Wlttl Inger, 1975). Bahrlck et al., for

example, used a cross-sectional design to study people's memory for

the names and faces of acquaintances over a fifty-year span. Memory

for real-world events has been studied by Keenan and her col leagues

(Keenan & Bai I let, 1980; Keenan et al. 1977), by Linton (1976, 1982),

and by Loftus (e.g., Loftus & Marburger, 1983). Memory for personally

and socially significant events represents an area that is ripe for

future exploration and is an important complement to experimental

investigations of cognition.
Survey Research Before concluding this chapter, we want to

point out the possible role of survey research in bridging the gap

between laboratory findings and what we have cal led real-world

cognition. That is, not only may Information-processing principles

help to elucidate the determinants of response in Interviews and

questionnaires, but surveys and interviews may, as Loftus, Flenberg,

and Tanur (1986) recently put it, "provide new sources of data for

learning about human cognition" (p. 176). Loftus et al. document this
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posslbl I Ity In some detal I. Interestingly, they conclude their ar

ticle by noting that survey research may be an Important mechanism

for addressing the complaints of Nelsser (1982).
By now we hope It Is clear that, although we dispute the strong

form of Nelsser's claims about the Irrelevance of much laboratory

work to an understanding of social cognition in the real world, we

agree that social cognition researchers must take his advocacy of

naturalistic research settings and strategies quite seriously. We

have argued that the postulates we described In this chapter have

Implications outside the laboratory, but more work Is needed to begin
to document their role in nonlaboratory situations.
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Psychology In the second half of the twentieth century is

dominated by the cognitive point of view. Based on foundational work

by Chomsky (1957) on syntactic structures In language, by Newel I and

Simon (1972) on computer simulation of thinking, and by a host of

researchers Interested In memory and perception (Mi I ler, Galanter, &
Prlbram, 1960; Nelsser, 1967), a new mental ism has emerged that

serves as the central theoretical orientation In al I subfields of

psychology. Neighboring social sciences have started to use some of

these theoretical concepts In their analyses of individual behavior.

Within the cognitive approach one set of concepts seems to be

coalescing into a coherent core of principles, cal led "Information

Processing Theory." The body of this paper Is a summary of the essen

tials of Information Processing Theory stated as a I ist of general

principles. This list Is designed to be useful to survey researchers.

There are several excel lent texts (e.g., ~.R. Anderson, 1980;

Lachman, Lachman, & Butterfield, 1979) and survey articles (e.g.,

Bower, 1978; Estes, 1978; Simon, 1979) that provide alternative
treatments of the same material.)

KEY c::oN:;EPTS I N I NFORMAT I ON PREESS I M3

Information

1. The fundamental material In an information processing

analysis Is Information. Sometimes information is measured or repre

sented In terms of quantitative metrics (Garner, 1962; N.H. Anderson,

1981). However, the most common practice is to represent information

qual itatlvely as I ists of features, natural language sentences and

phrases, or geometric diagrams. Since the most common experimental

stlmul I are words, sentences, and pictures these formats for repre

sentation, closely matching the structures of the stimulus materials,
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are convenient and have proven successful as theoretical symbols. The

types of representation that wi I I be most useful for survey research

ers concerned with respondents' thoughts about their personal lives.

medical practices. consumer goods. the political world, and other

everyday events should be closest to the theoretical solutions

developed by cognitive psychologists Interested In text comprehension

(Rumelhart & Norman. 1985).

Typical practice would be to represent a concept as a location

In a graph that Is described by a word or phrase and associated with

a list of attributes. In the case of noun categories. these features

are usually properties of the entity referenced by the concept that

are to verify whether or not an object Is an Instance of the concept

(Figure 1). Relations between Idea nodes are symbolized theoretically

as I Inks In the network or pointers that connect the nodes. These

I Inks are given with labels selected from a short list of qUBsl

forma I re I at I onsh I ps that are a I lowed I n the spec I f Ic repre

sentational system. The attribute lists associated with the nodes

correspond loosely to the concept·s reference and the I Inks In the

network correspond loosely to the concept·s aanaa.

Figure 1: Attribute I ist representations of concepts (based on Smith

& Medin. 1981).

PIGEON CANARY CHICKEN COLLIE DAISY

AI: animate AI: animate AI: animate AI: animate AI: inanimate

A2: feathered A2: feathered A2: feathered A2: furry A2: stem

A3: fl ies A3: fl ies A3: pecks A3: tan A3: white

A4 : 1ives- A4: yellow A4: squawks A4 : barks
in-

cit ies AS: 1eys eggs

A6: cannot fly

A7: edible

The emphasis on semantic attribute representations for stlmul i

Is characteristic of Information Processing Theory and it highl ights



one of Its major limits. How are ooosemaotic. nonpropositional types

of Information (e.g .. emotions. sensory experiences such as rare

tastes or melodies.~ Impressions such as Images of works of art.

etc.) represented mentally? Of the problematic Information types.

survey researchers wi I I be most Interested In theoretical analyses of

the relationship between cognition and affect (Clark & Fiske. 1982).

The clearest proposal of a representational format for affect is as a

set of semantic tags (corresponding to alternate emotional states)

that are I Inked to concept nodes as features or as alternate concept

nodes In the same network (Bower & Cohen. 1982). Thus. affect infor

mation Is treated I Ike any other semantic Information in the network.

However. there Is considerable controversy on this Issue and some

theorists (e.g .• Zajonc. 1980) argue that the semantic representation

solution Is Inadequate.
The influence of emotional reactions to a candidate or issue on

voting behavior has been of interest to survey researchers for a long

time (Campbel I. Converse. MI Iler. & Stokes, 1960; Lippman, 1922).

Recent research by cognitive psychologists has reaffirmed the sig

nificance of emotional factors In political choice (Abelson. Kinder.

Peters. & Fiske. 1982) although specific models of the representation

and processing of emotion-provoking pol itlcal stlmul i have not been

appl led to politically significant stlmul I. Leventhal (1982) has

contributed an original and Integrative treatment of the roles of

emotion and cognition In thinking about medical experiences. Johnson

and Tversky (1983) have demonstrated effects of affect on judgments

of personal risk. Other researchers are attempting to analyze the

role of emotion In knowledge about consumer products and consumer

choice (Tybout. Calder, & Sternthal I 1981).

Memory Structures

2. Information is stored in memory in one of several alternate
structures. One of the major contributions of the information

processing rei lance on the analogy between human and machine informa

tion processing has been an Increased sophistication about structures

for information (Winograd. 1975). These structures usually apply to

the relationship between conceptual nodes (see above) and a smal I set

of structures appear again and again In the cognitive psychology

literature. The most common structure is a I ist of concepts. with

each concept I Inked to one or two adjacent nodes. The I ist structure

Is popular because many of the stimulus materials in memory research
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Figure 2: A simple semantic networ~ chosen to Illustrate Inheritance
relations among concepts (based on Rumelhart & Norman,
1985) .
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Figura 3: Examples of structural representations for narrative text
(based on Kintsch, 1978; and Trabasco. Secco. & Van Den
Broelc , 1984 ) .

(a)

Text

This Landolfo, then,
having made the sort
of preliminary calcu
lations merchants
normally make, pur
chased a very large
ship ...

(Ruined,
Landolfo )

Text Base

I (PURCHASE ,agent: L,object: SHIP)
2(LARGE,SHIP)
3(VERY,2)
4(AFTER,I,5)
5(CALCULATE ,agent: L)
6(PRELIMINARY ,5)
7(lIKE,5,B)
B1 CALCULATE ,agent: MERCHANT)
9 NORMAL,B) ...

(b)

CD Judy is going to have a birthday party.

2 She is ten years old.

eD She wants a hammer and saw for presents.

4 Then she cou1d ma ke a coa track •••

5 and fix her doll house.

CD She asked her father ...

7 to get them for her.

® Her father did not want to get them for her.

9 He did not think that girls should play with
a hammer and saw.

@ But he wanted to get her something.

@ So he bought her a beautiful new dress.

12 Judy 1Hed the dress ...

@ but she still wanted the hammer and saw.

12
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have been presented as I ists (e.g., word I ists, digit strings, etc.).

We also noted that the features for concept nodes are typically

represented as lists.

The hierarchy, a directed graph, in which some nodes are super

ordinate to other (subordinate) nodes with the hierarchical ordering

extending over several tiers is also popular. These structures are

common in theoretical descriptions of long-term conceptual memories

(Smith & Medin, 1981; Smith, 1979) because of the manner In which

many natural language nomenclature systems are structured. Linguistic

concepts frequently have an "embedded" character where one concept

can be used to reference many levels of abstraction. As I noted

above, these interconcept networks correspond to the~ of the

concepts and the links are usua I IY I abe led by a sma I I set of

relationships that are fundamental to the meanings of the concepts

(see detai I of Figure 2). Additionally, many other linguistic en

tities such as sentences, paragraphs, and narrative texts can be

described in terms of hierarchical phrase structure dlsQrams or text

outl ine hierarchies (J.R. Anderson & Bower, 1973; Kintsch, 1974)

(Figure 3). In these cases comprehension is hypothesized to involve

the appl ication of rules that "parse" texts or events Into meaningful

units that are stored separately but I Inked together, often In S

hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure Is also useful to

represent plans for actions which can be described at many levels of

specification (Mi I ler et al., 1960; J.R. Anderson, 1980).

A third type of structure, the undifferentiated network, Is

frequently used to represent the organization of material where time

or semantic constraints do not Impose the orderly relations Impl led

by the list or hierarchy. For example, Hastie (Hastie & Kumar, 1979)

and Brul I (1981) have proposed such structures to characterize the

organization of facts in memory that refer to a single casual

acquaintance. A speculation that I would I Ike to advance as a

hypothesis about the knowledge underlying attitudes is that the

undifferentiated network is the structure for this Information In

memory. For example, Figure 4 depicts a plausible structure for some

of the ideas el iclted from a respondent using the cue Abortion. I

have used the unlabeled I Inks and undifferentiated nodes of the

network to summarize the associations observed In the respondent's

verbal protocol. It appears that there are three "clusters" of Ideas:

(a) a "pro-choice" cluster of abstractions (e.g., freedom); (b) a

"pro-I ife" cluster of abstractions (e.g., Cathol Ie Church); and (c) a
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Figure 4: An associative networK representation of one respondent's
Ideas about the topic Abortion.
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package of more concrete Ideas relevant to the procedure of an abor

tion (e.g., antecedents, detal Is, and consequences). In the example

mental representation In Figure 4, a series of questions concerning

attitudes towards the United States presidency (Reagan) or rei Iglon

(Catholic Church) could serve to activate the "pro-Life" node,

producing negative responses to subsequent questions concerning

abortion. On the other hand, a context of questions concerning career

goals, or teenage pregnancies might activate contrasting Ideas and

yield relatively positive responses on abortion. A further specula

tion would be that some response effects In surveys might be under

stood In terms of the activation of one portion of the network or

another as determined by the context preceding or accompanying a

question as It Is put to an Interview respondent. One context might

elicit a positive response keyed by the "pro-choice" cluster of

Ideas, while another context would elicit a more negative response

from the "pro-life" cluster or from the "procedure" sequence.

One popular type of structure Is often referred to by the label

"schema" ~In psychology. The term raises some problems In usage be

cause its referents are not precisely limited and different writers

seem to refer to different theoretical structures when they use the

common label. For example, some theoreticians (e.g., Rumelhart, 1984)

use the term schema to refer to almost any mental element, while

others (e.g., Mandler, 1980) restrict the usage to one or two

specific knowledge structures (e.g., that describe certain pictorial

scenes and certain narrative stories). Recent reviews (Hastie, 1981;

Taylor & Crocker, 1981) provide a sampling of the knowledge struc

tures to which the label has been appl led and emphasize the breadth

and variety of referents. However, papers by Alba and Hasher (1983),

Axelrod (1973), and Brewer and Nakamura (1984) give an Impression

that there is a precisely limited usage of the term "schema" and that

there is a circumscribed theory associated with the concept. This

impression is misleading and the Alba and Hasher paper, in par

ticular, attributes a "prototypical schema theory of memory" to

memory researchers that I do not believe applies to any current

theorist.

Although there is no commonly accepted schema theory, there are

a number of theoretical constructs associated with the label "schema"

that are wei I-defined and In common usage by csrtaln theorists. An

enculturated member of any society wi I I have a large stock of

schemata stored in long-term memory. When a schema is activated by

the occurrence of a relevant event (the schema's "entry conditions"
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are satisfied), the schema functions as a scaffold for the orderly

encoding of Incoming Information. Relationships among disparate

elements of the experienced event are provided by the schema. The

perceiver Is motivated to seek missing Information that has not been

experienced, but which is "anticipated" by the provision of "slots"

In the schema. And, sometimes when Information is missing, It is

Inferred as a "default" value to fi I I an empty slot In the schema.

Probably the best way to describe the notion of a schema Is to

give some examples from the theoretical literature in cognitive

psychology. Figure 5 Is a diagram of a schematic structure for the

faml liar "restaurant script" (Abelson, 1981; Schank & Abelson, 1977).

This knowledge structure summarized the entry conditions, settings,

roles, props, sequentially dependent stages, and exit conditions for

the characters and events that occur in a visit to a typical res

taurant In America. If the respondent learned about restaurants in

another country, the restaurant script would doubtless differ

slightly from this example. In Germany, for Instance, certain customs

such as asking other patrons to share a table would be part of the

script, although they would not be faml liar to a person who had

experienced only American restaurants. Simi lar stereotyped action

routine templates have been described for other social events (e.g.,

taking an airplane fl ight, visiting the dentist, etc.) and It is

presumed that such knowledge structures are involved in the com

prehension of many everyday activations.

A second example of an abstract knowledge structure Is the

"episode schema" that Is found In many theories of text

comprehension. Figure 6 provides a simple summary diagram of the

elements of the highly abstract episode schema with the relations

among them. A schema of this type Is invoked In the comprehension of

narrative discourse and It serves to summarize parts of the expl icit

text, to indicate the relations among them, and to direct the reader

to "fi I I In the blanks" by inferring missing Information that belongs

In the schema structure. For example, we read the headline, "U.S.

Jets Hit Libya," and Immediately wonder about Initiating events (What

did Libya do to the U.S.?) and consequences (Now, what wi I I Libya do

to the U.S.?). If answers to these questions are not provided by the

newspaper report or from another source, we are I ikely to Infer an

answer of our own to "fi I I the gap" (The U.S. Is retal iatlng for

recent terrorist activity by Libyan nationals, or, Reagan is reacting

to recent put-downs by Russian leaders, and so forth).
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Figure 5: Example script structure for comprehension of everyday
events (based on ~.R. Anderson. 1983 and SchanK & Abelson.
1977) .
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\
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RESTAURANT HAS MORE MONEY

CUSTOMER I S NOT HUNGRY
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Figure B: Schema to represent the abstract structure of episodes
(based on Pennington & Hastie. 1981).
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Spreading Activation

3. Information In memory Is available according to simple

"spreading actlvatt~n" principles. The major role played by knowledge

structures In the Information Processing Theory Is to prescribe and

constrain the patterns of activation of Information In the mind.

Although phenomenal experience provides an Incomplete picture of

Information activation, the subjective Impression that we are aware

of only a few Ideas at once Is a fundamental assumption of al I types

of modern psychology. Information structures provide a metric that

measures the number of ideas that are active, that Is, available for

use (I.e., to Influence behavior), at any point In time. Furthermore,

the structure predicts the direction and speed of changes In active

mental content; experienced subjectively as movement from Idea to
Idea.

The most common assumption of Information processing theorists

Is that activation spreads from a currently active location In a

knowledge structure to other nearby locations; that the spread Is

rapid; that the amount of activation of proximate locations Is In

versely related to the number of locations (number of efferent

I Inks); and that It diminishes sharply with Increasing distance from

the source of activation. We wi I I emphasize the localization of Ideas

In geometric representational structures and the serial manner In

which ideas become conscious In this paper. However. we would I Ike to

point out that there is considerable controversy and excitement over

Information processing models that relax one or both of these

assumptions. Currently the "new look" In memory theories Involves the

use of distributed representations of Information and paral lei ac

tivation of excitatory and Inhibitory connections (Hinton & J.A.

Anderson, 1881; McClel land & Rumelhart. 1885). These models appear to

be especially promising as descriptions of cognitive processes and

structures that wi I I map onto the physiological medium of the brain.

Additional factors affect the level of activation of Ideas In

memory. First. Ideas that represent the Immediate environment. being

experienced through the sense organs. are activated (stimulus-driven

activation). The "Encoding Specificity Principle" (Tulvlng, 1883) for

retrieval of Information from memory Is an Important closely-related

conclusion: a stimulus event (cue) wi I I effectively activate an Idea

In memory. If and only If information about the cue and Its relation

to the to-be-remembered idea was stored in memory at the same time as

the original idea. Second, Ideas that are closely I Inked to goals
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that have priority In guiding current processing of the systems are

activated (goal-focussed activation). The Implications of goal

focussed activation depend on the system's rules for goal development

and ordering by priority. Goals wi I I be determined by specific re

quirements of the task the subject performs, but some general rules

for the "executive" are emerging (see Sections 4 and 6 below).

Transforming Symbolic Information

4. The basic processes of thinking Involve the transformation of

symbolic Information from one representation Into another. An over

view of the Information processing system would show physical signals

In the environment converted to sensory feature Information; sensory

Information would be transformed Into Intermediate, semantic

Information; later stages of processing would involve the elaboration

by Inference and association of the semantic Information (including

visual Information); and then the transformation of semantic Informa

tion Into appropriate codes to generate responses. The analogy to

computer program functions and operators is strong and theoreticians

have attempted to reduce the complexity of Information processing

theory models by agreeing on a limited set of elementary information

processes (Chase, 1878; Posner & McLeod, 1882). The elementary opera

tions would Include processes such as reading and writing into and

out of memories, recoding Information from one format or structure

Into a second format or structure, and comparing and testing two

pieces of Information to determine the relationship between them

(e.g., to return a judgment of simi larlty of Identity). Thus, the

economy of the Information processing theory comes from increasing

consensus among theoreticians on an elementary set of formats for

Information, structures for Information, and elementary information

processes that transform one representation into another.

Probably the most common organization of the elementary

processes Is in terms of production systems. The analogy to computer

programming languages Is dominant and the production system architec

ture used to describe many computer programs is a popular charac

terization of the human organization of a system of elementary infor

mation processes. The basic unit of a production system is a two

part "condition-action" pair directly analogous to the S-R unit from

old learning theories. The condition part of the unit specifies a

state of the operating system (the presence of a certain pattern of

Information) and the~ part of the unit describes an operation
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Figure 7: Elementary Information processes (based on Newell & Simon,
1972) .

1. Discrimination. It must be possible for the system to behave in alternative ways depending on
what symbOl s are in its short-term memory.

2. Tests and Comparisons. It must be possible to determine that two symbol tokens do not belong
to t he same symbo1 type.

3. Symbol Creation. It must be possible to create new symbols and set them to designate specified
symbol structures.

4. Writing Symbol Structures. It must be possible to create a new symbol structure, copy an
existing symbol structure, and modify existing symbol structures, either by changing or deleting
symbol tokens belonging to the structure or by appending new tokens with specified relations to
the structure.

5. Reading and Writing Externally. It must be possible to designate stimuli received from the external
environment by means of internal symbols or symbol structures, and to produce external responses
as a function of internal symbol structures that designate these responses.

6. Designating Symbol Structures. It must be possible to designate various parts of any given symbol
structure, and to obtain designations of other parts, as a function of given parts and relations.

7. Storing Symbol Structures. It must be possible to remember a symbol structure for later use, by
storing it in the memory and retrieving it at any arbitrary time via a symbol structure that
designates it.
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or process to occur In the system. Actions are restr1cted to the

basic operations provided by the set of elementary Information
processes (Figure 7). A set of these basic production units, when

coupled together Into a larger procedure, Is cal led a production
system. Production systems constitute a general, uniform descriptive

language for many types of co~puter programs and, since Information
processing models are usually Implemented In the programming medium,

they provide a useful vocabulary to describe cognitive processes.

The executive Monitor

5. At any point In time the Information processing system Is

under the control of an executive monitor operating on a series of
goals and plans are organized Into a control structure hierarchy. It
Is the development of this executive that gives cognitive psychology

the characteristics that most sharply distinguish It from traditional
learning theory. A clear forerunner of current conceptions of the

executive appeared In the Atkinson and Shlffrln (1968) distinction

between structural features and control processes In a larger memory

system. Newel I and Simon (1972) Introduced the notion of a hierarchy
of goals along with an executive that executed plans according to

goal priorities. These developments gave cognitive theories an ac
tive, planful character that was lacking In previous analyses of

learning and problem-solving. Furthermore, with the aid of computer
simulation methods, the theories of executive control were stated

precisely In a respectable, scientific form, which was not suscep
tible to learning theorists' criticism of "mysterious homunculus"

models.

The hierarchical organizational principle appears as a descrip

tion of the relationships between superordinate goals, subordinate

goals, and plans that are under consideration or under execution to

achieve the superordinate goals (~.R. Anderson, 1983). For the most

part simple goal-plan hierarchy structures have been the relation
ships between coordinate, Independent, and competing goals, and
single and mUltiple-function plans as characterizations of the logic

of the executive (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977; Wilensky, 1983).
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Figure 8: Example goal structures produced In the elution of B

planning problem (based on J.R. Anderson, 1883 and
Sacerdot I. 1877).
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One application of these theoretical developments to survey
research phenomena Is Carbonel I 's (1979) description of political
Ideologies as goal-plan structures (see elso Schenk & Abelson, 1977).
Carbone I I hypothesized that an Ideological belief structure Is or
ganized as a goal-subgoal tree with higher-level goals such es
"Communist Containment" and lower-level goals such as "Strong U.S.

MI Iitary" and "Elect Reagan" ordered accordingly. The system was
Implemented as a computer program that could enact the role of e

citizen with a conservative or a liberal Ideology end evaluate

policies or events to assign deslrabl Iities to them.
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Independent Memories

6. The larger information processing system is composed of a

series of component "locations" that are referred to as independent

memories. The typical system (see Figure 9) distinguishes between

sensory registers, short-term memory, long-term memory, and sometimes

a working memory. The memories are often hypothesized to be as

sociated with separate physical structures of the brain. They are

characterized by distinctive formats for symbol representations and

capacity I imlts for representation and processing. Many of the impor

tant predictions of early Information processing analyses came from

the assumption of a I imited capacity short-term memory store. A

short-term memory limit on the amount of information that could be

represented or actively transformed at any point in time impl ied that

information processes would exhibit an orderly sequential character

(serial processing). Furthermore, many errors in subjects' perfor

mance on perception and memory tasks could be explained with

reference to the loss of Information as it was passed from sensory

registers to the I imited capacity short-term memory.

The long-term memory store is assumed to be extremely capacious

and to exhibit great representational flexlbl I ity in accepting a

variety of formats and structures for knowledge. Many theoreticians

further subdivide the long-term store Into two functionally distinct

components, one to represent temporally coded, episodic information

(e.g., Information about a specific experience that occurred once in

the person's history) and a generic, semantic memory that is an

encyclopedia-I Ike repository for general knowledge about the world.

Including nonllngulstic Information such as melodies and motor ski I I

routines (Tulvlng. 1972. 1983).

The emphasis on the transformation of symbolic information

according to a production system hierarchy of elementary information

processes and the "geographic" organization of the mind into a series

of submemories. with the most active memories (i .e .. short-term

memory) restricted In capacity, has given Information processing

models the characteristic appearance of organizing complex cognitive

performances into a series of temporally ordered discrete stages.

This organization is most obvious in simple models for recognition

memory scanning (e.g., Sternberg, 1969) and certain perceptual tasks

(e.g., Broadbent, 1958). However. the same character can be discerned

in models for much more compl icated accompl ishments such as chess

playing, logical reasoning, and computer programming (Newel I & Simon,
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1872; ~.R. Anderson, 1883). Tourangeau (1884) has proposed a concep

tual breaKdown of the survey respondent's tasK Into four major
stages: comprehend the question; activate relevant facts, beliefs,
and emotions; generate a judgment; select or compose a response. He
argues persuasively that the four-stage breaKdown provides a useful

frameworK for the analysis of many of the wei I-Known survey response

effects.

Limited Resources

7. Principles of limited resources ("mental energy" and repre

sentational capacltly) describe the performance of the Information
processing system. There Is a general tendency for the Information
processing system to behave In an economical fashion to accompl Ish
Its goals by expending a minimum of time, processing resources, and

strain on Its memory system. For example, In choice and decision
tasKs, people wi I I typically act to "satlsflce" by terminating search
when an acceptable, but possibly not optimal solution has been
achieved. Simi larly, In memory and judgment tasKs, speed of pe~fo~

mance and accu~acy wi I I be traded off so that when tasK demands
~estrlct one aspect of the response (e.g., accuracy), the other

aspect (execution time) wi I I be used more I Ibe~al Iy. Another example
occu~s In the typical model fo~ long-te~m memo~y sea~ch where "self
te~mlnatlng" sea~ch rules operate such that the system stops sea~ch-

Ing for Information when any Item that Is sufficient to ~ender an
answer has been obtained.

Processing E~rors

There Is a common misconception that the Info~matlon Processing
Theory emphasis on computer simulation models Implies that the human
mind Is as orde~ly, tireless, and er~or-free as a wei I-tested piece
of computer software. This Impression Is completely false.
Information processing theorists use the compute~ simulation medium
to express their theories so that they (the theorists) can be precise
and accurate about their theory's Impl Icatlons. Howeve~, the theory
describes the behavior of humans and this behavior Is frequently

erro~ful, Imprecise, and haphazard. The theory, If It Is correct,
must simulate these properties of human behavior, as wei I as other

more orderly cha~acterlstlcs of human behavior. One of the major
conditions that Introduces the haphazard and errorful quality (to the
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extent It Is present) to en Informetlon processing model's predic
tions of behavior comes from the Implications of principles of
limited resources. For example, e plan for behavior, generated by the
model's executive, may be Incomplete or may be executed In an Inade
quate manner, because of hypothesized limits on the model's (and the
human's) memory capacity. Thus, a considerable portion of the human-
I Ike character of an Information processing model wi I I be produced by
the limited resource principles.

AN EXAtJPLE: J.EAEl.R IN3 PCLIT ICAL BELIEFS MD KtO.ILI3EE

It may clarify the relationship between Information processing
models and survey research phenomena If we outline the steps that
would be necessary to apply a specific model to deduce testable
predictions In a simple cognitive task. We wi I I use a simple person
memory task as an I I lustratlon because It Is relevant to the belief
and knowledge structures that under I Ie responses to questions con
cerning political behavior, namely voting. The task Is Important
because the manner In which Information about a political candidate
Is stored In memory and retrieved under I les Important Judgments and
decisions. Including evaluations of the candidate and his or her
act Ions as we I I as the r-aeponderrt' s vot Ing behav lor.

For this example we wi I I use the Information Processing Theory.
ACT. that has been developed by ~ohn Anderson and his col leagues at
Carneg Ie-Me I Ion Un Ivers Ity (1983). The ACT "system" Is a language
with which to write a specific model. The system provides three
formats for declarative knowledge representation (temporal string.
spatial Images. and abstract propositions); a production system
notation for the representation of processes; and system-wide rules
limiting the capacltly to activate declarative or procedural
knowledge to "execute" procedures. and to alter declarative or proce
dural knowledge structures. Expositions of the ACT approach provide
numerous examples of applications of the theoretical "language" In
the form of specific models for task performance with an emphasis on
learning. ski I I acquisition, and problem solving. Probably the
easiest route to a new application Is to find a close analogy between
a task to which ACT has been appl led (e.g .• sentence memory) and a
new task (e.g., candidate memory) that Is Important In survey re

search.
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We wi I I apply the ACT system to describe a respondent's long

term memory for Information about Ronald Reagan. Declarative Informa
tion ("facts") about Reagan can be represented In several formats in

the ACT model. The likely representation wi I I Include propositional
formatted Information (most of the entries In Figure 10), image

Information (Information depleted In little frames In Figure 10);

goal Information (In propositional format In Figure 10); and emo

tional responses (which would probably be represented as proposi

tional Information --see Bower & Cohen, 1982-- noted by broken-bor

dered surrounds In Figure 10). The structure of the Information in
Figure 10 Is a sprawling network that J.R. Anderson would call a

"tangled hierarchy" (1983, Chapter 2). Some Instantiations of the ACT

system do not specify labels on I Inks In the network, and for
simplicity we wi I I use unlabeled I Inks In this example. Another
example of a survey response relevant knowledge structure was

provided In Figure 4, where the Ideas associated with the concept

Abortion, for one respondent were diagrammed In an undifferentiated

network.
Note, that In order for the model to be appl led to a domain such

as political candidate memory or opinions about abortion, an exact
specification (perhaps stl I I a hypothesis) of the memory structure

must be provided In the vocabulary of the ACT representation system.
This Is no simple task and the ACT theory itself provides only very

general guidelines for the structure of specific memory repre
sentations. The task of establishing the representation usually

Involves a back-and-forth bootstrapping process in which the
theoretician starts with Intuitions about the memory structure,
evaluates those Intuitions by making assumptions about processes,

derives Implications, and checks those Implications against empirical

data. Then the researcher typically has to modify the original as
sumptions about representation, evaluate again based on predicitions

assuming certain processes, and so forth unti I a working repre
sentation Is In hand.

There has been considerable success in establ ishing memory
representations for complex lexical (Smith, 1979), pictorial

(Kosslyn, 1980), text (Kintsch, 1974). social (Hastie. Park. & Weber.

1984), and problem-solving (Chase & Simon. 1973) domains (see ex

amples In J.R. Anderson, 1983). Nonetheless. establ ishing the memory

representation is a big job and deductions concerning performance

cannot be derived without the representation. Furthermore. the task
of providing a representation to the information processing theorist

fal Is most heavi lyon the shoulders of the collaborator who wishes to
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Figure 10: NetworK structure for a fragment of one respondent's
memories of Ronald Reagan.
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apply the model to a specific content domain. A laboratory

psychologist Interested In the ACT model would not be able to provide
a hypothesized memory representation for political candidates or for
an attitude Issue without help from an expert in the relevant content
domain. I predict that a subfleld within cognitive psychology con

cerned with the description of Knowledge structures for various
domains of experience wi I I develop during the next decades. There are
already signs of such a development In the growth of "Knowledge
engineering" methods In expert systems applications (e.g., Hayes

Roth, Waterman, & Lenat, 1983) and In discussions of psycholexlcog
raphy by leading psychol Inguists (MI I ler & ~ohnson-Lalrd, 1976).

This subfleld may eventually playa role In the cognitive sciences
that Is analogous to the role of some classificatory specialities In

biology.
Anderson has spel led out expl Iclt spread~ng activation rules

that yield predictions of probabl I Ity of recal I, order of recal I,
speed of recal I, and so on, once a memory representation has been
Identified as a foundation on which to calculate predictions.
Anderson has developed explicit production system models that perform
the recall retrieval tasK. Thus, we would be able to derive exact
predictions concerning retrieval times and probabilities for a sub
Ject's behavior when asked to answer questions such as, "Recal I what
you can about Ronald Reagan;" "Recal I what you can about Reagan's

career before he became governor of California;" "Recal I what you can
about Reagan's fiscal policies," or "Recal I what you can about

Reagan's family." Simi larly, the knowledge structure for the abortion
topic would be a basis for predictions of response times and prob
abl I Itles for queries about abortion; for example, "Does Reagan favor
government funds for abortions?" "How do you feel about abortions?".

Earlier, I even suggested that the Knowledge structure~ assump
tions about memory activation could yield predictions of patterns of
context effects In survey responses.

LIM I TS TO I N=CFNAT ICI'I PFIXE3S IN3 11-ECR IES

There are several warnings to be derived from this quick sketch
of a specific appl ication of ACT to candidate or Issue memory. First,

the example foregrounds the large contribution that must come from
the survey researcher. A theory of the mind based on laboratory

analyses of perception, memory, and reasoning processes demands many
domain-specific Ingredients before a theoretical cake Is ready for
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the deductive oven. Even commitment to a specific model within the

Information processing approach does not purchase quick, cheap

profits In the form of predictive power; the predictions wi I I stl I I

be expensive. Second, we listed some of the many obstacles to suc
cessful applications; even with commitment and expensive Ingredients

the cake can fal I. Third, the application Is I ikely to require exten
sive developments before the theoretical questions of major Interest

to survey researchers are addressed. The pol itical candidate memory

model would require a large Investment from the researcher; but an

account of candidate memory Is only a first step towards a major

contribution to survey research such as a model of voting behavior.

The abortion Issue knowledge structure is only the first step towards
predictions of responses or response effects In survey Interviews.

A second I Imitation of Information Processing Theory Is Its
Impoverished treatment of motivational factors. Although many seminal

formulations (MI I ler et al., 1960; Newel I & Simon, 1972) dealt exten

sively with goals and plans, modern formulations have tended to

downplay motivation (e.g., Nisbett & Ross, 1980). Typically, In the

experimental laboratory research that provides the empirical grist

for Information Processing Theory, motivation levels are assumed to

be relatively constant and variations In factors that would affect

motivation are excluded from the research. One of the most Important
consequences of efforts to extend the approach to phenomena such as

those In survey research wi I I be to force the theory to develop
explicit principles to characterize the relationship between motiva

tion, affect, and cognition. Signs of this development are already
present In the psychological literature, many of them stimulated by

social psychologists, clinical psychologists, and educational

psychologists who have attempted to extend the theory (Clark & Fiske,

1982; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Zajonc, 1980). Hartmut Esser (personal

communication) has suggested that economic uti I Ity theory can provide

a firm foundation for an analysis of motivation In the survey

Interview. His conceptual analysis of the uti I Ity functions of the
Interviewer and respondent Is a convincing demonstration of the power

of the uti I Ity theory application. Perhaps an Integration of the
uti I Ity and Information processing approaches offers hope for a

practical theory of the Interview (cf. Feldman & Yaklmovsky, 1974;

Feldman & Sproull, 1977).
Third, current Information Processing Theory does not include

sophisticated measurement theories or scal ing techniques. The major

products of the field of survey research are methods used to assess
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theorists exhibit a very casual attitude towards measurement and
scaling. Although It Is probably healthy for the development of the

field. the topic of measurement Is rarely addressed and most
Information Processing Theory research Is sloppy when It comes to

these matters. Granted. Information processing psychology has
developed and exploited In a clever fashion many dependent variables.

some new and some old (e.g .. reaction time measures. think-aloud

measures. etc.). However. the scale properties of the most common

Information Processing Theory dependent variables are unknown. even
after decades of research (e.g .. percent correct measures in memory

tasks. confidence ratings In perception tasks. etc.).
This may be a major problem for the survey researcher who wishes

to extend Information processing theory to the phenomena he or she
wants to study. For example. there is considerable discussion. uncer

tainty. and discomfort concerning the manner in which a mental~
should properly be measured. In fact. there are no uniform methods
used by experimental psychologists to take "a snapshot" of a schema.

There are numerous converging operations varying In precision and

utility that. when taken together. make a convincing case for the
existence of a schema and even for some of Its structural properties.

However. there are no generally accepted "Index measurements" that

are used to define. Identify. and measure a schema. This means that a

survey researcher who accepts the Information Processing Theory point
of view has not purchased a set of wei I-developed and agreed upon
measurement methods.

Although this section of our review has emphasized Imperfection,

Incompleteness, and the cost of application of the Information

processing approach, we do not want to be unduly negative. Earlier

sections emphasized the considerable merits of the approach, merits
that seem even more Important when comparisons are made to alternate
theories of the mind.

This paper has attempted to explicate the basic concepts of

Information Processing Theory so that a reader Interested In appl Ica

tlons to survey research phenomena wi I I be able to use the theory. I

believe that Information Processing Theory is the most successful and
most promising theory of the mind avai lable In the social sciences

today. However, the presentation has made it clear that Information

Processing Theory Is not a universal solution for every theoretical

or practical problem. The paper was written to make the reader self

conscious about the gains and losses associated with the use of
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Information Processing Theory. Btl I I, I hope the present chapter wi I I

encourage researchers to apply Information processing concepts to

survey phenomena.

The author is grateful to Nancy Pennington, Norbert Schwarz, and

Roger Tourangeau for helpful comments on this chapter.
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BIPOLAR SURVEY ITEMS: AN INFORMATION
PR:CESS I M3 PERSPECT I VE

Survey Items range from the explicitly factual to the highly

subjective. Factual questions ask respondents for information such as

their name. address. age. marital status. salary. or occupation. For
most people most of the time. the answer to these questions is well
rehearsed and easi Iy accessed from memory. The same cannot be said.

however. for questions of a more subjective nature. People often do
not have a ready answer to questions about product preferences. about

their perceptions of pol itlcal candidates. or about proposed civic
Improvements.

Subjective survey items probe a wide variety of affective.
Inferential. and judgmental concepts. Preferences and choices.

I ikes/dlsl ikes. bel iefs/dlsbel lefs. levels of certainty or con

fidence. strength of agreement. judgments of

simi larity/dlsslml larlty. and perceptions of an object's attributes
are al I subjective responses that survey researchers attempt to

uncover.
The present chapter focuses on one particular type of survey

Item. those designed to assess bipolar subjective responses. Typical

examples are questions that ask whether the respondent feels posi

tively or negatively toward a particular social Issue (such as
abortion). perceives a political candidate as being conservative or

liberal. favors or opposes a given pol icy stand, or believes a par

ticular breakfast cereal Is healthy or unhealthy.
Bipolar questions are of particular interest to survey research

ers for several reasons. Some theorists have argued that people

naturally think in bipolar terms about their world. Measurement

techniques such as Osgood's (Osgood, Sucl, & Tannenbaum, 1957) seman

tic differential and Kelly's (1955) Repertory Grid derive from this

assumption. Second, bipolar questions are clearly preferred In sltua-
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tlons where overt actions (such as product purchases. voting deci

sions. and financial contributions) are guided by which side of the

midpoint a respondent endorses.
The primary aim of this chapter Is to contrast two alternative

conceptual approaches toward understanding how people respond to

bipolar Items. The main question Is. "How do people go from their
head to their hand?" (Or "from mind to mouth" In the case of oral

responses.) That Is. how do people draw upon their cognitive world

when they write down their answers In a survey? Historically. survey

researchers have employed a dimensional representation of the
response process. Limitations to this traditional approach are now

becoming evident with the advent of Information processing models of

cognitive activity.

The chapter has two main sections. The first outlines the tradi
tlonal. dimensional approach to modeling the response process. and

shows how It Is appl led to bipolar survey Items and to different Item

formats. The second section outlines several alternative response

models that are suggested by the Information processing approach. It
provides an extension of earlier work that contrasted the dimensional

with the Information processing approaches to understanding attitude

theory (Ostrom. 1981a) and attribution theory (Ostrom. 1981b). and to
understanding the role of Inconsistency In Impression formation
(Devine & Ostrom; 1985. In press).

ll-E D IMENS IONAL APPFIJ.AI::H

Since the time of Wundt and Fechner. researchers have struggled
to understand how people answer questions that probe their subjective

reactions to significant objects. events. and concepts. The earl lest

research addressed the psychophysical problem of how people make

Judgments about sensory stlmul I. For example. Weber and Fechner found
evidence supporting a logarithmic relation between stimulus magnitude

(e.g .• weight or length) and subjective magnitude (e.g .• ratings of
heaviness or length).

We see here the very beginnings of the dimensional approach. As

Guilford (1954) subsequently formalized. the psychophysical problem

was reduced to the analysis of thre~ continua. The stimulus continuum

was used to represent the particular property of the stimulus being

Judged. If objects were being judged for their length. the physical

length (say In centimeters) would be used to locate the object on the

stimulus continuum.
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A second continuum was the response continuum. This Is how the

person's subjective (I.e., mental) response to the stimulus was

conceptually represented. A stimulus Item would evoKe an Implicit

response, which tOOK the form of a point on the response continuum.

One category of theoretical effort In psychophysics Is to explore the

relation between the stimulus continuum and the response continuum.

For example, Thurstone's (1927) law of comparative judgment offered

one of the earl lest models of this Kind Involving stochastic

processes.

The third continuum was the ludgment continuum This continuum

Is used to represent the observable judgment made by the respondent

to the stimulus. A second category of theory emerged In classical

psychophysics that deals with the relations between the response and

the judgment continua. Helson's (1964) Adaptation Level theory Is In

this category. Phrased another way, this category focuses on the

problem of how people draw upon their mental representation of the

stimulus when maKing overt responses to survey Items. It Is this

category of theory that Is of central concern to the present chapter.

This dimensional representation of subjective experience Is very

plausible in the context of understanding sensory experiences. The

dimensional approach was developed to explain the obvious relation

between objective and subjective stimulus magnitude. Physical

stimulus properties do Indeed vary on a continuum and our sensory

receptors are capable of detecting smal I shifts of stimulus

magnitude. So It Is reasonable to assume that people (at least In

some circumstances) may be capable of preserving the features of a

continuum In their subjective representation of the stimulus

features.

~udgments of Social Objects.

Although the continuum representation was developed for

responses to physical stlmul I, It was quicKly adopted by researchers

Interested In responses to social objects. Questions such as "How

conservative or I Iberal Is the President?" were analyzed In the same

way as questions such as "How bright Is the I Ight?" From the early

worK by Thurstone (1927, 1931; Thurstone & Chave, 1929) to more

recent worK In social psychophysics (Wegener, 1982), we can see

explicit endorsement of this position.

It Is accepted that the first continuum (the stimulus continuum)

plays no role In the judgment of social objects. We have no way to
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physically measure the extent to which Ice cream Is likable or capi

tal punishment Is morally acceptable. Consequently, social appl ica

tlons of the dimensional approach focus attention on only the

response continuum and the judgment continuum.
The dimensional approach carries with It some direct implIca

t�ons regarding how people subjectively respond to a survey item. Let
us take the question mentioned above, "How conservative or liberal Is

the President?" as an example. The question identifies both the

continuum (from Very Conservative to Very Liberal) and the stimulus
object (the President). Presumably a subjective representation of

both the continuum and the object are activated upon reading the

question.
As In the case of sensory stlmul I, a social object comes to be

represented as a point on the response continuum. This point reflects
where the respondent Ultimately locates the object on the subjective

continuum. The process of determining this point may occur through
some form of Information averaging (Anderson, 1981) or expectancy

value operation. However, this Issue need not be resolved here; the

explicit combinatorial process Is of peripheral interest to the

present arguments. It represents a separate Issue for the dimensional

approach, but one that Is not germane to questions regarding the

relation between the response continuum and the judgment continuum.
The dimensional approach views the process of going from the

subjective to the overt (I.e., from the response continuum to the
Judgment continuum) as being a direct mapping. If several objects are

rated on the same scale (as Is typically the case In psychophysical
research), the linear spacing of the objects on the judgment scale

should correspond directly to their linear spacing on the subjective
response continuum. Factors such as adaptation level (Helson, 1864)

and end anchors (Ostrom & Upshaw, 1868; Parduccl, 18S5) ca~ affect

the origin and slope of this I inear function. But except for some

smal I perturbations (such as those due to a skewed distribution of

stlmul I; Parduccl, 18S5) most psychophysical research finds a linear

relationship between the two continua. People attempt to accurately
communicate all their subjective discriminations when making overt

reports.
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Bipolar Judgments.

In most cases. bipolar judgments are not regarded as fundamen

tally different from unipolar judgments. The dimensional approach

would be appl ied in an Identical fashion regardless of whether the

question about the President were phrased "how conservative" (from

high to low). "how I iberal" (from high to low). or "how conservative

or I iberal" (from very conservative to very liberal). Support for

this assumption derives from research showing that a very high nega

tive correlation can exist between the ratings of social stlmul I on

scales phrased In these three different ways (e.g .. Green &
Goldfrled. 1965).

Bipolar scales do have a midpoint (sometimes referred to as the

zero point) that represents the transition from one polarity to the

other. It is this feature that makes such Items especially attractive

for predicting behavior. Presumably the midpoint Is used as a

reference point for two purposes. One Is In locating the stimulus on

the response continuum. People may explicitly decide to place the

object above or below that midpoint. The second purpose Is In coor

dinating the response continuum with the judgment continuum. If a

respondent subjectively places the President on the conservative side

of the midpoint, the respondent wi I I be sure to reflect that relative

location when making an overt response.

Format of the Survey Item.

A final issue to consider before proceeding to the Information

processing perspective is the effect of Item format on overt

JUdgments. A variety of alternative formats could be given to a

respondent who Is asked to judge the President's level of

conservatism. A continuous scale could be presented asking the

respondent to place a check mark anywhere on a line (anchored with

the labels "conservative/l Iberal"). A set of ordered categories

ranging from highly conservative to highly liberal may be presented.

The minimum number of categories would be two, forcing the respondent

to choose between the two alternatives. Another posslbl I Ity Is to ask

the respondent to rank order the President along with a number of

other persons in terms of their conservatlve/l Iberal characteristics.

And with any of these above possibl Iities, the respondent mayor may

not be al lowed to give a "don't know" response.
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The dimensional analysis strives for a direct mapping of the

response continuum onto the judgment continuum for al I possible

formats. In the case of a continuous scale or a category scale with a

very large number of categories, respondents can preserve their

subjective discriminations in their overt judgments. It Is possible

for them to maintain a linear transformation when going between the

two continua.

New problems arise when there are fewer categories than stimulus

objects. As was argued by Thurstone In his method of Successive

Intervals (Torgerson, 1958), respondents are viewed In this case as

locating category boundaries from the judgment scale onto their

response continuum and using them as a guide for making the overt

response. In the two-category case, respondents presumably use the

midpoint on the response continua as the sole guide for selecting a

Judgment scale category. In the case of pair comparisons and rank

order, the respondent locates a pair of objects on the response

continuum and places the higher above the lower when responding to

the survey item.

T1-E I NFCJNAT ION PFI::I:Effi IN3 APPFIJAO-I

Several chapters In this volume (e.g., those by Hastie and by

Bodenhausen & Wyer) have provided an overview of the Information

processing perspective and shown Its relevance to survey research.

Other chapters (e.g., those by Hippler & Schwarz, by Strack & Martin,

by Bishop, and by Schwarz & Hippler) show how this perspective helps

us better understand some of the methodological problems that arise

In survey research. The present section of this chapter applies the

Information processing perspective to analyzing the problem of how

respondents access their cognitive representation when responding to

survey Items, with special emphasis on bipolar Items. It represents a

radical departure from the solution offered by the dimensional

approach.

80th the dimensional and Information processing approaches

recognize that people often draw upon a wide variety of beliefs when

responding to survey Items. But one of the key differences separating

the two approaches Is the conceptual analysis of those beliefs. As Is

argued by Ostrom (1981 a, 1981 b) ann Dev I ne and Ostrom (1985, I n

press), the dimensional approach Is only concerned with locating each

of those beliefs on the response continuum. Combinatorial theories

I Ike those of Fishbein and AJzen (1975) and Anderson (1981) are
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primarily Interested In determining the scale value and weight of

each belief. Little Interest Is paid to the Interrelation between the

beliefs ... In fact, theorists I lice Anderson (1981) explicitly argue

that the scale value of each Information Item Is Independent of the
other Items In the system.

In contrast to this focus on the dimensional properties of
beliefs, the Information processing approach emphasizes the struc

tural Interrelation among the beliefs. A great deal of worlc has been
done to Identify what qualitatively different structures might be

employed .by people when cognltlvely organizing their beliefs about e

stimulus object. For example, hierarchical structures, linear orders,
schemas, and temporal scripts have al I been explored. Knowing the

nature of the structure should al low one to predict what beliefs wi I I

become sal lent (and therefore serve as the basis of Item response)
under what circumstances.

One Impl icatlon of this analysis Is that the "weight" assigned
to any belief Is a function of the structure In which It Is Imbedded

and the manner In which that structure Is activated. It Is not an
Invariant property of the belief. In fact, the term "weight" Is not

even part of the Information processing lexicon. The term Implicitly

suggests that the contribution of a particular belief to the overt

response varies In a continuous manner. It Implies that people may
al Iowa belief to contribute slightly, moderately, or extensively to

their responses. In contrast to this dimensional reasoning, most

models of Information processing view the contribution of a belief es

being all-or-none. A cognition Is either activated or It Isn't, It

either contributes or It doesn't.
From head to hand: Whereas the dimensional perspective has a

well developed conception of how the person goes from the response

continuum to the judgment continuum, the Information processing

perspective has not yet provided clear answers to this problem. This
Is particularly true for the question of how people answer survey

Items. However, there Is an evolving area of research In cognitive
science on the problem of question answering (e.g., Graesser & Clarlc,

1985; Lehnert, 1978). This chapter shares the perspective adopted by

worlcers In this area.
The purpose of the present section Is to outline a number of the

relevent Issues raised by the Information processing approach toward

understanding how people go from head to hand. It examines some of
the Information processing assumptions that underlie the emplrlcel
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work reported In this volume by Hippler and Schwarz, by Strack and

Martin, and by Schwarz and Hippler.

At the heart of the Information processing approach to this

problem Is the need to Identify what cognitive representations are

activated by the survey question. The approach requires that we

consider two kinds of representations. One corresponds to that evoked

by the stimulus object (e.g., the President). The other Is the set of

representations evoked by the format of the response scale (e.g., the

extent to which the President Is viewed as conservative or liberal).

This set wi I I vary In number and quality depending on the exact

nature of the response scale. The task of the respondent Is to find

the best match between the object representation and the alternative

response representations.

As an example, consider the case where the respondents are

presented In the questionnaire with only two response categories,

conservative and liberal, for communicating their Impression of the

President. Each of the category labels wi I I activate Its own struc

ture, probably prototypes of the typical conservative President and

the typical liberal President. The task of the respondent Is to

determine which of those two prototypes provides the best match to

the structure they activated about the President.

Although this example Is sl lent on the detal Is of the activation

process and the matching process, It does serve to I I lustrate the

special Importance placed on Item format by the Information process-

Ing perspective. Format Is not viewed as being "merely" of

methodological concern. It Is not just a matter of finding the best

way to linearly project the response continuum onto the judgment

continuum. Instead, format Is Integral to determining what cognitive

activity precedes the overt act of answering the survey question.

Two different Item formats are considered In greater detal I In

the next two subsections. The two-category case Is examined because

It Is one of the most common formats used In surveys. Also, it is

simple enough to al Iowan examination of some of the complexities

Involved In the activation and matching processes. The case of a

continuous rating scale Is examined to show how responses on a con

tinuous scale can be generated by a cognitive system that operates on

an "all-or-none" basis.
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Two-category Format.

As described above. two response representations are activated

with a two-category Item format. A number of Issues are relevant to

understanding the detal Is of the activation and matching process. The

specifics of these processes have yet to be worked out In the context

of survey items. so many of the Ideas offered here should be regarded

as speculative. The reader should consult sources I Ike Lingle. Altom.
and Medin (1984) and McCloskey and Glucksberg (1979) for analyses of

the category assignment process. In a real sense. this chapter offers
an agenda of conceptual Issues that require formal solutions.

Staying with the "conservative vs. I iberal" example, the first
set of Issues pertain to the nature of the representation that Is

activated upon presentation of the survey Item. People can only
activate prototypes that actually exist In their memory. If people
have a good Idea of what a conservative President Is like, the

prototype activated by the conservative category label wi I I contain
features of Presidents who are conservative. But If the respondent Is

unfaml liar with how conservatism manifests Itself In presidential

behavior. that person may need to generate the needed representation.

The respondent might proceed by Integrating knowledge from a general
conservative trait-based schema with knowledge drawn from a generel

presidential behavior schema. The detal Is of when and how such an

Integration occurs have not yet been wei I Investigated by researchers

In social cognition.
The above analysis assumes people have the time and motivation

to generate and search the relevant knowledge structures. But there
are alternative routes to producing an overt response. The simplest

solution would be to take the response category labels (e.g.,

"conservative" and "I iberal") and determine whether one or the other

exists explicitly as an element In the cognitive representation
evoked by the stimulus object (e.g .. the President). If one of the

labels Is located In the representation (e.g., possessing the belief
that "this President supports every conservative cause"). that

category label could be directly endorsed when responding to the
survey item. Lingle and Ostrom (1979) were one of the first to show

that this process occurs. Such a strategy is probably most likely to

occur under conditions where the respondents are not obligated to

explain their choice.
A second set of Issues pertains to the matching process. How

does the respo~dent determine which of the two response alternatives
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Is better? There ere unresolved complexities even in the case of

matching an Item category label to a corresponding element In the

cognitive representation (as was described In the paragraph above).

Whet If the search of a President Reagan representation locates both

a conservative and a liberal element? How Is the Inconsistency

resolved? Presumably further search of the representation would

ensue. If It were discovered that conservative was linked to

President end liberal was linked to "movie actor," then the direct

match would determine the response. But what If conservative was

I Inked to "opposes abortions" Instead of "President?" The nature of

the search process and matching processes under such complications

have yet to be worked out.

Let us now turn to the case where prototype structures are

activated for the two response alternatives. How do respondents go

about determining which of the alternatives best matches their repre

sentation of the object? Tversky (1977; Tversky & Gatl, 1982) has

provided a model of perceived simi larlty that could operate In this

setting. It was developed to account for overt simi larlty judgments

between two stlmul I. but could be extended to explain the relative

simi larlty of an object to two categories. Work would need to be

done. however, to explain how the cognitive system manages the fea

ture matching process, how It keeps track of the relative match

exhibited by each of the two categories, and how It decides to ter

minate the matching process and make the judgment.

Contlnlous Rating Scale Format.

Researchers committed to the dimensional perspective may have

great difficulty In Imagining how the Information processing approach

could account for responses on a continuous rating scale. By a con

tinuous Bcale, I refer to Bcales that present the respondent with an

unbroken line to mark, or with a set of categories sufficient In

number to al low the respondent to communicate al I Important subjec

tive discriminations (often accomplished with as few as seven to nine

categories).

The psychophysical metaphor has for so long been the only way

researchers have thought about scale responses that It becomes almost

heresy to even hint at the existence of an alternative

conceptualization. How would It be possible for a person to mark a

continuous scale (the response continuum) if that person did not have

a continuous subjective representation of that scale (the judgment
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continuum)? How would It be possible for a person to select one

category on a scale ranging from +5 to -5 unless that person had a

subjective representation of those eleven ordered categories? The

"all-or-none" conception of cognition seems Incapable of guiding a

response on continuous scales.

One alternative to the dimensional approach Is suggested by the

random walK model (Stone. 1960). The approach described here was

originally developed by John Lingle (personal communication). For

purposes of I I lustratlon. let us taKe the case where a scale running

from +5 (conservative) to -5 (liberal) Is given to the respondent.

The random walK model assumes that people randomly "walK"

through their cognitive representation; that Is, they randomly sample

Items from their cognitive representation In a serial manner. In the

present example. respondents would sample beliefs from their repre

sentation of the president. These beliefs would then be compared to

the conservative and liberal schemas to determine whether they Im

pi led a conservative or liberal categorization. The model contains e

parameter regarding the number of beliefs that must be sampled before

the respondent concludes In favor of one or the other category.

Up to this point, the random walk model would apply equally wei I

to the two-category case and to the continuous scale case. To deal

with this added complexity. we postulate that the respondent decom

poses the continuous scale (or the +5 to -5 scale) Into two (or

possibly three) categories. The respondent may decide to spl It the

scale Into a conservative category (covering scale positions from +1

to +5) and a liberal category (covering scale positions from zero to

-5). If the original categorization was "conservative," then the

respondent has reduced the possible scale responses from eleven to

two.

How does the respondent select from the remaining scale

categories? Several possibilities exist. The respondent may simply

sample several more beliefs from the representation and If the first

several were uniformly conservative. select +5. If none were conser

vative. select +1. And If there was a mixture of conservative and

liberal, arbitrarily choose +2. +3. or +4.

An alternative (and perhaps more plausible) strategy depends on

whether the person has subcategories corresponding to levels of

extremity. Some people think only In blpolarltles and do not recog

nize shades of grey. These people would not necessarl ty understand

why five choices remained. There are no gradations of conservatism,

you either are one or you are not. Consequently. such persons may
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select arbitrarily from among the five response alternatives, or may

simply select one of the five (e.g., +5) and use It for rating al I

objects on this scale.
Other people may wei I differentiate the overal I conservative

category Into two or more subcategories. Subjects possessing sub

categories corresponding to levels of extremity would sample again

from their representation and use the random walk process to deter

mine which extremity category best characterized their Impression.

Upon selecting an appropriate subcategory, these persons would

have to decide which scale responses coincided with the assigned

extremity category. If one of the extremity categories was the

"conservative zealot," assignment of the target stimulus Into that

category might well lead to a rating of +5. AI I other objects might

be labeled as "moderate conservative." In which case the respondent

could arbitrarily select from among the remaining four conservative

scale categories.

The analysis offered In this section makes It clear that bipolar

scales need not yield the same results as ratings on the constituent

unipolar scales. There Is no reason to expect that presentation of

one polar label (e.g .. conservative) wi I I automatically activate the

other (e.g., liberal). Unl Ike the unidimensional approach, It Is not

even necessary that ratings on one of the unipolar scales be nega

tively correlated with ratings on the other unipolar scale. The

unidimensional approach has great difficulty exlalnlng findings of

near zero correlations and nonlinear relations between ratings on the

two unipolar scales (e.g .• Green & Goldfrled. 1865; Semln & Rosch,
1881).

The viewpoint argued here Is that people have a problem to solve

when given a continuous (or an extensive multlcategory) rating scale.

They find It an awkward and unnatural language through which to

express the contents of their cognitive representation. This Is

because their representation has an all-or-none. categorical struc

ture. whl Ie the response scale presumes the existence of a subjective

continuum. It Is argued that respondents solve this communication

problem by decomposing the survey researcher's response scale Into a

categorical form, one that Is congruent with the respondent's own

subjective thinking about the stimulus object.
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a:N1LEION

The Information processing conceptions outlined In this chapter

were quite rudimentary In form. They represented the most general
kinds of structural features that are prominent at the point In time

when a response Is being generated. No mention was made of Issues

concerning perception, language, encoding, Inference, or cognitive

architecture. No mention was made of the cognitive dynamics by which
people access and operate on these structures. It Is clear that the

complexities Involved at the time of generating a survey response are

only part (and perhaps a minor part) of the broader set of problems

we face In understanding the cognitive system as a whole.

These complexities can be described In general terms using

natural language (e.g., Engl Ish or German), as has been done In this

chapter. However, natural language Is probably not the best symbol

system to use In conceptually articulating the detal led operation of

the cognitive system as It focuses on the problem of question

answering. Natural language has neither the precision nor the

capacity to accommodate the Interaction between Iterative, cyclical,

cognitive systems. A much more promising symbol system for theory

construction is provided by the propositional languages employed In

artificial intel I igence, such as LISP. Some work has already been
done using artificial Intel I Igence models (e.g., Lehnert, 1978), and

this wi I I doubtlessly be the preferred approach in the future.

This chapter has demonstrated that the Information processing

perspective views the process of going from cognition to action as

being very complicated. The simplicities Inherent In the dimensional

approach, whi Ie convenient, intuitively appeal lng, and pervasively

accepted by survey researchers, are firmly and unequivocally

rejected. These new complexities carry with them many unanswered

questions, questions that are vital If we are to fully understand the

meaning of respondent's answers to our survey items. We have a multi
faceted research agenda before us, the extensiveness of which Is at

present only dimly recognized.
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Many survey questions make more than negleglble demands on the

respondent's memory. Not only do they tap semantic knowledge

(required to understand what the Interviewer is saying), or "world

knowledge" (e.g., who Is President), but they draw on episodic or

biographical memory as wei I. "When did you last visit a medical

doctor?" asks for a date, which usually has to be suppl led from

memory - not from a notebook where most people write dates down so

that they do not have to bother their memory with them. A simi lar

question from the US National Health Interview Survey is even harder,

although it only asks for an approximate answer: "During the past 12

months, about how many times did you see or talk to a medical

doctor?" Ideally, the respondent should skim through memory as though

It were a calendar, picking relevant episodes, and estimating the

one-year span. Obviously, real respondents Just cannot do that

without making errors, although they try. Most try a "past-to

present" strategy, which seems the second best way to get accurate

results (Fathl, Schooler, & Loftus, 1984).

Demands on memory Imply errors of memory. Some of those errors

may surface as underreportlng (because some relevant occurrences have

been forgotten), or as overreportlng (mostly because Incidents are

reported that happened before the reference period, an effect known

as "forward telescoping"). Accuracy, or "veridical Ity" of recal I, has

therefore become a major concern In survey methodology (Bradburn &
Danis, 1983; Loftus, Flenberg, & Tanur, 1985; Tourangeau, 1983).

SCJ.JR::ES OF INFLLJEN:£ ON VER 10ICAL ITV OF RECALL

The memory model proposed here as a guidel ine for the discussion

of veridical Ity in recal I is consistent with widely shared views of

memory functioning, and distinguishes various points of possible

Influence of general or differential developmental factors upon the
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structure and content of Individual memories (Figure 1, time scale

running from above to below), as shown In Figure 1.

In the fol lowing, this model wi I I be discussed In some detal I.

Figure 1: Sources of Influence

Stimulus
("outside")

Process
("inside")

Sources of Influence
("process variables")

AT TIME OF EXPERIENCE:

event ------------ (encodlnQl----------then existing schemata,
context, expectations, etc.

(restructuring of
representatlonl-----Interfering Influences

AT TIME OF INTERVIEW:

question ----------(understandlng)-----current schemata, context, and
expectations

(retrleyal & re-
constructlonl-------(dltto), and search strategies

( ludQment & de-
cisjonl-------------strategles, heuristics, and

combination rules

response

Encoding

(edltlng)-----------intentlonal self-presentation

Whenever we experience some specific event, we have to "capture"

that event within the frame of knowledge that we have activated at

that time, in order to perceive, understand, and store it for future

retrieval.
Strict behavioral observation Is a difficult technique to learn

because our natural understanding of behavior and of events in

general proceed at a higher, more global, more Inferential level.

Therefore, the meaning of an event, or even the boundaries of an

event in the continuous stream of experience are, to a considerable

extent, determined by what we expect to happen at a given time. Webb,

Campbel I, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966), in their classic work on

unobtrusive methods, provide an example of applying a frame: When
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Chicago university students, for purposes of collecting data on

Interracial contacts, took up their observation posts In a Chicago

shopping street, shop owners cal led the pol Ice because they thought

they were being spied on with the Intention of burglary. Obviously,

this was not the frame Intended by the researchers. However, business

people are more ready to adopt a "crime planning" frame than a

"research" frame, the former being directly related to their everyday

experience and general knowledge.

Frames often refer to specific situations, for Instance places

I Ike a restaurant (see Schank & Abelson, 1977, on scripts), or to a

sequence of actions appropriate In that context. Developmental

psychologists have also proposed that "action frames", that is,

cognitive schemata that are derived from stereotypical actions, are

at the very core of our Information processing. It seems that

chi Idren's knowledge of general event schemata comes prior to their

memory of specific Instances of such events (Hudson & Nelson, In

press). Novel experiences become quickly generalized, and later

provide the basis of experiencing simi lar events (Hudson, 1983).

Script knowledge guides what we understand, and sometimes even what

we see (or miss), as we know from the psychology of eyewitness

testimony.

The passing of some coins on the counter, for example, usually

occurs In the action frame of paying for goods or services. What a

dime looks I Ike Is therefore not In the focus of attention - compare

this to paying In a foreign country I Accordingly, subjects have been

found to perform badly when asked to reproduce what Is on a dime

(Nickerson & Adams, 1979). We should also expect subjects to be

grossly Inaccurate when asked how often they have used a specific

coin or bl I I for payments during some specified period.

The encoding of an event at the time we experience It, Is cer

tain to determine future posslbl I Itles of retrieving that event from

memory. This Is because retrieval from memory, as we shal I see, is

heavily dependent on the encoding of events. Retrieval cues must make

use of what has been encoded, and the varlabl I Ity of encoding

demonstrated in restricted verbal learning tasks (e.g., Tulvlng &
Thomson, 1973) Is stl I I greater for real events in everyday life.

Encoding therefore has been granted the status of the "truly central

concept In modern theories of memory" (Bower, 1972). Its practical

Importance for the survey methodologist lies In Its uncon

trol labl Ilty: Unl Ike retrieval strategies, which may be Influenced by

the Interviewer (e.g., through question wording or by means of direct
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Instruction), encoding has happened some time ago. Therefore, re
search on habits of encoding for everyday events could give us hints
on how to tap people's memories. Unfo'rtunately, research on everyday
memory Is new as a major field of study (see Nelsser, 1883, for an
overview).

Events Affecting Stored Information

Apart from spectacular accidents I Ike traumata that cause am
nesia, and which are more of clinical Interest, there are the less
obtrusive, everyday vicissitudes that befal I memory traces between
storage and recal I. Two cases seem of special Importance here: (1)
experiencing simi lar events, and (2) remembering an event In the
meantime, or listening to accounts of others, often accompanied by
discussions of the event In question.

An experience, by virtue of Its being simi lar to the original
event, obViously has many features, or characteristics In common with
the originally stored event. The result is that the memory repre
sentations of both events tend to get blurred into each other
(Wickelgren, 1876). This leads to what has been described as
"retroactive Inhibition" In verbal learning as early as 1800 by
Muller and PI Izecker. Simi lar processes may effect what Nelsser
(1881), In his analysis of wohn Dean's testimony before the Senate
"Watergate" Committee, termed "replsodic" memory. that Is, recall
that tends to draw on a mixture of event representations, thereby
producing something correct at a more general level.

Frequent experience of simi lar events seems to foster generation
of more "semantic", that Is, knowledge-I Ike representation. which
lacks specific time or location Indicators. Many psychologists. from
different viewpoints, have been speculating on how such
"decontextual Izatlon" may turn episodic memory contents Into semantic
knowledge (e.g., Nelson, 1883; Strube, 1884; Tomkins, 1980). As
8ahrlck and Karis (1982, p.429) put it: " ... general ized knowledge Is
rooted In episodic experiences. However. the identity of these roots
is gradually lost, and eventually most meanings and general knowledge
become disassociated from the context in which they were acquired."
There are, of course, more direct ways of acquiring general

knowledge.
Recollecting an event. pondering over causes and consequences,

or discussing an experience with others wll I certainly give rise to
secondary event representations of highest simi larlty. A majof threat
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against the Integrity of personal recollections is what others tel I

us about the events we experienced - from their point of view, of

course. Traces of one's own encoding of the original experience may

become fused with, If not extinguished by, the vivid, elaborate, or

for some other reason convincing accounts of others because of the

high degree of simi larity In almost al I aspects concerning the event

In question.

To summarize, the original representation of some event In

memory may be reworKed from someone else's perspective, or may become

merged with some simi lar episodes Into a "replsode" memory, or may

even become totally devoid of episodic content, thus gaining the

status of general Knowledge, or what has often been termed a

"schema." Schematic distortion of episodic memories Is a wei I Known

phenomenon since Bartlett's (1932) classic study, and of considerable

practical Importance In court (Loftus, 1979; Yarmey, 1979), or In

surveys whenever Information about specific events Is requested,

(Instead of general Impressions, beliefs, or attitudes).

Determinants of Accurate Retrieval

At retrieval time, there are at least four different types of

influences threatening veridical Ity of recal I. I wi I I not discuss the

voluntary, deceptive self-presentation towards the Interviewer. I

shall also refrain from a discussion of the Judgment and decision

processes that usually transform recollections Into some suitable

response, but wi I I taKe up part of the Issue again when discussing

frequency and time dating events. For now, there remain the aspects

of reconstruction, and of cueing.

Reconstruction has been the most prominent aspect of recal I in

recent discussions among researchers, especially In the Bartlett

Gibson tradition (e.g., Bransford and his associates, see Bransford,

1979). As mentioned above, cognitive schemata acquired up to the time

of recal I, often guide retrieval and lead to a schema-conforming

reconstruction of the memorized event (see Alba & Hasher, 1983, for

an Integrative review). More generally, though, cognitive schemata

not even specifically related to the event In question, may have

simi lar effects. Schemata of self-evaluation and attitudes in general

provide Instances of that. People remember past events so as to be

consistent with their present attitudes (e.g., Goethals & RecKmann,

1973). They also "rewrite personal history" in order to arrive at a

somewhat consistent biography (e.g., Epstein, 1973; Greenwald, 1980).
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Cueing, especially the effect of contextual cues, has also been

In the focus of research for some ten years. Tulvlng (who summar Ices
his work in his 1983 book), Bower (1981), or Godden and Baddeley

(1975) have provided spectacular examples of cues at work, emphasiz

Ing the Importance of both Internal (moods, Intentions, physical

states) and external context factors for recal I accuracy. In all

those cases, It was found that a recal I-time context, concordant with

context factors present at encoding time, faci Iitated remembering.

The striking fact is that seemingly unrelated and totally unimportant

contextual cues are quite efficient. For Instance, in the Godden and

Baddeley study, marine divers had to learn and recal I word lists both

on the shore and In deep water, and this situational difference was
found to affect memory performance significantly.

In surveys, cues are usually provided through the context and
wording of a question. (I may add that the wording of a question also

provides respondents with criteria for the evaluation of

recollections. Often someone remembers an event that wi I I not be told

to the Interviewer because the person believes It Is not a hvalid"

answer.) Cues guide what subjects are looking for in their memory. If

encoding establ ishes what may be retrieved at al I, cueing may be
interpreted as the attempt to "hit" the proper encodlngs: If the

features of the memory representation and of the (now also encoded)
cue fit, retrieval wi I I be successful.

I suggest that what Is usually cal led cueing actually comprises
two aspects of selection during recal I. The first aspect Is a broader

one, resulting from contextual cues: the general course of the Inter

view, the respondent's belief about the Interviewer's Intentions, and

the field of content, or segment of the respondent's knowledge that

Is being probed by the Interviewer's questions. This amounts to a

general preselection of what Is to be considered relevant. It bears

resemblance to what was once cal led "set" or "orientation" In the

older psychology of volitional processes (e.g., Ach, 1905). I should

I Ike to cal I It a "perspective" for subsequent processing. The second

aspect Is the cue proper, that Is, the encoding of the current ques

tion (which In turn depends on the perspective currently estab
I Ished). This theoretical distinction provides a useful tool of

explanation for the differential. context-dependent effects of Iden

tical questions (e.g .• issues of question order).
It may be difficult to find good cues. In our own research

(Strube. Knopf. & Weinert, 1983). we Interviewed kindergarten
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chi Idren. trying to get them to recel I special occasions at kinder

garten. such as festivities. excursions. and so forth. We tried to

find an effective cue. and finally arrived at the Instruction "Tel I

me about some special day", which elicited more than three tlme~ as

many responses as our earlier formulations did. (Researchers I Ike

Friedman. 1982. have suggested that a day Is the natural unit of time

for children at that age.) This example suggests that sometimes a

pretesting of cues may be useful. Average number of answers elicited

Is not the only hallmark of cue quality. However. there should be

some way In which to establ Ish the validity of the answers obtained.

(In the above case. we compared answers to the kindergarten teacher's

notes.)

An Outline of Memory Functioning

Not al I memory psychologists would subscribe to the view out-

lined above. that there are Indeed changes In the memory repre

sentation of an event possible between encoding and retrieval.

Therefore. I shal I present a sketch of a theory of memory that I Inks

the various aspects together. and wi II show how such changes occur

and why cues are essential for successful recal I. An extensive treat

ment of the theory can be found In Strube (1984).

Recal I t In my view. Involves processes at two distinct levels.

The first and basic level Is a paral lei associative memory of the

type that Is described In Kohonen (1984). Such a memory store Is

addressable by content. and therefore memory search Is determined by

the principle of simi larlty: An assembly of cues cal led the "key" at

the Input side of the associative store wi I I evoke a response at the

output side. which contains features of the memory representations

most simi lar to the key. The mode of storage Itself Is a distributed

one; al I memory representations overlay one another. and new enco

dings by necessity Interfere with already stored ones. thus al lowing

for the changes In the memory trace described above.

Success of recal I from the associative store depends on how wei I

the retrieval cues have been specified. This Is a feature that the

model shares with more traditional ones I Ike the wei I-known one by
Raaljmakers and Shlffrln (1980). 80th models also have In common a

stage of evaluation to some criteria after "raw" recal I has occurred.

The goal of this evaluation Is In detecting answers already given In

the recal I protocol and the Inhibiting of answers not considered

appropriate for the task given.
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In order to direct cue assembly and to set criteria for the
evaluation stage, processes on a second, higher level of cognitive
functioning are assumed. These processes set a "strategic
perspective" for subsequent recal I by activating a subset of the
features present In the memory representations for recall by

simi larlty. Here Is where the factors operating at recal I time come
In.

Figure 2: A Model of Free Recall

Leyel of Cognltlye Control
(Intentional and other strategic processes

Influenced by situational & contextual factors.)

Selection of relevant features ("perspective")
,

question

Memory proper: Level of automatic processes
(Retrieval by simi larlty: autoassoclatlve
function)

~-------------------------
The memory store: Data structure level
(Feature sets representing objects & contexts)

Interpretation

+
~ssembly of
Internal cues

Figure 2 summarizes this model, which has already been
demonstrated to account wei I for free recal I from natural categories
(Strube, 1884), and does so better than the Raaljmakers and Shlffrln

model (Walker & Klntsch, 1885).

Some Aspects of Verldlcallty In Surveys

In surveys, It Is usually not possible to assess the correctness

of subjects' answers. Indeed, were It Is feasible to gain more rei 1

able Information from other sources than Interviews and question
naires, survey techniques would not be used as frequently as they
are. We may, however, try to point out which questions are prone to
memory fal lure and which ones are less I ikely to suffer from this

cause.
The more specific the cue provided, the easier It wi I I be for

the subject to remember a suitable Instance - If there Is any.
However, there may be Issues of aval labl Iity (see below) end of
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wording Involved. Asking customers If they ever experienced trouble

with e certain kind of machine, obviously wi I I evoke answers that are

e function of both the machine's performance, and of what the cus

tomer regards as trouble. But generally, questions of the "have you

ever" type are better than questions of the "how often" or "when did

you last" type. Assessing the frequency of repeatedly experienced

events, or time dating of events, are probably among the most dif

ficult tasks that we present subjects. In addition to memory load,

they require a complicated judgment step.

Judgments of freQuency

~udgments of the frequency of experienced events or of one's own

actions are among the most commonly used questions In surveys. As

prominent researchers have noted, frequency judgments, which by

necessity rely on subject's memories, pose difficulties that are not

easily amenable to correction (Bradburn, private communication).

First of al I, subjects tend to overestimate the frequency of rare

events and to underestimate occurrence of events that happen

frequently. This Is what Lichtenstein, Slovlc, Fischhoff, Layman and

Combs (1878) have termed "primary bias," and this Is compared to

"secondary bias." The latter term refers to overestimation of

"sensational events" (Lichtenstein et al., 1878, p. 575) which are

commonly assumed to result In especially strong memory traces and

have been shown to be unusually vividly recal led (e.g .. the so-cal led

"flash-bulb memories" surrounding events I Ike being notified of

President Kennedy's assassination: Brown & Kulik, 1877; Yarmey &
Bu I I, 1878).

The apparent fal lure of people to correctly assess the frequency

of past events or the probabl I Ity of future happenings (cf. Kahneman,

Slovlc, & Tversky, 1882) Is simi lar to what subjects can do in

laboratory tasks I Ike guessing how frequently they were presented

with a specific word pair In a typical paired-associate learning

experiment (Hlntzman, 1869; Hasher & Chromlak, 1877).

In the laboratory some sources of distortion have been

Identified. ~ohnson, Taylor, and Raye (1977) showed that frequency of

presentation interacted with frequency of recal I even when the recal I

task was so modified as to avoid reproduction (e.g., constructing an

Image Instead of writing down the word). Whl Ie this stl I I could be

Interpreted as confounding two types of frequency Information, each

valid In Itself, this Interpretation wi I I not hold for the observed

Influence of context variation. In two experiments, Hlntzman and

Stern (1978) found that repetition of a word or of the name of some
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wei I-Known person with the same context (semantic-differential scale

for the words, sentences for the names), resulted In higher judgments

of frequency than presentation of those words and names In different

contexts, whl Ie context varlabl I Ity lead to better recel I and

recognition. An experiment by Rowe (1974) adds the Insight that

context effects are limited to what Is encoded; varying the ap

pearance of words by presenting them In different types of print did

not have any effect on frequency judgments. It seems difficult to

generalize from these results to the Kind of memories that are of

interest to the survey designer. In natural settings, greater dif

ferences exist In context variation, and there are also more varia

tions In encoding. 80th factors may boost biases In frequency

Judgments. On the other hand, same vs. different context might show

different effects with personal recollections and with the far larger
time span typical In survey applications.

A most problematic Issue about errors In frequency judgments Is

that they seem to be robust against precautlonlng. Hasher and

ChromlaK (1877) found that Informing their subjects of a subsequent

frequency judgment taSK produced significantly, yet not substantially

better judgments (for example, mean judgments of 1.38 Instead of 0.85

when the actual frequency had been 41). Lichtenstein et al. (1978,

Experiment 5) tried to caution their subjects against the possible

causes of distortions, and stl I I got no Improvement In their

judgments. They explain the phenomenon In terms of "aval labl I Ity."

The concept of aval labl I Ity was advanced by TversKy and Kahneman

(1973) who claim that ease of remembering (e.g., aval labl Ilty)

provides the base of frequency Judgment. "The easier some Instances

of the event category In question come to mind, the more frequently

things I IKe that must have happened" seems to be the logic of the

respondent who rei les on aval labl Iity. Whl Ie frequency and

aval labl I ity certainly correlate In many cases (a fact wei I estab-

I ished by verbal learning research). there may also be cases where

rare events stand out and are highly available. This also constitutes

a well-established result of experimental research: the "Restorff

effect" (see von Restorff, 1933). Indeed, TversKy and Kahneman report

that overestimation of the frequency of rare events Is a common

error.
Hintzman and stern (1978) argue that aval labl I Ity is a ques

tionable explanation because context varlabl I Ity both decreases

JUdged frequency and increases recal I (surely a measure of
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evel lebl Ilty). I feel that the primary bias of underestimating fre
quent end overestimating rare events may wei I be due to eel ling or
regresslon-to-the-mean effects (and Indeed has been so Interpreted by
Lichtenstein et el .. 1878). The secondary bias of overestimating the
frequency of sal lent events Is a result of aval labl I Ity judgment and

has never been questioned as such.
What can be done to Improve frequency judgments? According to

the foregoing discussion of memory workings. aval labl I Ity should be a
function of both what Is stored In memory and by which cues we try to
recall It. Therefore. some cues may lead to better judgments than
others. This Is what I feel Beyth-Marom and Flschhoff (1977)

demonstrated when they required their subjects to produce specific
examples from memory for some time (about 2 to 3 min) before judging
the frequency of a class of events. This approach worked wei I with
the category "names of countries starting with letter Aleph (Kuf.
Yud)." Unaided frequency judgments (I.e .. without previous recal I)
were significantly worse. and correlated with measures of

aval labl Iity (median time to produce first Instance. and median
number of Instances produced In the first 5 s). The same technique

was. however. not successful with names of kibbutzim In Israel. a
fal lure that may be due to the peculiar linguistic structure of many

kibbutz names (where first letters have no more significance than the
"New" In "New York"). Therefore. first names were bad cues for kib

butz names. but better cues for the country category. In sum. the
results suggest "that at least some bias Induced by relying on the
aval labl I Ity heuristic can be eliminated by using that heuristic
properly" (Beyth-Marom & Flschhoff. 1977. p. 237).

Another technique has been proposed by Armstrong. Denniston. and
Gordon (1975) under the name of the decomposition principle. They try
to substitute guessing by strict and stepwise reasoning. as In the
fol lowing example: "How many packs of Polaroid color films do you

think were used In the United States In 1970?" (p. 258). The decom
posed version of this question Is: "How many people do you think were

living In the U.S. In 1970? - In 1970 what do you think was the size
of the average family living In the U.S.? - In 1970 what PERCENTAGE
of the families do you think owned cameras? (etc. etc.)" (p. 259).
Estimates from subjects who used the decomposed questions were sig

nificantly better (by a factor of about two) than estimates given to
the simple questions. (All subjects were given sufflcent time; five

problems and 151 subjects were used.) Apparently. this technique
works best for categories or event classes that lack a natural
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definition. Thus, the decomposed questions guide the subject on how

to construct the required judgment from knowledge that Is more
readily available.

Let me suggest another variant of a decomposition technique,
which I feel Is better suited to typical survey questions. In many
cases, Instead of asking "how often do you drink beer" or some
refined version of that question, we could Instead provide subjects
with a selection of common situations (seeing friends, watching TV,
having dinner, meeting business people, etc.) and have them assess
the frequency of those situations and whether or what they drink In
those situations. Judging the frequency of certain situational frames
(I.e., the foci around which our knowledge of what-usual Iy-happens Is
organized) should be easier (and more exact) than a direct judgment
of the frequency. This line of reasoning applies especially to an
action I Ike "drinking beer", which Is often not encoded because It Is
plain and unimportant. You may wei I remember an event as a discussion
with friends without having encoded the same event as "consumption of
alcoholic beverage." The kind of procedure just described requires
judgments about events, and thus should lead to more accurate judg
ments, from which general frequency Information may be computed about
actions that lack event character. In this way, frequency Items could
be made more valid, although the procedure Is more tedious, and might
be too time-consuming to be widely used.
Time dating of events

Survey questionnaires often ask for the date of some event, or
judgments of temporal extension. Frequency judgments may be combined
with time specifications, as "How often did this and that happen to
you within the last three months?" Apart from Inaccuracies due to
misjudgment of frequency, errors may be Introduced because of subjec
tive distortions of the temporal scale. The most common of these
errors Is "forward telescoping," that Is, assuming that the event In
questlrin occurred more recently, and the "squish effect" (Brown,
Rips, & Shevel I, 1883), which means that when subjects are asked to
place events on a time scale with boundaries they tend to do both
"telescoping" for older and the opposite for recent events.

Concerning the representation of an event In memory, It may
safely be assumed that the exact date wll I usually not be among the
features encoded. If features related to the date are encoded at al I,
then more perceptual aspects of the context wi I I be encoded, I Ike
time of day, or the temporal relation to some other memorable event,
or where It happened. If this Is the case, people wi I I have to resort
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to some strategy In order to reconstruct the exact time and day. As

Baddeley, Lewis, and Nimmo-Smith (1978) show, their subjects used

perceptual cues as above, and made use of their mastery of time

scales to guess the date from those cues. Young chi Idren, however,

cannot profit from their already established knowledge of seasons and

holidays, but are able to order wei I-remembered autobiographical

events In time (Strube et al., 1983). Comparing two events with

respect to which one happened earlier, then seems the more basic

achievement.

This explains why telescoping can be minimized through the use

of "landmarks," as a study by Loftus and Marburger (1983) shows. In

Interviews with nearly 1700 subjects, they found that Incident rates

reported for victimizations within the last six months were lower for

those subjects that were given some landmark for comparison. Public

memorable events (the Mount St. Helen's eruption In this case) proved

to be equally efficient as an Important personal event (which the

subjects had to think of before they were questioned), or an out

standing date (e.g., New Year's day). A nonsignificant date I Ike

December 16, however, produced as many answers as the "six months"

wording, which was used as the base-line of telescoping, did.

A further strategy to minimize telescoping could be devised

along the same lines as the situational context strategy for better

frequency judgments: If contextual features are usually part of the

memory representation of an event, whl Ie time of event Is not, the

latter might be derived by Inferences from the context. For example,

subjects might be asked to compute a time Interval from context cues

I Ike place of residence ("That happened In xyz-town, to which we

moved In 19xx, and which we left In 19yy"), or chi Idren ("Our

youngest one had not been born then, so this must have happened

before 19xx"), or other long-term context factors.

Let me try to summarize the suggestions I have made for success

ful survey questions. (1) If possible, make use of singular or other

wise outstanding events, which wi I I be least likely to be forgotten.

(2) Try to think of different ways In which an event can be encoded,

and provide the appropriate cues. (3) If your Interest Is In what

actually happened, aim at sampling through very specific questions;

general questions reveal more of people's attitudes and beliefs.

Whl Ie there Is nothing especially new In these guidelines, I hope to

have shown their connection with the workings of human memory. It Is

good to have valid methods, and better stl I I to know why they work.
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Since the early 1840s. survey Interviews have become the

dominant method of data collection In empirical social research

(Phi I I Ips. 1871; Kaase. Ott. & Scheuch. 1883). Despite the popularity

of the survey Interview. the processes underlying the responses to

survey questions are not wei I understood. and a "theory of asking

questions" (Hyman. 1854) has never been developed. Thus. survey

methodology today Is characterised by rigorous knowledge about sam

pi Ing procedures on the one hand. and a surprising lack of knowledge

about the "art" (slcl) of asking questions (e.g .. Noel Ie-Neumann.

1863) on the other hand. Unfortunately. however. empirical research

(e.g .. Sudman & Bradburn. 1874) suggests that nonsampl ing error

provides considerable I Imitations to the usefulness of survey data.

In the present chapter. we wi I I provide a short and selective

review of the current state of knowledge concerning nonsampl ing

variation due to question wording and question context. Before we

consider these issues In more detal I. however. we wi I I briefly sketch

the development of research on survey methodology.

RESEAFD-I ON SURVEY MElHIXlLCEY

The beginning of survey research in the 1840s was marked by a

pronounced Interest In question wording. which was reflected in a

number of experimental studies (most notably Cantrl I. 1844; Payne.

1951). These studies. however. were mainly of an ad hoc character.

and were rarely based on theoretical considerations. Frequently the

authors emphasized the need for a comprehensive "theory of asking

questions" (Hyman. 1854. Kahn & Cannel I. 1857) -- much as researchers

do today. In the absence of a proper theoretical framework It seemed
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that research on question wording and related factors had to begin

anew with each new question asked. Not surprisingly therefore. survey

researchers quickly lost Interest In specific effects of specific

questions.

Several factors contributed to this development. On the one

hand. researchers came to accept that the specific wording of a
question would affect the obtained distribution of responses. and

that there was little one might do about It. Researchers emphasized

that they were typically not Interested In specific results based on

the use of a specific question but rather In relationships between

variables. One hoped that these relationships would not be affected

by the Idiosyncratic sldeeffects of the specific question used. This

became known as the assumption of "form resistant correlations"

(Stouffer & De Vlnney. 1848).

Accordingly. research on survey methodology by the mid 1850s

moved from characteristics of the question to characteristics of the

respondent (e.g .. Cannell & Kahn. 1868) and to the behavior of the

Interviewers. These became the dominant topics of research In the

1960s and early 1870s. However. as the results of this research
program accumulated. It became evident that the explanatory power of

respondent and Interviewer variables had been overestimated. Rather.

the empirical findings suggested "that the characteristics of the

~ are the major source of response effects and are. In general.
much larger than effects due to Interviewer or respondent

characteristics" (Bradburn. 1883. p. 281). For this reason. the field
recently experienced a revival of interest In question characteris

tics. marked primari Iy by the work of Sudman and Bradburn (1874) and

Schuman and Presser (1981).

Contributing to this revival was the Insight that the assumption

of form-resistant correlations was not viable. As Schuman and Duncan

(1874) demonstrated. the relationship between variables does depend

on the specific question asked. thus bringing question form back Into

focus. Moreover. social researchers became increasingly interested In

developments over time. using time-series analyses with univariate

distributions. This development sparked a new Interest in the separa
tion of substantive change and method effects. again drawing atten

tion to question wording and question context. Finally. the transfor

mation of this revived interest in question effects Into an active

program of experimental research was considerably facl I Itated by the
recent development of computer assisted telephone Interviewing. which
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provides a convenient methodology for the Introduction of numerous

spilt-sample experiments.

Whether this new research activity wi I I prove more useful than

previous attempts to deal with question effects wi I I primarily depend

on the field's ability to generate a theoretical framework for the

conceptualization of the cognitive processes underlying survey

responses. It Is our hope that the beginning collaboration between

survey researchers and cognitive psychologists wll I contribute to

this end.

UIHJ I N3 TI-E Q..EST I ON AN) ASSESS I N3 TI-E MBlJER

Question Wording

Choice of Terms.

A large number of studies demonstrated that minor changes In the

exact wording of a question can lead to major changes In the ob

tained responses (cf. Schuman, 1985, and Schuman & Presser, 1981, for

reviews). Three sources are likely to contribute to this phenomenon.

First, changes In the wording of a question may result In

changes In the question's substantive meaning. As Schuman (1985)

points out, most social Issues are complex, "yet Individual survey

questions must necessarily be kept simple" (p. 650). For this reason,

different questions are likely to tap different facets of the same

Issue, resulting In different responses. That different facets of an

Issue elicit different opinions Is, of course, neither surprising nor

problematic for the validity of survey data. Rather, It highlights

the fact that the users of survey data must be careful not to misin

terpret responses to one facet of an Issue as responses to the Issue

In general, a point that Is frequently overlooked In discussing the

rei labl I Ity of survey data.

More problematic Is the fact that the same questions may mean

different things to different people (Belson, 1968; 1981). For ex

ample, Fee (1979) Investigated the meaning of common political terms

such as "big government" or "big business." She found that these

terms had dramatically different meanings for different respondents

and that It was hardly possible to determine In advance how a respon

dent would Interpret a term. Moreover, cognitive research suggests

'that the Interpretation of a term depends on the context In which the

question Is asked (cf. Strack & Martin, this volume). In addition,
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the meaning of terms may change over time. rendering the results of

repeated measurements noncomparable.

Besides affecting the substantive meaning of a question. changes

in wording may affect responses by eliciting differently loaded

associations. For example. Introducing a reference to "communist"

activities has frequently been found to Increase Americans' support

for their country's ml I Itary operations (e.g. Payne. 1851; Mueller,

1873; Schuman & Presser. 1881) -- presumably because the term

"communist" activates cognitive schemata that are otherwise not

elicited by the question text (cf. Tourangeau. this volume). For this

reason. textbook knowledge urges researchers not to use "loaded"

terms. Note, however. that DDt using loaded terms that are common In

public discussion. but are considered Inappropriate (namely. loaded)

by the researcher. may as wei I elicit responses that deviate from

what the respondent might spontaneously feel about the Issue. Thus,

It Is not the use or avoidance of loaded terms per se but the~

between the terms used In the question and the terms spontaneously

used by respondents that Is likely to be the crucial Issue.

Finally. changes In question wording may affect what the respon

dent considers to be his or her task. This may occur even for wording

changes that are usually considered "nonsubstantlve" (Schuman. 1885)

by survey researchers. The best known 0 f these so- ca I led

"nonsubstantlve" wording changes. and the one that produced the

largest wording effect documented In the literature, Is the forbld-

al low asymmetry originally reported by Rugg (1841). Respondents are

either asked whether something should be "al lowed" (yes or no) or

whether It should be "forbidden" (yes or no). The general finding Is

that respondents are more likely to say that the behavior under

Investigation should not be forbidden than that It should be al lowed,

and are more likely to say that it should not be al lowed than that It

should be forbidden. Thus. the negated form of each question Is more

likely to be endorsed than its affirmative form. even though the two

forms appear logically equivalent.

A recent analysis of the cognitive processes underlying this

phenomenon (Hippler & Schwarz. 1886) suggests that respondents define

their task differently depending on the form of the question. Most

Importantly. respondents focus on the Implications of dQlng what they

are asked about. namely forbidding or al lowing something. rather than

on the Implications of ~ doing It. For this reason. Indifferent

respondents respond "no" t.o b..c..th question forms because they neither

want to support the Issue by al lowing something. nor do they want to
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oppose the Issue by forbidding something. Accordingly. 73.3 % of the

respondents who were considered "Indifferent" on the basis of pre
vious questions said that the target Issue should not be al lowed

whl Ie 81.2 % said that It should not be forbidden. Thus. a
"nonsubstantlve" change In question wording focused respondents'

attention on the Implications of different acts, namely forbidding or

al lowing. Moreover, respondents did not consider the Implications of

the absence of these acts. namely that not forbidding amounts to
al lowing and vice versa, thus exhibiting a wei I-known cognitive bias

termed the "feature positive effect" In the cognitive literature (cf.

Fazio. Sherman, & Herr, 1982).

In summary, our discussion suggests that changes In question
wording may always be considered "substantive" because they change

the meaning of the question In one of three ways: (a) by refering to

dlf~erent facets of an Issue; (b) by activating concepts that affect

the respondents' Interpretation of the question, or (c) by presenting
different cognitive tasks to the respondent. What renders this area

of research particularly frustrating Is that Insight into the general
cognitive processes underlying question comprehension Is of limited

uti I Ity to survey researchers. No matter how wei I cognitive
psychologists may come to understand the general dynamics underlying

wording effects In the long run, survey researchers wi I I be mostly
Interested In how respondents Interpret the particular question

asked. To this extent. research may indeed have to start anew with

each new question asked, and general prlnlclples may not provide much

more than useful guidel ines for pretesting specific questions.
Question Length ya Question Simplicity.

Traditional textbook knowledge has maintained that researchers
should Keep questions as short as possible (e.g., Payne. 1951).

Recent research challenged this assumption (e.g., Marquis & Cannel I,
1971; Laurent, 1972; 81alr et al., 1977; Cannel I et al., 1977; 1981).

Specifically, Increasing question length with the addition of redun
dant fl I lers was found to result In longer and more detal led answers

and In more frequent reports of past behaviors.

Again, several processes may contribute to these findings.

First, respondents may consider the length of the question to Indi

cate Its Importance, resulting In more detal led reports In response

to presumably more Important questions. Second, the addition of

redundant fillers may provide a richer set of retrieval cues, thus

facl I Itatlng recal I from memory. Finally, longer questions leave
respondents with more time to think about the answer and to retrieve
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the relevant information. Future research should attempt to explore

the relative contributions of these processes for different types of

questions. In this regard, a comprehensive review of question-length

effects (Sudman & Bradburn, 1974) suggests that the length of ques

tions or of their Introductions does not Increase reporting for al I

questions. Most Importantly, they found no general effects for length

In face-to-face Interviews but did find higher reports In response to

longer questions in self-administered questionnaires. This suggests

that some of the discussed processes, for example, question length as

an indicator of question Importance, may be shortcut by Interviewer

behavior and may be more likely to affect respondents In self-ad

ministered questionnaires where the question text Is the only cue

available.

The addition of nonredundant words, on the other hand, Increases

the complexity of the question and may therefore result In an In

creased variation in how respondents Interpret the question's mean-

Ing, with different respondents responding to different facets of the

same question (Belson. 1968; Holm, 1974). Thus, the "new" recomenda

tlon Is not to "keep questions short," but rather to "keep questions

simple."

Assessing the Answer

Open- ys Closed-Response Formats.

The advantages and disadvantages of open- and closed-response

formats have been the topic of considerable debate In survey re

search since Its early days (e.g., Lazarsfeld, 1944; Krech &
Crutchfield, 1948). As J. Converse (1984) recently pointed out, these

debates were, however, primarily based on "enl Ighted common sense,

In-house experience, and practical constraints" (p. 279) rather than

sol id experimental studies. Thus. the actual data base Is surpr

Isingly smal I given the popularity of the issue.

The available data converge on the finding that open- and

closed- response formats may yield considerable differences In the

marginal distribution as wei I as the ranking of Items (e.g .. Schuman

& Presser, 1977). On the one hand. any given opinion Is less likely

to be volunteered In an open-response format than to be endorsed In a

closed-response format If presented. On the other hand, opinions that

are omitted from the set of response alternatives in a closed format

are unlikely to be reported at al I, even If there Is an "other"

category. which respondents In general rarely use (Bradburn, 1983;
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Molenaa~, 1882). Several processes are likely to contribute to this

finding.

First, precoded response alternatives may remind respondents of

options that they may otherwise not consider. From a cognitive

perspective, open-response formats present a free-recal I task to

respondents whereas closed formats present a recognition task. As In

other domains of research, recognition tasks result In higher degrees

of recel I. For example, when asked "What are the most Important

problems facing the country today?", a precoded list of response

alternatives may direct respondents' attention to Issues that may

otherwise not have come to mind. But when reminded of It, respondents

may endorse the Issue as Important. Accordingly, Schuman and Presser

(1877) found that "security" was mentioned 13 % less often as an

Important feature of a Job when respondents were asked In an open

rather than a closed format. Thus, open-response formats are more

adequate when the Investigator Is Interested In the salience of an

Issue, where the order In which a respondent retrieves different

Issues and the total number of respondents who retrieve a particular

Issue are of primary Interest (cf. Bodenhausen & Wyer, this volume).

Closed formats, on the other hand, are more appropriate when the

Investigator Is Interested In a fairly complete evaluation of a large

set of Issues to determine their relative Importance.

Second, respondents are unlikely to spontaneously report, In an

open-answer format, Information that seems self-evident or

Irrelevant. In refraining from these responses they fol low the con-

versational maxlme that an utterance should be Informative (Grice,

1875; see the discussion by Strack & Martin, this volume). This

results In an underreportlng of presumably self-evident Information

that Is eliminated by closed-response formats, where the explicit

presentation of the proper response alternative Indicates the Inves

tigator's Interest In this Information.

Moreover, respondents may frequently be uncertain if information

that comes to mind does or does not belong to the domain of informa

tion the Investigator Is Interested In. Again, closed formats may

reduce this uncertainly, resulting In higher responses. This dif

ferential complexity of open and closed formats Is reflected In

higher no-response rates In the open form, In particular among less

educated respondents (Schuman & Presse~, 1881).

These processes are likely to result in an "underreportlng" of

opinions and knowledge In an open-response format as compared to a

closed format. For behavioral reports, on the other hand, the pattern
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may reverse under some conditions. Specifically, Blair, Sudman,

Bradburn, and Stocking (1977) found pronounced underreportlng In

response to threatening behavioral questions with a closed-answer

format. This effect Is most likely mediated by the Informative func

tion of response alternatives discussed by Schwarz and Hippler (this

volume; see also Schwarz et al ., 1985~. That Is, the range of the

response alternatives provides a sal lent frame of reference and

respondents may be reluctant to report frequencies at the extreme

range of the scale because these frequencies presumably deviate from

the "usual" behavior, which Is assumed to be represented by the

middle range of the scale. In contrast, no frame of reference Is

suggested In an open-response format, resulting In less constraints

and a fuller range of reports. Accordingly, undesirable behaviors are

under reported In closed formats (Blair et al., 1977), whl Ie desirable

behaviors may be over reported , though data on this latter assumption

are not available.

Let us now turn to a consideration of various types of closed

response formats.

Response Categories.

The most frequently used closed format Is the presentation of

discrete response alternatives. A considerable number of studies

Investigated whether one or two sides of an Issue should be

presented, whether the Introduction of a middle alternative affects

the distribution, and how the I Ikel Ihood of endorsement Is Influenced

by the order In which the response alternatives are presented.

Regarding the balance Issue -- that Is, whether one side (e.g.,

favor - yes or no) or two sides (e.g., favor or oppose) should be

presented -- the findings suggest that this makes little difference

as long as the alternatives are formal opposites such as "yes" or

"no" or "favor" or "oppose" (Schuman & Presser, 1981). If the terms

have different connotations, however, such as "forbid" and "allow"

for example, dramatic response differences may arise (e.g., Rugg,

1941; Hippler & Schwarz, 1986), as discussed In the question wording

section of the present chapter. To be on the safe side, researchers

may In general be advised to use balanced alternatives.

The Inclusion of a middle alternative between two extreme

responses has been the topic of some debate. In general, the data

Indicate that explicitly offering the logically possible mlddle

alternative wi I I produce a considerable Increment In the percentage

of respondents that wi I I endorse It (Molenaar, 1982) as compared to

conditions where the middle-alternative has to be volunteered.
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Moreover. offering a middle alternative Is likely to reduce the rate

of "don't know" responses. Regarding the Impact of middle alterna

tives on the endorsement of polar opposites. the findings are mixed.

Whl Ie Schuman and Presser (1981) found that the Introduction of

middle alternatives did not change the substantive conclusions drawn

from the endorsement of the opposites. Bishop (In press) reported a

series of studies where the Introduction of middle alternatives

affected the substantive conclusions. The conditions that determine

whether middle alternatives draw simi lar or dissimilar numbers of

respondents from both sides of the attitude continuum. thus affecting

or not affecting the substantive conclusions. need further

Investigation.

In general. the Inclusion or omission of response alternatives

changes the task of the respondent and is likely to result in dif

ferent proportions, as wei I as different rankings of several propor

tions (McNemar, 1946; Schuman. 1985) because "most respondents seem

to assume that the rules of the game cal I for working within the

categories offered" (Schuman. 1985. p. 648).

Moreover. the~ In which response alternatives are presented

may affect their I Ikel Ihood of endorsement. In this regard. most

studies demonstrated primacy effects. that Is, higher endorsements

for Items presented early In the list. especially If the list is long

(e.g .. Payne. 1951; Mueller. 1970; Brook & Upton. 1974; Krosnlck &
Alwin. In press). As Krosnlck and Alwin (In press) point out. primacy

effects are likely to be obtained when the Items are presented

visually because the Items presented early In the I ist are the sub

ject of more extensive cognitive processing. Moreover. the Items

presented early may establ Ish a frame of reference for evaluating the

later Items, thus rendering them particularly sal lent.

Recency effects, on the other hand, seem to be rare though they

have occasionally been demonstrated (e.g., Payne, 1951; Schuman &
Presser, 1981). Recency effects may be particularly I ikely to occur

when the Items are presented orally, thus taxing the respondent's

memory. Despite these speculations. the conditions that foster

primacy or recency effects are not wei I understood and attempts to

draw paral leis to the psychological memory literature have been of

limited success.

Finally, special problems arise with the use of precoded

response alternatives for the assessment of behavioral frequencies.

Because these are discussed In detal I by Schwarz and Hippler in the

present volume, they wi I I not be elaborated here.
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Bating Scales

Beside discrete response categories. rating scales are ubiqui
tous In social research. particularly In attitude measurement. Dawes

and Smith (1985) provide a careful discussion of their properties.

and of the empirical and psychological justifications for their use.

Leaving concerns about their psychometric properties aside (cf.

Nunnally. 1978). rating scales with labeled endpoints do not seem to

be very controversial. Respondents are able to use these scales
consistently. even In telephone Interviews without visual aids (cf.

Hormuth & Brueckner. 1985). Seven-point scales seem to be best In
terms of rei labl Iity . percentage of undecided respondents. and

respondents' abl I Ity to discriminate between the scale values (Cox.

1980). Thus. seven plus or minus two Is the usual recommendation.

Researchers should be aware. however. that both the terms used
to label the endpoints. and the terms used to designate the separate

values of verbal rating scales, affect the obtained distribution

(Bohrmann, 1978; Wegner, Faulbaum, & Maag. 1982; Wildt & Mazls,

1978). This Is particularly problematic for self-anchoring scales
(e.g., Kilpatrick & Cantrl I. 1960) where the respondent supplies

Individual end-anchors. Recent research (Hippler. 1986) on left-right
self-placements suggests that the selection of anchors Is par

ticularly susceptible to variations In the question context. result

Ing In systematic shifts In the rating scores.

Rank-Ordering Scales
Bank-ordering tasks are more difficult and taxing for respon

dents than rating tasks. and take about three times longer to com

plete (Munson & Mcintyre. 1979). In particular. ranking more than

five to six Items may result In an overly difficult task for many
respondents (Bradburn & Sudman. 1979). Accordingly. primacy effects

are likely to be obtained with longer lists even under conditions

that keep the ranking task Itself rather simple. For example.
Krosnlck and Alwin (in press) asked respondents to pick the three

most Important values from a list of 13 (the three chosen were to be
ranked later). and found that Items presented early In the list were
disproportionately more I ikely to be selected. Moreover, this primacy

effect was more pronounced among less educated respondents and It

affected the correlations between Items (though not the nature of the

latent value dimension).
In addition to problems with the rank-ordering task Itself,

rank-orderings may bias respondents' use of subsequent~ scales.
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In e series of studies, Schwarz and Wyer (1985) found that rank

ordering e set of six Items from the "most" to the "least" Important

(or trivial) resulted In pronounced differences In subsequent ratings

of related as wei I as unrelated Items. Specifically, respondents who

began the ranking with the "most" Important (or trivial) Item sub

sequently assigned higher ratings than respondents who began the

ranking with the "least" Important (or trivial) Item. This finding

generalized across various ranking and rating dimensions as wei I as

across the content dimension of the Items. For example, environmental

Issues were rated as more Important when respondents had previously

ranked e number of attributes desired In a potential marriage partner

from the most to the least. rather than from the least to the most

Important. In general, beginning the ranking task at the "high"

("most ft
) end of the ranking dimension resulted In assignments of

higher values In subsequent ratings. a finding that reflects the

well-known anchoring bias reported by Tversky and Kahneman (1974).

Accordingly, rank-ordering tasks may render the absolute values of

subsequent ratings unlnterpretable and may limit the comparabl I Ity of

ratings across surveys.

The Assessment of "No Oplnlpn "

In general, respondents are more likely to report not having an

opinion on an Issue when this alternative Is explicitly offered than

when It has to be volunteered (cf. Schuman & Presser. 1981; Molenaar,

1982, for reviews). Moreover, the Increase In "no opinion" responses

depends on the form of the fl Iter used. Generally, the use of a so

cal led quasl-fl Iter. that Is, offering a no opinion option as part of

a precoded set of response alternatives, results In sma I ler Increases

than the use of a ful I fl Iter, where respondents are explicitly asked

whether they have an opinion on the Issue before the Interviewer

procedes to ask the question proper. In the latter case. the Increase

depends on the strength of the wording of the fl Iter question, with

stronger wordings resulting In higher rates of no opinion responses

(e.g., "Do you have an opinion on this?" vs. "Have you thought enough

about this to have an opinion?"). Several processes are I Ikely to

contribute to these findings.

First, from the perspective of conversational norms, the mere

fact that a person Is asked a question presupposes that the person

can answer It (cf. Clark, 1985; Grice, 1975; Belnap & Steel, 1976).

Thus. responding that one has no opinion Is an I I legitimate answer to

an opinion question that respondents are unlikely to give unless the
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question Indicates Its legitimacy. Moreover, this effect of com

munication norms Is likely to be enhanced In survey Interviews by
respondents' assumption that they have to work within the set of

response alternatives provided to them (Schuman, 1985). Note,

however, that conversational norms do not account easily for the

differential Impact of different forms of filters because any fl Iter
should be sufficient to render no opinion responses legitimate.

Regarding the differential Impact of filters, Bishop et al.
(1983) suggested that ful I filters encourage don't know responses

more strongly than quasi-filters, and to a greater degree the more

strongly they are worded. Whl Ie this assumption describes the fin

dings very wei I, It seems to us that a slightly different focus

accounts better for the underlying process. Specifically, we want to

suggest that ful I flltars, In particular when they are strongly
worded, discourage substantive responses because they suggest to

respondents that considerable knowledge Is required to answer the

question. For example. respondents who are asked, "Have you thought

enough about this Issue to have an opinion on It?" may assume that
this question Is particularly Important to the researcher and that

they should only answer It when they have a wei I-considered opinion
based on sound knowledge of the facts. Moreover. respondents may

assume that this fl·lter question leads Into a series of detal led
questions that require considerable knowledge about the Issue. Both

of these assumptions may prevent respondents from offering a substan

tive opinion even though they may have a general preference for one

or the other side of the Issue, which they would report In response

to a global question with "favor"l"oppose"l"no opinion" response

alternatives. Recent research on respondents' assumptions about the
degree of knowledge needed to answer a given question that Is paired

with differently worded filters supports this analysis (Trometer,

unpublished data).
If this analysis Is correct, ful I filters -- in particular when

strongly worded -- may screen out respondents that may wei I have an

opinion on which they may act In everyday life but which they are
unlikely to report based on their Inferences about the potential

demands of the task. To this extent, the use of ful I filters Is

likely to result In a considerable underestimation of the proportion

of respondents who hold an opinion.
Accordingly, the finding that "floaters" (Schuman & Presser,

1881), that Is, respondents who give an opinion to an unfiltered

question but would not give one to a filtered question, do ~
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provide random responses is not surprising. According to the present

analysis, floaters do have a global opinion but are prevented from

reporting It by the Implications of the fl Iter, which suggest that a

global response may be Insufficient.

STR.£TI.JR I M3 1lE QUEST lONNA I RE

So far, we have mainly considered single questions in Isolation.
In the actual Interview. however. questions are arranged in a fixed

sequence which "ls determined by the demand to make the interview

schedule as logical. coherent and smooth as possible" (Molenaar,

1882. p. 77). The order In which questions are asked may affect

responses in a variety of ways that are not yet wei I understood.

Because most of these effects are treated in detai I by Strack and

Martin In the present volume. we wi I I limit ourselves to a short
review of the potential effects.

Motivational Considerations

Some of the effects of question order discussed In the survey

literature are prlmari Iy of a motivational nature. To Increase
respondents' collaboration, the questions asked early in the inter

view should be easy and Interest provoking and should communicate to

respondents that participating In the Interview Is a worthwile en
deavor (cf. Sudman & Bradburn, 1883). This interest- provoking

qual ity of the early questions Is particularly important for mail

surveys where the interviewer. who could potentially handle a lack of
respondent motivation, is not present (Oi I Iman, 1978). Moreover.

researchers are advised to place difficult or threatening questions

in later parts of the interview, to allow the development of a good

rapport between interviewer and respondent (cf. Oljkstra & Van der

Zouwen, this volume) and to prevent early break-offs. In fact, Sudman

and Bradburn (1874) and others found higher reports in response to

threatening questions placed at the end rather than at the beginning

of the Interview. On the other hand. fatigue effects may arise in the

course of lengthy Interviews, resulting In more superficial and

incomplete responses to later questions (Bradburn. 1983). Moreover.

respondents' decreasing attention Is likely to Increase the vul

nerabl I Ity of later questions to response effects.
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Cognitive Considerations

In contrast to the rather straightforward motivational effects

of question order, Its cognitive effects are considerably more

complex. Most Importantly, these effects need to be conceptualized

within a general process model of answering questions as proposed by

Strack and Martin (this volume). The mere enumeration of possible

effects, as Is characterized by large parts of the survey literature,

on the other hand, Is likely to distract from the simi larlty of the

underlying processes, some of which have already been discussed.

Generally speaking, preceding questions wi I I direct respondents'

attention to a certain set of information, thus increasing this

Information's cognitive accesslbi I Ity later (cf. Hastie or

Bodenhausen & Wyer, this volume). Therefore, respondents are more

likely to consider this Information In forming later Judgments than

they would otherwise. The exact effect, however, depends on the

specific characteristics of the question context.

For example, preceding questions may Increase the salience of an

issue, resulting In a larger number of respondents who wi I I comment on

that Issue later on. Thus, questions about a specific social Issue

may increase the I ikel Ihood that this Issue Is reported as one of the

major problems facing the country. On the other hand, respondents may

feel that they would repeat themselves If they reiterated something

they said before. This, In turn, may result In decreased reports In

an attempt to avoid redundancy (e.g., Bradburn & Mason, 1964).

Whether "saliency" or "redundancy effects" are likely to be obtained

Is probably a function of the simi larlty of the relevant questions,

with redundancy effects being more likely the more simi lar the ques

tions are.
Moreover, If the activated Information Is used In forming a

judgment It may be used In various different ways. On the one hand,

respondents may consider the direct Implications of the Information

for the Judgment at hand. For example, respondents may Infer from

their inabi I ity to answer a series of questions requiring political

knowledge that they are not very Interested In politics after al I

(see Bishop, this volume). Simi larly, the preceding questions may

activate a certain norm that bears on subsequent judgments. This

seems to underl ie the wei I-known communist reporter Item, where

respondents are more likely to support freedom of the press for

communist reporters in the U.S. if they have previously supported the

same freedom for American reporters In communist countries (Schuman &
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Presser, 1981). On the other hand, the activated Information may be

used as a standard of comparison resulting In contrast effects. In a

study of food Images, for example, Noelle-Neumann (1970) found that

potatoes were considered to be more typically "German" when they were

preceded by rice than when they were not. As predicted by Ostrom and

Upshaw's (1968) perspective theory, these contrast effects tend to be

asymmetric, with the more extreme stlmul I affecting the less extreme

ones but not vice versa (Schwarz & Munkel, 1986).

The exact manner In which previously activated Information Is

used In forming subsequent Judgments Is currently a popular area of

research In social Information processing and considerable progress

may be expected In the coming years (see Bodenhausen & Wyer and

Strack & Martin, this volume, and Schwarz & Strack, 1986, for

elaborations).

MIlE OF ADt1INISTRATION

Survey questions may be asked In face-to-face Interviews,

telephone Interviews, or self-administered questionnaires. These

forms of administration differ along two dimensions: their degree of

Impersonality and the cognitive demands they place on the respondent.

Regarding the degree of Impersonality, self-administered ques

tionnaires provide more anonymity than face-to-face Interviews -

with telephone Interviews somewhere In-between. The more anonymous

methods ara I ikely to encourage fuller reports in response to

threatening and sensitive questions. The available data by and large

support this assumption (e.g., Hochstlm, 1962, 1967; Thorndike et

al., 1952; Knudsen et al., 1967) but differences by method disappear

for very threatening questions, which are always substantially under

reported (Bradburn & Sudman, 1979). With regard to the cognitive

demands placed on the respondent, things are more complex. On the one

hand, self-administered questionnaires al low respondents to use as

much time to answer a question as they may wish. On the other hand,

an Interviewer who could provide clarification and encouragement is

not available. Depending on the nature of the question, these factors

may offset one another, resulting In the finding that "contrary to

the common belief favoring face-to-face Interviews, there is no

clearly superior method that yields better results for al I types of

questions" (Bradburn, 1883, p. 284; see also Sudman & Bradburn, 1974;

Dillman, 1878).
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Telephone Interviews, on the other hand, are likely to place a

higher burden on respondents than either face-to-face Interviews or
self-administered questionnaires. Most Importantly, respondents may

be less likely to take their time In thinking about a question. In a

face-to-face Interaction, pauses In the conversation can be bridged

by nonverbal communication that Indicates that one is thinking about

the Issue. The use of these signals Is severely limited on the phone,

thus rendering pauses more disruptive. To keep the conversation

flowing, respondents are therefore likely to avoid pauses, which

I imlts their time to think about the question asked, resulting in

Increased time pressure In telephone Interviews. In addition, visual

aids cannot be administered on the phone, thus placing additional

burden on respondents' memory.
Whi Ie the memory burden may be reduced through the avoidance of

long lists and difficult questions, the time-pressure Issue Is poten

tial Iy more troublesome. Specifically, research In cognitive psychol
ogy (e.g., Kruglanskl, 1980; Strack, Erber, & Wicklund, 1982) sug

gests that "top of the head" phenomena Increase with Increasing time
pressure. That Is, the less time respondents have to form a Judgment

the more likely they are to base their Judgment on the first piece of

information that comes to mind. Under this condition, response ef
fects due to question wording or question context should be par

ticularly likely to be obtained.
The limited empirical data available (Bishop & Hippler, 1986;

Bishop, Hippler, Schwarz, & Strack, In preparation) support this

posslbl Iity. For example, the Inclusion of a middle alternative, as

wei I as the position of the middle alternative, resulted In more

pronounced differences In telephone Interviews than In self-ad

ministered questionnaires. Simi larly, replications of the wei 1- known
abortion Items, as wei I as items of the already discussed communist

reporter type (Schuman & Presser, 1981), resulted In stronger order

effects In the telephone Interview than In the self-administered

form.
Moreover. recency effects were obtained with a moderately long

list of response alternatives In the telephone Interview but not In
the self-administered questionnaire. and responses to open-ended

questions were more detal led in the latter than In the former form.

Finally. leaving respondents more time to think about the question
by means of adding redundant fi I ler words Increased the percentage of

respondents who could correctly date the war over the Falkland
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Islands In a telephone Interview. In the self-administered question

naire, on the other hand. no effect of question length was obtained.

presumably because respondents could use as much time as they wanted.

Independent of question wording.

In summary. these results suggest that telephone interviews may

be more susceptible to effects of question wording and question

context because they place respondents under a certain time pressure

that Increases the I ikel ihood of the top-of-the-head phenomena.

A detai led understanding of the underlying processes wi I I re

quire additional research efforts In control led laboratory settings

as wei I as In surveys. Pursuing these research issues is I ikely to

Increase not only our Insight Into the dynamics of the survey inter

view but also our understanding of basic cognitive processes.
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A PR::J::E:E AaDJNT OF aJNTEXT EFFECTS IN

ATTITUDE SURVEYS

The central goal of asking questions in a survey Is to obtain

rei iable information about characteristics of the respondent. Asking,

and consequently answering questions, however, never occurs in a

vacuum. Rather, it occurs in a specific social and cognitive context

that may influence responses in undesired ways (e.g., Schuman &
Presser, 1881). Thus, a change In the answer to a particular question

may not necessari Iy reflect an attitude change on the part of the

respondent but simply may be the Influence of a different context.

Schuman, Presser, and Ludwig (1881), for example, found that diver

gent responses toward abortion, as measured in two consecutive sur

veys, were caused not by a change of opinion over time but by the

presence or absence of a particular question before the target

question.

Whi Ie the effects of context as "irrelevant" determinants of

respondents' reactions have been frequently demonstrated by survey

researchers, these researchers "often cannot predict when such ef

fects wi I I occur or explain them when they do occur" (E.Martin, 1884;

p. 278). This may be because there is sti I I I ittle systematic under

standing of the psychological mechanisms that underl Ie these

influences. Identification of psychological mechanisms that are

relevant in survey situations may eventually contribute to a better

understanding of context effects In general, because "survey ar

tifacts represent systematic psychological phenomena that do not

exist only in surveys" (E.Martin, 1884; p. 279).

In the present chapter, we wi I I first describe several cognitive

and judgmental processes that we feel play an Important role in

context effects (cf. Tourangeau, 1984; Abelson, 1984) and then we
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wi I I outline a theoretical model that takes these processes Into

account. The purpose of this model Is to provide a convenient and

coherent way of conceptualizing context effects and to suggest some

directions for future thinking and research In the area.

THE M.LT I PLE TASKS OF ANSWER I N3 A SURVEY QUEST ION

Before the different Influences of context are discussed In
detal I, we shal I outline a typical sequence of cognitive tasks that a

survey respondent has to go through. This psychological framework of

survey responding contains four distinct cognitive tasks, which may

be performed roughly In sequence (see Figure 1).

First, respondents have to Interpret a question to understand

what Is meant. Second, they have to generate an opinion on the
Issue. Third, they must fit It Into the response format that has

been provided. Forth, the respondents may edit their overt answer

as a function of particular motives that may arise in the survey
situation.

We argue, then, that Interpreting the question, generating an

opinion, formatting the response, and editing are the main

psychological components of a process that starts with respondents'

exposure to a survey question and ends with their overt response. How

context influences may come Into play at each of these stages wi I I

now be discussed in more detal I. To Illustrate this process with a
concrete example, It wi I I be assumed that a respondent Is given the

fol lowing question: "How satisfied are you with Ronald Reagan's

performance?". The answer has to be given on a response scale from 0

to 10 where 0 means "very unsatisfied" and 10 means "very satisfied."

Interpretation of the Question

The first step in this sequence Is to understand what is meant.

On a very basic level, a person must, of course, know the semantic

meaning of the words used in the question. As In al I linguistic
contexts, the respondent must find out wha~ this word means In a

particular survey question. That Is, the respondent to our example
question who Is faml liar with the concept "performance," sti I I has to

Identify what exactly "performance" means In this question.
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Figure 1: Model of information processing in a survey situation
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Psychological research suggests that there are two types of

processes that may Influence the Interpretation of information. The

first type of process Is passive and automatic in nature and may

occur without the respondent's control (cf. Schneider &
Shiffrin, 1977; Shlffrin & Schneider, 1977). The second type involves

active inferences by the respondent and may be seen as a kind of

problem solving. 80th processes, however, may be el icited by informa

tion that was primed or activated earl ier, for example, by a preced-

ing question. In this prototypic situation the preceding question

wi I I be cal led the context question and the subsequent question is

the target question.

The first automatic influence of a context question on the

Interpretation of Information is a function of the ambiguity of the

target information and the activation of a concept in terms of which

the target Information can be encoded or interpreted. The answer to a

context question may have a priming effect because exposure to a

certain content In a prior question may Increase the ease and the

I ikel Ihood with which the same or a simi lar content comes to mind at

a later time (Higgins & King, 1981; Wyer & Srull, 1981; cf.

Bodenhausen & Wyer, this volume). Asa consequence, ambiguous infor

mation in subsequent questions may be Interpreted In terms of the

concepts that are most accessible to the respondent at that moment.

It has been shown, for Instance, that individuals asked to respond to

information that Is open to more than one Interpretation were likely

to respond In a manner that was consistent with the impl ications of

concepts that had been recently activated (Higgins, Rholes, & ~ones,

1977; Srul 1& Wyer, 1979, 1980). Appl led to a survey situation, this

suggests that when the Interpretation of the target question is

unclear, respondents may rely on concepts primed by the context to

disambiguate the target.

As an example, suppose that respondents are asked how much they

agreed (or disagreed) with the statement "In this town, it is dif

ficult to bUy drugs." The word "drugs" Is ambiguous and has two

meanings: narcotics and pharmaceuticals. The respondents' answers to

a question containing such an ambiguous word wi I I certainly depend on

their Interpretation of the word. On the basis of the reported re

search, unambiguous and applicable concepts that have been activated

before the target question may render one Interpretation more likely

than the other. Thus, If the context had been concerned with criminal

activity in the neighborhood, for example, then the target might be

interpreted as referring to the purchase of narcotics. If the context
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had been concerned with medical practices, then the target might be

interpreted as referring to the purchase of prescription drugs. More

generally, exposure to the context may Increase the accesslbl I Ity of

one concept relative to another, and thus determine how ambiguous

targets wi I I be Interpreted. As noted before, this type of Influence

may occur without the respondent being aware of It. Bargh and

Pietromonaco (1982) for Instance, have demonstrated that even Infor

mation, that was not attended to by the respondent affected the

interpretation of subsequent Information.

Whl Ie such ambiguities can be easily avoided by unambiguous

wording, another type of~questlon Interpretation that occurs at this

stage Is open to context Influences. Frequently, more general words

are Interpreted by substituting them with a more specific Instance. A

"container," for example, that holds apples Is different from a

"container" that holds cola; and "holding" apples Is different from

"holding" a thief or someone's attention (cf. Anderson & Ortony,

1975; Anderson et al., 1976). In our survey example, for the Inter

pretation of "performance" It Is necessary to decide that It Is the

performance of a head of state that has to be evaluated, and not the

performance of an actor. In the first case, "performance" Is Inter

preted as setting policies, enacting laws, and so forth, and In the

second case as delivering lines, fol lowing choreography, and so

forth. This type of ambiguity arises In part out of the necessity to

understand what the Interviewer or the survey researcher wants to
know when he or she asks a particular question. Let us assume a

person who has Just seen the Reagan movie "Law and Order" is asked

about Ronald Reagan's performance. Here, the second Interpretation of

the word would be appropriate.
The need to understand not only the semantic meaning of the

words but also the Intended meaning of the underlying concepts

originates from the respondent's desire to cooperate In a type of

social situation In which the respondent Is expected to provide

information. In principle, any ambigUity the respondent Is aware of

could be resolved by asking for clarification. In surveys, however,

further explanation Is typically not available and proViding It may

even be discouraged for the sake of standardization (cf. E.Martln,

1984; p.280). In this situation, the respondent may use other aval 1

able information to infer what the survey researcher wants to know.
There are three sources of Information that the respondent may

use to infer the intended meaning of a question. First, there Is the

content of the question itself. Second, the response scale may serve
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as a basis for Inferences. and third. the preceding questions may

provide Information. These posslbl I Itles wi I I now be discussed in

turn.

The Content Of the Question

In e straightforward sense. the question Itself provides Informa

tion that al lows respondents to use their general knowledge to Infer

what the question means. As mentioned earlier. the narrow context of

a sentence may be used by the respondent to Infer the exact Inter

pretation of particular words. Since this problem Is not unique to

survey questions but Is· present In the comprehension of words and

sentences In general (e.g .• Bransford. 1979). we shal I not discuss it

further here.

The Response Scale

A source of Information for the Interpretation of questions that

Is unique to surveys Is the response scale that may accompany a

question. This Is because the available response alternatives set the

range for possible Instantiations of more general terms used In the

question. Because the questioner provides the alternatives. the

respondent may legitimately use this Information to Infer what is

meant by the question.

Assume a survey respondent Is asked how often a situation occurs

In which he or she feels "really annoyed" -- a term that may refer to

a wide range of specific Instances on the dimension of annoyance. Of

course. In a natural conversation. the respondent could asK what the

resarcher means by "really annoyed." In a survey situation. however.

such a request Is generally precluded. The respondent may therefore

use the frequency range of the provided response scale to Infer the

Intended degree of annoyance. More specifically. a response scale

with a range of frequencies that Is low would suggest to the respon

dent a higher degree of annoyance for the target Items than a

response scale with a frequency range that Is high. This exactly was

the result of an experiment In which the response range determined

the perceived annoyance level of the experiences that the respondents

used as the basis for Judging how often they experienced annoying

situations (For a more detal led description. see Schwarz & Hippler.

this volume).

This finding supports the contention that response scales may

prOVide Information for the Interpretation of survey questions. In

the reported stUdy. the respondents In the low frequency conditions

may have concluded that annoying experiences. where frequency of

occurrence was supposed to fal I Into the range between "less than
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once a year" to "more than every three months" were probably asking

for more severe cases than they would have spontaneously thought. As
a consequence. "really annoying" situations are Interpreted as severe
experiences.
The Preceding Questions

For the task of Interpreting a target question. the preceding
questions may serve several functions. First. they may activate

concepts that facilitate the Interpretation of ambiguous terms. As

elaborated earlier. the word "drugs" may be Interpreted as a phar

maceutic If the preceding question asked about prescriptions. The

ambiguous word would be more likely to be Interpreted as "narcotic"

If a preceding question asked about street crimes. This may be under

stood as one ex~mple for an assimilation effect. Assimilation

refers to a shift In the Judgment of a target toward the Implications
of the context.

Such an assimilation effect. as a consequence of Interpreting
ambiguous words In terms of previously activated concepts. may be

particularly likely when respondents are presented with "fictitious

Issues." Bishop. Tuchfarber. and oldendlck (1986). for Instance.
found that various fictitious Issues differed with respect to "no

opinion" answers. "No opinion" responses were less frequent. however.

when the target Issue was simi lar to an actually existing Issue with

which the respondents were faml liar. This observation suggests that

respondents try to interpret the meaning of these Issues and succeed

at this task If they can apply a concept that they have used before.

As a consequence. one might expect preceding questions. which ac

tivate appl icable concepts. to have a simi lar effect.

Preceding questions may serve a second function for the inter
pretation of a target question. They may Inform the respondent about

what the questioner already knows. This Is Important because the
survey situation may be control led by simi lar norms of cooperation as

a natural conversation (cf. Grice. 1975; Clark 1985). In natural
conversations. questioners are expected to ask for Information they

do not yet have and respondents are expected to make their contribu

tion as Informative as Is required by the situation. Most important.

the respondent's contribution Is expected to be nonredundant with

respect to the questioner's degree of knowledge.
One strategy of inference Is based on the so-cal led "given-new

contract" (Clark & Havi land. 1977; Clark. 1985). that Is. Implicitly
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formed between two cooperating conversants. According to this con

tract, respondents are informative if they add new information to

what the questioner already knows.

To illustrate, let us assume that a survey In your hometown asks

"where" you are going to spend your vacation. Your answer "Greece"

may be completely appropriate if that is where you are planning to

go. When you have arrived at your vacation spot, however, and are

asked the same question, the response "Greece" would be uninforma

tive, or redundant. Rather, you would probably respond by giving the

name of the specific city or hotel In which you are staying. The

reason for this variation in answers I ies In the different degrees of

informativeness under different circumstances. In each case, the

respondent has to make an inference about what the questioner exactly

means by "where." On the basis of what the location is when the

question Is asked, the respondent may infer which information is

given and which Information is new to the researcher and may then

interpret the question using the assumption that questioners do not

ask for information they already have.

In a more subtle way, preceding questions and answers may give

simi lar information. One example is the case in which a specific

question Is asked immediately before a more general one such that

both are perceived as belonging together. For Instance, a survey

question may require respondents to Indicate whether they ..think It

should be possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abortion if

there Is a strong chance of a serious defect in the baby?" (Schuman

et al., 1981). Imagine that a respondent answers affirmatively to

this question (as 84% of the respondents did), and is then asked

whether abortion should be "generally avai lable for married women."

How does a cooperating respondent interpret the latter question? What

does the researcher want to know?

Obeying the given-new contract, the respondent would assume that

the researcher asks for new information, that is, for information the

respondent has not yet provided in the answer to the preceding

question. More specifically, respondents would interpret the more

"general" question as not including the more "specific" one that they

had just answered. So, "abortion in general" would then be inter

preted as "abortion under circumstances other than when a defect in

the baby is expected." However, since aillowing abortion under these

more lenient conditions is less likely to be supported, one would

expect less respondents to assent to the general question when it

fol lows the more specific one. This is exactly what Schuman et al.

(1981) found. In their sample, the proportion of respondents who
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reacted affirmatively to the general question was drastically reduced

from 60.7% to 48.1% when the specific question was asKed first. The

answer to the specific question. however. was not Influenced by prior

answering of the general one. This Is consistent with the given-new

contract because the answer to a general question Is usually not

informative regarding the answers to specific questions. That Is. the

respondent has not yet provided the requested Information and the

prior answer to the general question has no effect. Such Influences

have been obtained for different Issues and have been labeled "part

whole contrast" effects (Schuman & Presser. 1981).

Similar contrast effects have been found In surveys that as

sessed both people's happiness with their life In general and with

their marrlage'in particular (cf. Schuman & Presser. 1981).

Respondents who first evaluated their marital happiness (about two

thirds were "very happy" with their marriage) gave sUbsequently lower

"general" happiness ratings than when the general happiness question

was asked first. Fol lowing our earlier argument. It Is reasonable to

assume that the Interpretation of the general happiness question

differed as a function of the Information that was elicited by the

previous. more specific question.

Strack and L. Martin (1986) conducted a study to find the condi

tions under which a part-whole contrast or an assimilation effect

would occur. In this American student sample. characteristics of

their "love I ife" (boyfriend/girlfriend and frequency of dating)

showed the highest correlation with measures of subjective wei I-being

(cf. Emmons & Diener. 1985). They gave students a two-page question

naire about "student issues." In which questions about dating and

general happiness were embedded in a series of questions about

university issues. The respondents were asKed both how happy they

were with I ife In general. and how happy they were with their dating.

Answers had to be given on a scale from 1 (not so happy) to 11

(extremely happy). The experimental manipulation consisted of the

order of the two questions and whether they were to be perceived as

belonging together or not.

Interestingly. Strack and L. Martin found a substantially higher

correlation between reports of general happiness and of happiness

with dating when the specific question was asked before the general

question than when the two questions were asked in the reverse order.

It is assumed that priming Information about this specific domain of

happiness wi I I increase Its subsequent avai labl I ity. Other things

being equal. the probabi I ity that the general Judgment wi I I be based
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on the more specific Information wi I I be Increased (this mechanism

wi I I be discussed later In more detal I). If situational norms,

however, preclude the use of this Information, the aval labl I Ity

effect should be neutralized. That Is, no Increase In the correlation

should be observed. Activating the conversational norm of the "glven

new contract" would have exactly the effect of preventing already

"given" Information from being communicated a second time. If the

respondents want to obey the Implicit norms of this contract, they

must try to communicate "new" and nonredundant Information to the

researcher. Appl led to the present situation, the answer to the

general happiness question should not be based on the primed specific

Information.

In the Strack and L. Martin study, the conversational norm of

being Informative was activated by creating a context In which the

two questions would be perceived as belonging together. It was as

sumed that an Important feature of a natural conversation Is that Its

components are related to one other, such that the meaning of a

question can be Inferred on the basis of the question that was asked

before. The elements of a survey questionnaire, however, are often

unrelated and the conversational norms may therefore have not always

been effective. To establ Ish this perceived relationship, the general

and specific happiness questions were introduced In the fol lowing

way:

"Now, we would I Ike to learn about two areas of life that may

be Important for people's avera I I wei I-being:

a) happiness with dating, and

b) happiness with life In general."

Subsequently, the two happiness questions were asked In the

specific-general order. As expected, the correlation between the two

measures was significantly reduced. This suggests that although the

specific Information was highly available when the general question

was to be answered, this Information was not used. In the condition

where the conversational context was established, the Interpretation

of the general question may have been influenced by the preceding

sp~clflc question, meaning something other than the activated

content.

Generating an Opinion

After the respondents completed the interpretation of the ques

tion, they generated an opinion on the Issue. Often, respondents may
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recal I an opinion they have already stored In memory. Assume, for
example, that respondents have previously evaluated Reagan's achieve

ments as President. Then they may recal I their judgment and use it as

the basis for their answer to the question about Ronald Reagan's
performance. The I IKel Ihood that a respondent has already formed an

opinion on which he or she can subsequently draw may depend on

several determinants. First, Important Issues may be more I iKely to

el iclt opinions than unimportant ones. Second, a person must form an
opinion about targets that require action, I IKe buying a new car or

casting a vote. Third, haVing been explicitly asKed before for an
opinion wi I I induce a respondent to evaluate the Issue and increase

the probabl I ity that this opinion is later recal led. The respondent

may use this opinion whenever It Is accessible, at the time of judg

ment (cf. Lingle & Ostrom, 1979). One Impl icatlon of this Is that

respondents may answer a question not by reviewing the original

Information on which the question Is based, but by retrieving the
prior judgment. Thus, If this prior judgment is Influenced by a

particular context, subsequent judgments wi I I be simi larly affected

(Carlston, 1980; Higgins & McCann, 1984; see also 80denhausen & Wyer,

this volume).

Frequently, however, respondents have not previously evaluated

the issues on the dimension of the survey question. In this case, the

opinion has to be generated at the time of the Interview. Assume that

our survey question was directed not at the President's performance

but at that of the Secretary of State. Although the respondents may

have accumulated information about particular activities of this

target person, they may not have yet formed an opinion on the

secretary's overal I performance. Thus, they must first generate an

opinion before they can answer the question. For the successful
performance of this taSK, the respondents must access Information

from memory that is relevant for the judgment. An exhaustive search
of memory, however, Is not possible and the survey situation, with

Its limited time allotment, may truncate the search for Information
even more than most natural conditions. Therefore, the relative ease

of recal I may determine which Information wll I be considered. The
most important determinants of the accessibi I ity of Information are

the frequency and the, recency of the,lr prior activation (cf. Wyer &
Srul I, 1981; 80denhausen & Wyer, this volume).

Prior questions may be regarded as the most important activators

of information that is relevant for answering subsequent questions.

There are several types of information that may be primed by previous
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questions and the respondents' answers. First, another exemplar of

the category in question may come to mind. For example, respondents

may think about a past president when they have to evaluate the

present one. Second, respondents may think about specific features of

the target. For example, the President's economic pol icy may be in

the focus of attention rather than his foreign pol icy. Third, respon

dents may be occupied with a certain normative standard, I ike fair

ness as opposed to efficiency, that would be relevant for the

judgment. Fourth, respondents may remember their own behaviors, I ike

having voted for the President or having donated money to his elec

tion campaign. Finally, respondents may be in a mood state that may

influence the Judgment.

Thus, a context question may activate a particular exemplar,

specific features of the target, a normative standard, specific past

behaviors of the respondent, or a mood state. Once activated, they

may influence the judgment. However, to predict the nature of this

influence, one has to understand how this information is used.

The primlnQ of Another Exemplar

Thinking about another exemplar, I ike a past president, may have

the effect that the respondent bases his or her judgment on a pre

vious evaluation of this past president or on features the two have

in common. On the other hand, the respondent may become aware of how

different the target Is from the primed exemplar and may base the

judgment in those features on which the two differ. In the first

case. the primed exemplar would lead to assimi lation. in the second

case to contrast.

Herr, Sherman, and Fazio (1983) found that assimi latlon and

contrast were a function of both the ambiguity of the target stimulus

and the simi larity of the context stimulus. More specifically, Herr

et al. demonstrated in a priming study that judgments became more

consistent with the primed category (assimi lation) when the context

stimulus was simi lar to the target stimulus and the target stimulus

was ambiguous. Contrast effects were found when the target stimulus

was not ambiguous and with the combination of a dissimi lar context

stimulus and an ambiguous target. Appl ied to the present example. one

would expect that the more Information a respondent has about the

President, the more I ikely prior thinking about another President

would produce a contrast effect. That is, the target President would

be judged as more different. The same should occur if the respondent

has I ittle Information about the target and the context President is

dissimilar. On the other hand, the target President should be judged
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more simi lar to the context if I ittle is known about the target and

the context person Is simi lar to the target.

Herr et al. (1983) obtained these effects by presenting dif

ferent context Information. Simi larly, one might expect that the

perceived simi larity between a context and a target stimulus may be a

function of respondents' attention toward the common vs. the distinc

tive features of the stimul I. An existing belief that the present

President Is I ike a particular predecessor may direct the respon

dent's attention toward the features the two individuals have In

common. A prior bel ief that the present President Is unl Ike a

particular predecessor, however, may induce the respondents to focus

on characteristics the two Individuals do not share, that Is, the

distinctive features.

This reasoning suggests that it is not only the context informa

tion avai lable at the time of the judgment that determines assimi la

tion vs. contrast but also how this Information Is used. L. Martin

and Wyer (1986) asked subjects to form Impressions of two stimulus

persons. The Initial person was described such that a certain trait

concept (e.g., adventurous) was unambiguously depicted. The second

person, on the other hand, was described In terms that were ambiguous

regarding this initial concept (e.g., adventurous/reckless). It was

assumed that reading about the first person (I.e., the context) would

prime a concept that could then be used to disambiguate the Informa

tion about the second person (I.e., the target). Before reading about

these two Individuals, however, subjects were asked to define either

the commonal ities or the differences between various pairs of

professions. It was assumed that this task would prime subjects into

thinking about people's commonal ities or differences, respectively.

Consistent with this hypothesis, L. Martin and Wyer found less

of a difference between the Impressions of the two stimulus persons

when subjects had been primed to think of differences. Interestingly,

these differences were obtained only on judgmental dimensions

directly related to the primed concept (e.g., adventurous/reckless).

They were not obtained on dimensions only evaluatlvely related to

this concept (e.g., disl ike/I ike, dishonest/honest). This suggests

that the relational prime did not Induce a general set to perceive

the stimulus persons as simi lar or different, but rather induced a

specific use of the contextually activated concept. Thus, priming

appears to be composed of at least two factors: activation of a

concept and activation of a strategy in the use of that concept.
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Appl led to surveys, these findings suggest that the overal I

degree of Interrelatedness of the survey Items may Itself be a source
o~ Information In determining how Individuals respond to any given

Item. When the Items appear generally Interrelated, respondents may

Interpret ambiguous target Items In a manner that Is consistent with

the Implications of the context Items. When the Items appear
generally different or unrelated, however, respondents may shift

their Interpretation of the target away from the Implications of the
context Items.

The priming of Specific Features

Context effects may also be produced by prior activation of

specific features of the target. Sears and Lau (1983), for Instance,

found that survey respondents who had to assess their personal Income

were SUbsequently more likely to evaluate the President's avera I I
performance on the basis of his more specific performance in the

economic domain than respondents who were not given this prior task.
This Is because thinking about their own economic situation may have

directed the respondents' attention toward the economic situation of

the nation. As a result, Information about this specific domain may

have been sal lent at the time of the Judgment and more likely to be
used for the global rating of the President.

Simi larly, Iyengar, Kinder, Peters, and Krosnlck (1984) found
that watching a specific television news program that emphasized a

particular political domain Increased the Impact of the respondents'

evaluation of that dimension on their overal I rating of former

President Carter. Watching a news program that focussed on energy

problems, for Instance, Increased the relationship between respon

dents' evaluation of Carter's handling of these problems and his

global evaluation. These findings further support the notion that

those features of a judgmental target that are most sal lent and
accessible at the time of judgment may have a stronger Influence on a

global evaluation. If the context of a survey question activates

Information about such features, It Is likely that they wi I I In

fluence a subsequent judgment.
The priming of Normatlye Standards

Attitudes and evaluations are often based on more general values
and normative standards. An evaluative judgment may therefore differ

depending on which normative standard Is used. Respondents who hold

the reduction of traffic deaths as an Important goal, for example,

would express a more positive attitude toward the compulsory use of

safety belts than respondents for whom personal freedom Is a central
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value. Frequently, one person may simultaneously hold several norma

tive standards that imply different evaluations of one particular

target. Here, one would assume that the most accessible norm at the

time of the judgment would have the greatest Impact. Again, this may

be Influenced by the context of the particular question. It Is also

possible that having previously answered a related question In a

certain way may elicit standards of equal treatment, fairness, or

reciprocity such that these standards determine the answer to a

second question.

In an often-cited study, Hyman and Sheats ley (1960) reported

strong order effects of two questions that asked In 1948 whether (a)

Communist newspaper reporters should be al lowed to come to the U.S.

and to send back' their uncensored reports and (b) whether American

reporters should be al lowed to report freely from a Communist country

I Ike Russia. The results showed that the Communist-reporter question

el icited little agreement (36.6%) and its American counterpart very

strong agreement (89.8%) when each question was asked by Itself

(i .e., first). However, when the same question was asked after its

counterpart, the agreement with the Communist-reporter question rose

to 73.1% and the agreement with the American-reporter question

decl ined to 66.6%.

This pattern demonstrates that the second question was answered

differently when It was presented in isolation (i .e., first) than

when it was answered In the context of the response to the first

question. As Schuman and Presser (1981) suggest, the respondents may

have based their response to the first question on currently

prevalent anti-Communist or pro-American sentiments. The second

question in the context of the respondents' answer to the first,

however, may have activated a standard of reciprocity. As a conse

quence, the answers to the second question became more consistent

with their answers to the first.

A simi lar effect was reported by Cantrl I (1944). He reported the

results of a survey In which respondents were asked during World War

I I whether the U.S. should permit its citizens to join (a) the French

and British armies, as wei I as (b) the German army. It was found that

the agreement to the al I ied-army question was higher and the agree

ment to the enemy-army question lower when each question was asked by

itself. When the question was asked In the context of the respon

dents' answer to the first item, the ~nswers became more simi lar to

prior ones.
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It Is important to note that these data result from a particular

behavior, that is. the response to the first question. Thus. the norm

of reciprocity is based on a prior reaction of the respondent. It

remains to be shown that mere cognitive activation of normative

standards may produce simi lar effects.

The priming of Own Knowledge and Behaylor

It has long been recognized In social psychology that one's own

past behavior may also provide Information for attitudinal Inferences

(cf. Bern, 1967). and that thinking about It may Influence subsequent

self-judgments. This relationship has been repeatedly demonstrated.

Salancik and Conway (1975), for Instance. had subjects rate the

frequency of their own behaviors that Indicate a positive attitude

toward rei Iglon, I Ike giving donations. In one condition. the ques

tions asked If the subjects showed this particular behavior

"frequently." In the other conditions "on occasion." This different

wording was Intended to elicit more "yes" responses In the "on

occasion" condition than In the "frequently" condition. The data

revealed that. Moreover. subjects In the "on occasion" conditions

rated themselves SUbsequently more rei Iglous than subjects In the

"frequently" conditions. These data suggest that the subjects used

their responses to the preceding questions as behavioral information

to infer their own attitudes.

Recently. It has been shown that directing respondents' atten

tion toward their own degree of knowledge may have simi lar effects.

Assume that respondents are requested to indicate their interest in

politics after they had fal led to answer several questions on pol iti

cal matters. If their behavior provides Information for attitudinal

judgments. it Is likely that the respondents in such a survey would

Infer their Interest In politics from their difficulties in answering

these knowledge questions. This is exactly the result of a study by

Bishop. Oldendick. and Tuchfarber (1983). These authors found that

respondents who had to answer two very difficult pol itical questions

(more than 80% of the respondents admitted their ignorance) rated

themselves. as less Interested In publ ic affairs than respondents who

were not confronted with these questions (see Bishop. this volume).

The Priming of One's Own Mood

Like respondents' knowledge and behavior, one's own mood also

has informational properties that may Influence judgments. In par

ticular, judgments for which one's mood has informational value

should be affected. Global assessments of one's subjective wei 1

being, for instance, should be a prime candidate for such influences
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because affect Is an important component of happiness and satisfac

tion (cf. Andrews & McKennel I. 1880). This was. In fact. found In a

series of studies (Schwarz & Clore. 1883; Strack. Schwarz. &
Gschneidinger. 1885) that Induced good or bad mood In subjects and

subsequently measured their happiness with I ife In general. The mood

induction was achieved by having subjects Imagine positive or nega

tive events of their I ife. As a result of this manipulation. respon

dents described themselves as happier and more satisfied if thinking

about the event Induced a positive mood. However. when thinking about

this event did not el icit a mood (I Ike abstract thinking). a contrast

effect occurred on the dimension of wei I-being.

Accessibi I ity and\the Use of Information

It has been argued that primed information becomes subsequently

more accessible. Typically. it has been demonstrated that the activa

tion of relevant Information leads to an assimi lation of subsequent

judgments toward the content of the primed information (e.g .. Higgins

et al .. 1877; Srul I & Wyer. 1878). More recently. however. it was

found that a primed concept may. under specific conditions. also lead

to a contrast effect (L. Martin. 1886). That Is. the judgment becomes

more differ~nt from the activated information. The mere accessibi I ity

of information does not therefore imply Its positive influence on the

judgment. What are the determinants of whether and how accessible

information wi I I Influence the judgment?

L. Martin (1886) has argued that the salience of the priming

episode may play an important role. He noted that asslmi latlon ef

fects of priming were typically obtained with subtle priming proce

dures. When the priming episode Is more expl icit. however. people may

try not to use the primed information to avoid a biased judgment (cf.

Kubovy. 1878). L. Martin (1886) found that activation of an ap

pi icable concept actually led to contrast when that concept had been

blatantly activated in a prior task and subjects had completed their

performance of that prior task. He argued that the blatantness of the

priming caused the respondents to associate the Increased acces

sibi I ity with the prior task rather than with the target stimulus.

So. in an effort to make an independent. unbiased interpretation of

the target. the respondents retrieved a new concept that was distinct

from the earl ier one. and interpreted the target in terms of this.

The result was contrast.
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Interestingly, when subjects were Interrupted during their

performance of the priming task, the Interpretation of the target

stimulus was not contrasted with the Implications of the primed

concepts. Rather, the result was assimilation. Presumably, the Inter

ruption of the priming task causes thoughts related to that task to

persevere (e.g., Zelgarnlk, 1927) making It more difficult for the

respondents to avoid the use of that concept. As a result, they use

It to Interpret the subsequent Information, and judgment of the

target shifts toward the Implications of the context.

For surveys, these findings suggest that context questions that

are obviously associated with a particular content and have clear,

definitive answers may be likely to produce contrast in the judgment

of a subsequent target Item. Questions, however, that are more subtly

worded or that respondents do not complete (I.e., do not answer to

their satisfaction) may be likely to produce asslmi lation In the

judgment of a subsequent target.

Another mechanism that mediates between assimilation and con

trast Is the degree of difference between the primed context and the

target stimulus. It has been found that the more different the two

stlmul I are on the dimension of judgment, the more I ikely are con

trast effects (e.g., Herr et al., 1983). It Is also possible that

differences on other dimensions may have simi lar consequences.

Temporal distance, for example, has been found to produce contrast

effects (cf. Dermer, Cohen, ~acobsen, & Anderson, 1979; Strack et

al., 1985). Spatial and social distance may also Increase the

I Ikel Ihood of contrast. A close social relationship between context

and target, on the other hand, may Increase the I Ikel ihood that

judgments and fee I I ngs are ass 1mi Iated toward the context (cf.

Helder, 1958).

More generally, one might speculate that if a global classifica

tion of the context stimulus Is "distinct" from the target. then

this provides the basis of contrasting judgments. Such a classifica

tion maybe elicited by both semantic and episodic aspects of the

primed Information. If the content of the context information is

sufficiently different from the target, then its distinctive features

may become more sal lent. If the priming episode is more explicit,

such that it becomes associated with context information. then a

respondent may actively try to avoid possible influences from the

context (cf. Martin, 1986).
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Formatting the Response

Most frequently, Judgments in a survey have to be reported In a

format that Is provided by the survey researcher. That Is, the

respondent may not use the categories he or she would spontaneously

use. Instead, the response Is given within the range of the provided

posslbl I Itles and, In the case of categorical response alternatives,

by choosing one of the provided options.

It has already been pointed out that the provided response range

may help Infer the meaning of the question. Moreover, the response

range may be used to Infer the average response and to derive one's

relative position in a frequency distribution (Schwarz, Hippler,

Deutsch, & Strack~ 1986). Thus, it is not surprising that responses

are influenced by such Inferences (for a more detal led discussion see

the chapter by Schwarz & Hippler, this volume).

Anchoring effects have been frequently demonstrated with at

titude scales. These effects are influenced, In part, by the response

scale that Is provided. Specifically, It Is assumed (e.g., Ostrom &
Upshaw, 1968; Wyer, 1974) that respondents align the extreme values

of the provided response range with the extreme values of the stlmul I

that they consider In the situation. Thus, the respondents' choice of

a scale value or a verbal label of Intensity and evaluation may

depend on the range of the response scale.

Editing the Response

Responses to a survey question are often part of a social Inter

action between the Interviewer and the respondent. In these situa

tions, social norms are likely to Influence the response. Such norma

tive influences, however, should be more likely If a response has to

be uttered openly vis-a-vis the Interviewer. Its Influence should be

less I ikely if the response remains private. The norm of social

desirabi I Ity may be among the most Important determinants of public

responses. That Is, a respondent to a survey question may be ap

prehensive that his or her response wi I I result In an unfavorable

evaluation by the person who observes the reaction.
Typically,' negative self-reports are considered socially

undesirable. Thus, the question "How are you?" rarely elicits the

answer, "Bad." This is also true for survey situations. Respondents'

reports of their own happiness and satisfaction are skewed toward the

positive side of the response scale. More important, this tendency
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toward positiveness Is more pronounced In a personal Interview than

In a self-administered questionnaire. In a spl It sample of catholic

Americans, Sudman (cited by Smith, 1979) found that 23% of the

respondents described themselves as "very happy" In a questionnaire

as opposed to 36% when they were personally Interviewed. A related

result was found by LeVols, Nguyen, and Atkisson (1981) In a dif

ferent setting. These authors found that clients' reports of their

satisfaction with community health services was significantly more

positive when the questions were orally administered than with writ

ten administration.

There are situations, however, In which the norm of social

deslrabl I ity operates In the opposite direction. Under specific

circumstances, social desirabl I Ity also inhibits respondents from

presenting themselves In too positive a fashion. This should be the

case If one anticipates that one's self-presentation may serve as a

standard of comparison for another person. Chassein, Kern, Strack,

and Schwarz (1986) demonstrated that sal lent information about

a person who was severely handicapped by a chronic I Iiness Influenced

the subjects' ratings of their own wei I-being in the opposite

direction. Subjects for whom this information was sal ient described

themselves as happier and more satisfied than subjects for whom this

Information was not sal lent. Such a contrast effect would not be

expected, however, if the self-rating has to be publ icly given in the

presence of the unfortunate other person. This is because the actor

anticipates that his or her much more positive self-rating would

Itself serve as a standard of comparison for the handicapped in

dividual and thus negatively affect this person's feel ings of wei 1

beln~. This prediction was tested by Wagner, Strack, and Schwarz

(1984) who studied the effect of a physically handicapped interviewer

on respondents' reports of their wei I-being under private and publ ic

conditions. It was found that female subjects who had to fi I lout a

questionnaire rated themselves as happier and more satisfied when the

Interviewer was handicapped than when not. This suggests that the

disabled person did, in fact, provide a standard of comparison for

the Judgment. This contrast effect disappeared, however, when the

ratings had to be given orally, as when the comparison person himself

conducted the Interview.

These results suggest that normative forces of the social situa

tion may be a determinant of a survey response. The direction of

these influences depends on the behavioral requirements of the norm

In a specific social situation.
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METI-lID...IJ3I CAL I MPL I CAT IONS

It was the purpose of this chapter to demonstrate how the com

plex task of answering a survey question can be analyzed with the

help of cognitive theory and methodoloQY. An analysis of this type

makes it possible to identify the component mechanisms Involved and

to bring to bear the knowledge that has been accumulated. Studying

the underlying cognitive processes has recently been recognized as a

promising route to a better understanding of the survey situation

(e.g., ~abine, Straf, Tanur, & Tourangeau, 1984). This approach,

however, is tied to a methodology that differs In some respects

radically from methodological tenets of traditional survey research.
\

The central reason for these methodological differences Is that

survey researchers are mainly Interested in knowledge about content

whereas cognitive scientists are typically Interested In knowledge

about processes. That is. survey researchers want to find out what

the attitudes are toward a certain issue. where they differ for

various sociodemographical Iy defined groups, and to what other at

titudes or values they relate. Cognitive researchers. on the other

hand. want to understand how the cognitive mechanisms operate, inde

pendent of the content that is processed. For them. the val idity of

specific mechanisms of survey responding even depend on their inde

pendence from the particular content of the particular attitude that

is being reported.

This difference. in perspective. has important methodological

impl ications that concern those sources of variation that are In the

focus of the researchers' interest. that is. the systematic variance,

and those sources of variance that may blur the result (I.e .. the

error variance). For the survey researcher. the error variance Is

generated by variations of the question form. wording. context, and

mode of administration. These are influences that are largely Inde

pendent of content. To avoid such "response effects" (cf. Bradburn.

1983). survey researchers try to keep these features constant when

they conduct cross-sectional or longitudinal comparisons between

contents. Cognitive researchers. on the other hand, want to detect

response effects. and therefore. they systematically vary these

influences to study the resulting cognitive processes. For them. It

is the variation in content that may blur the results and obscure

findings that reflect properties of the underlying cognitive

mechanisms. The more heterogeneous a sample Is with respect to con

tent. the more difficult it is to detect the variation produced by
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the systematic variation of determinants that affect the cognitive

processes In the survey situation. Therefore, homogeneity of content

typically helps discover those cognitive differences. This may be

achieved by using a homogeneous sample.

Such a strategy. however. violates a central methodological norm

of survey research. namely the representativeness of the sample,

which Is typically realized along soclodemographlc dimensions. From a

psychological perspective, however, there Is no a priori reason to

expect that different cognitive mechanisms depend on social class or

Income. Rather. these processes may be influenced by variables I ike

the respondents' prior knowledge. the accesslbl I Ity of the schemata

they have formed. and so forth. The heterogeneous sample wi I I there

fore add variance from sources that are out of the cognitive re
searchers' focus of Interest.

Fal lure In reducing this type of variation has the consequence

that a given mechanism can only be rei lably tested If the number of

respondents Is SUbstantially Increased. which makes methodological

research more expensive than necessary as a comparison of surveys and

experiments Indicates. Thus. the posslbl I ity seems worth considering

that control led experiments with a smaller but more homogeneous group
of participants are perhaps a more promising route to insights about

response effects than large, but heterogeneous, spl it-bal lot surveys.

This Is not to say that these experiments should be confined to only

one soclodemographic group. Whenever there Is a theoretical reason to

assume that a determinant that covaries with sociodemographic indices

wi I I exert an Influence on response effects, then these Indices can

easily be used as a classification variable in the experiment. This

way. their variance can be extracted and the response effects can be

studied within the more homogeneous subgroups.

From a cognitive perspective. however. it seems more fruitful to

Identify the psychological determinants that are directly responsible

for such influences and to vary them experimentally. rather than to

group respondents on the basis of other characteristics that only

have a weak relationship to the theoretical variable and that are

typically confounded with other psychological determinants. It there
fore seems that the understanding of response effects in surveys is

best fostered If their cognitive determinants are identified. This

lays the groundwork for effective consequences in survey construction

and creates the potential for methodological improvements of survey

research.
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8ATT ITIDE MEASUREMENT: A a:EN IT IVE PERSPEI::T IVE

Roger Tourangeau

National Opinion Research
Center. Chicago

This paper concerns attitude questions. especially artifacts In
the attitude measurement process. When It comes to artifacts, one

man's meat Is another man's polson. For most of us -- most of the
time -- artif~cts are nuisances that obscure the real phenomena of

interest. But sometimes It Is worthwhl Ie to take another, more

charitable view toward artifacts and to treat them as Interesting

phenomena in their own right. As McGuire (1969) has pointed out,
today's artifact Is tomorrow's Independent variable. In a simi lar

vein, Schuman (1982) has argued that artifacts are In the mind of the
beholder. This chapter wi I I take both tacks, viewing artifacts as
substantive meat and as methodological polson.

There are four parts to the chapter. The first part simply gives

an indication of the nature of the problems that can crop up In

attitude surveys. It examines two examples of response effects. In

the next part, I outl ine the major steps In the process by which

attitude questions are answered. The aim here Is to deepen our under

standing of how response effects can arise. It Is, of course, hard to
talk about process without also talking about structure. The third

part of the paper outl ines a view of the structure of attitudes.
Having laid a theoretical foundation, I return In the final section

to the examples; I attempt to show that our conceptions of the struc

ture of attitudes and the process of answering attitude questions can

explain these and simi lar response effects.
Before turning to the examples, I should say something about how

they were selected. I chose them with three criteria In mind. First,
I deliberately selected examples that were rei lable and systematic.

Neither example can be explained away as random error. Instead, both

reflect systematic factors In the attitude measurement process.

Another criterion for selection was that the examples should be
typical of the measurement problems that survey researchers face. One

example represents item wording effects and the other, Item context

effects. Both types of artifacts are common In attitude surveys. My
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final criterion was that the examples should be relatively fami liar

ones from the methodological I iterature. Although my discussion of

them Is necessari Iy quite brief, more detai led examinations are

readily available. My own comments lean quite heavily on these ear
I ler treatments.

RESPC:N3E EFFECTS: TUn EXAMPLES

In an example cited by Bradburn and Danis (1984), both NORC and

the Gallup organization asked questions about publ ic support for the

Korean War during the early 1950s. The two questions differed

slightly. The NORC question asked: "Do you think the United States
was right or wrong In sending American troops to stop the Communist

Invasion of South Korea?" The Gallup question asked: "Do you think

the United States made a mistake In deciding to defend Korea, or

not?" The NORC results consistently Indicated more support for the
war than the Gallup results. Whenever two different survey organiza

tions produce different results, It Is always tempting to write off
the discrepancy as reflecting a "house effect" or some difference in

procedure. Stl I I, this difference Is typical of the shifts that can

occur as a result of apparently minor differences In question wording

-- even when the same survey house asks both forms of the question.
For this reason our Interpretation assumes that the differences In

question wording Is the key variable. The two items differ in several

ways, but It seems reasonable to assume that the critical difference

Is the reference to stopping the Communist invasion in the NORC item.
(Research by Schuman & Presser, 1981, indicates that in fact this is

the key difference.) It Is always difficult to be against stopping

Communist Invasions, particularly in the early 1950s.

Sometimes discrepancies arise even when the identical question

Is used. Turner and Krauss (1978) report such a set of results,

Involving publ ic confidence In national institutions. From 1973
through 1977, both NORC and Louis Harris and Associates asked Identi

cal questions about nine Institutions (such as major companies and

the Supreme Court). The NORC questions were part of Its regular

General Social Survey (G88); the Harris questions were part of the

Harris Survey series. The two time series used simi lar methods -- the

results for each year are based on approximately 1,500 cases,

selected In national multistage samples. Confidence In the nine

Institutions was assessed by both organizations for al I five years -

yielding 45 points of comparison. In 27 cases, the difference between
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the results from the two organizations Is 5 % or more; a discrepancy

of this size would arise from sampling error only about one time In

twenty. Clearly the organizations are reporting large and rei lable

differences. Turner and Krauss explore a number of possible explana

t Ions for the d Iscrepanc les, I nc I ud I ng seasona I effects, the

demographic representativeness of the samples and differences In

sampling procedures. In each case, differences In the timing or

procedures of the NoRC and Harris survey cannot account for the

difference In the results. Nor do differences reflect a simple pat

tern - neither organization consistently yields results Indicating

lower confidence than the other.

Turner and Krauss argue that the differences reflect differences

In the context~ In which the confidence questions were embedded. The

questions surrounding the confidence Items changed from house to

house and from year to year. In one year, the Harris confidence Items

Immediately fol lowed six items on pol itlcal alienation. In the same

year, NoRC placed the confidence Items first In the GSS

questionnaire. Not surprisingly, the Harris results for the year

indicated less confidence In al I nine national Institutions.

Item wording and item context effects are common in surveys that

measure attitudes and opinions, although nobody really knows Just how

common they are. One of the reasons that we cannot say how common

they are is that we know so I ittle about why they occur; we lack an

understanding of mechanisms that produce response effects. The wei 1

developed models of measurement error in the psychometric tradition

do not have much to offer the survey researcher trying to reduce or

to understand response effects. Part of the problem Is that the

classical psychometric models, valuable as they are, focus on random

errors of measurement and the response effects I I lustrated by the two

examples are clearly not random. Another part of the problem Is that

the classical psychometric models are applicable across a wide range

of situations precisely because they make no assumptions about the

process by which responses are generated. As a result, these models

are more useful for measuring errors than for predicting when they

are I ikely to occur.

THE PFI:I:£SS OF ANSWER I N3 ATT I1l.DE QUEST I ONS

Although survey researchers, sociologists, and social

psychologists have been measuring attitudes for more than fifty years

and have used a wide variety of measurement procedures, there has
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been surprisingly little research on what happens when a person

answers an attitude question. This Is not to say that we do not know
a good deal about the determinants of attitudes -- almost al I re
search on attitudes and attitude change gives some indication of the
variables that affect the attitudes a person holds. What we do not
know are the detal Is of the attitude measurement process Itself.

A common tack In cognitive psychology Is to analyze a complex
behavior -- and surely answering an attitude question Is a complex
behavior -- by breaking It down Into simpler components. Fol lowing
this strategy. we can reformulate a difficult question (How do we
answer attitude questions?) Into a somewhat easier question (What are
the steps or stages In answering an attitude question?). Elsewhere
(Tourangeau. 1984). I have argued that there are four major stages:

we must understand the question; we must call to mind the relevant
facts. beliefs. or feelings; we must use what we have recal led to

render a Judgment; and finally. we must formulate (or select) a
response. These four stages -- comprehension. retrieval. Judgment.
and response selection -- al I present opportunities for response
effects to arise.

The literature on comprehension Includes numerous studies that
show that context often provides a kind of Interpretive framework for
new material. Many of the terms that appear In recurring opinion
items -- such as the confidence Items In the GSS and Harris surveys 

- are inherently vague. It would hardly be surprising If a term I Ike
"big government" were interpreted one way when It was embedded In a

series of items about noncontroversial government programs (such as
meat Inspection and public health programs) and quite another way

when It was part of a series of Items about the federal deficit. Fee
(1979) has shown that big government has at least four different

connotations for different respondents. Most of the issues that
appear repeatedly in opinion surveys have this same complex and
multifaceted character.

Context and subtle changes in wording Influence not only the

comprehension stage but the other stages as wei I. Recently. Bower
(1981) has reviewed evidence from a number of studies that suggest

that our mood can affect the ease with which we recal I events: When
we are In a good mood. It Is easier to remember happy events than sad

ones. In a simi lar vein. a study by ~ohnson and Tversky and (1983)
shows that reading about one disastrous event affects Judgments

regarding the I ikel Ihood of unrelated events -- If we read about an

epidemic. for example. we tend to see other disasters as more likely
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to occur. Like Bower. Johnson and Tversky Interpret their results In

terms of the Impact of mood -- the minimal context of the epidemic

story apparently affects mood and mood affects later judgments.

In addition to these mood carryover effects. a number of studies

(e.g .. Higgins & King. 1981) Indicate that the prior use of a concept

can Increase the I Ikel Ihood that It wi I I be used In Interpreting and

answering later questions. In the terms of cognitive psychology. the

concept has been "primed" by Its prior use. The Impact of the context

provided by prior Items In a survey on responses to later questions

may be another example of priming.

So context can have an effect on how we Interpret attitude

questions. what we think about as we try to answer them. and how we

render JudgmeNts on attitude Issues. Context and other response

effects can arise at any of these stages. And. of course. the final

stage. In which a response Is formulated or selected Is the most

widely recognized source of response effects. It Is during this stage

that responses are tailored to present the most favorable Impression.

to avoid the stigma of the socially undesirable. and to meet the

subtle demands of the Intervlewer~ Context can have an Impact at this

stage as wei I -- as when we reshape our answers in order to maintain

consistency with earlier responses. I wi I I focus on the first three

stages of the questions-answering process. Survey researchers are

already amply aware of the artifacts that can arise during the

response selection phase.

The analysis of the processes underlying survey responses sug

gests that context effects are not the products of a simple. unitary

mechanism but can arise during any of the stages of the questlon

answering process. The same principle Is likely to hold for Item

wording and other response artifacts as wei I.

ll-E STR.£1URE CF ATT 1lt.DES

It may not seem I Ike much of an advance to say that response

effects can occur during any of the four components of the questlon

answering process. After al I. If our aim Is to reduce these effects.

It does not help much to know that they can arise at any of several

stages. Stl I I. understanding is often a prerequisite to control. To

deepen our understanding of response effects. it Is necessary to take

a closer look at each stage of the process; this closer look will

require some conception of the structures that the process Is operat-

Ing on.
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Cognitive Scripts

Cognitive psychologists have begun to recognize the importance

of relatively high-level conceptual structures. referred to variously

as scripts (Abelson. 1981; SchanK & Abelson. 1977). schemata

(Rumelhart & Ortony. 1977). and frames (MinsKY. 1975). These struc

tures are organized pacKages of beliefs. feel ings. and Knowledge

about classes of situations or things. Much of the worK on these

higher-level cognitive structures has focussed on how people thinK

about frequently encountered situations or roles. I Ike going to a

restaurant. By the time we are adults. most of us have a detailed

conception of what cognitive and social psychologists cal I a script.

LIKe many new Ideas in the social sciences. this one Is. In

part. an old Idea -- the Idea of role expectations -- dressed up In

new language. What Is perhaps new about the script concept Is the

recognition that these structures playa central role In a wide range

of cognitive processes. They are seen as central to the comprehension

process and to the organization of memory. In a widely cited example.

Bransford and ~ohnson (1972) have shown that it Is difficult to

comprehend a passage unless we can fit the Individual Ideas Into a

coherent structure or script. Here is the passage they used:

The procedure Is quite simple. First you arrange items into
different groups. Of course. one pi Ie may be sufficient depend-
Ing on how much there is to do. If you have to go somewhere
else due to the lack of facl I Ities. that is the next step;
otherwise. you are pretty wei I set ... At first the whole
procedure wi I I seem complicated. Soon. however. It wi I I become
just another facet of life ...
After the procedure is completed. one arranges the materials
Into different groups again. Then they can be put into their
appropriate places. Eventually they wi I I be used once more. and
the whole cycle wi I I then have to be repeated. However. that Is
part of life.

Most people have a hard time understanding this passage. It is

I iKe a riddle. Each sentence Is clear but the meaning of the passage

as a whole remains elusive because we do not see how the sentences

fit together. In terms of the recent cognitive theories. we might say

that the passage maKes It dlff·lcult to impose any schema or script.

It turns out that the passage is also very hard to remember -- unless

one knows beforehand that It Is about doing the laundry. Some overal I

structure -- a script -- is. thus. a prerequisite to detai led com

prehension and accurate retrieval.
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Scripts and Attitudes

The Idea that beliefs and attitudes are organized Into coherent

structures has some Interesting appl icatlons In attitude measurement.

First, many attitude Issues are represented cognltlvely as scripts.

For one person, an Issue I ike Welfare may activate a whole set of

Interrelated Images, stories, and feelings Involving Welfare Queens,

fraudulence, and a sense of Injustice. Fo~ another person, the same

issue may activate a completely different script Involving people

down on their luck and feelings of obi igatlon. For some Issues,

multiple scripts about an issue are avai lable within a society, with

some people subscribing to one script and others to different

scripts. Since the issues that appear over and over again In surveys

of publ ic opinion are generally subjects of enduring controversies -

topics I Ike Welfare and big government, where a number of views are

in competition -- It should not surprise us that these Issues mean
different things to different people. What the cognitive theories

tell us is that these differences In Interpretation are real

phenomena, reflecting real differences In opinion.

Scripts and the Survey Process

For the script theorist, the key step In the comprehension of an

attitude question is the activation and application of the ap

propriate script. The same process of script activation Is also

I ikely to have a major impact at the next stage in answering a ques

tion, the retrieval stage. Once the question has been Interpreted,

the respondent must think about the Issue. Clearly, It wi I I make a

big difference if the respondent conceives of Welfare as a kind of

institutionalized rip off or as a kind of Institutionalized charity.

Whichever script Is uppermost is likely to have a decisive Impact on

the images, bel iefs, and feel ings that come to mind as the respondent

mul Is the question over. Cognitive psychologists emphasize that this

mul I ing activity, in which memory Is searched for relevant items, Is

not random; rather it Is guided by the same high-level structures

that organize the initial comprehension and storage of Information.

The cognitive researchers emphasize another point: Several

factors determine what script is uppermost on a particular occasion.

One factor is the overal I "strength" of the script; the scripts we

use frequently or that a~e closely related to our most Important

goals are more I ikely to be appl led than other, weakly-held scripts
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(see also Bodenhausen & Wyer, this volume). But the literature on

affective carryover and priming suggests that a number of more tran

sient factors -- such as mood or recent use -- can Influence the

selection and application of a script as wei I.

How we think about an attitude Issue Is determined In large part

by the script we apply. Our thoughts provide the raw material for the

next stage In the question-answering process, the judgment stage.

Almost al I attitude and opinion Items require some form of judgment:

Are we pro or con? In favor or opposed? Do we agree or disagree?

Often the judgment to be made must be rendered on some quantitative

scale; we must decide not only whether we are positive or negative

but ~ positive or negative we are. Different types of questions
require different kinds of judgments. One of the basic distinctions

among opinion Items Is between questions assessing belief and ques

tions assessing favorabl I Ity. For example, an Item about Welfare

might be couched as a statement that Welfare reduces the Incentive to
work; respondents are then supposed to say whether (or how much) they

agree with the statement. A different kind of Item might ask whether
the amount of money spent on Welfare programs should be increased or

decreased.

According to a recent study by Wyer and Hartwick (1984). the

judgment process may be very different for the two kinds of Items. In
deciding whether we agree with a statement. we tend to focus on

antecedent events that would make the statement more or less likely
to be true. In deciding whether we support a proposed course of

action, we focus on the likely consequences of the course of action 

- we ask ourselves what would be I ikely to happen If Welfare spending

were increased. Whether the question forces us to search for antece
dents or consequents. the search wi I I be guided by the script that

organizes our thoughts on the topic.
Sometimes the question and the underlying script it evokes wi I I

fit each other nicely. The person who views Welfare programs as a

rip off, for example, wi I I not require much time to think In order to

say that he or she opposes Increased Welfare spending. The contents

of the script and the form of the question can Interact to make the

judgment stage quick and simple or slow and complicated.

Scripts and Affect

Scripts and other cognitive structures thus gu.ide comprehension.

organize the search for relevant bel iefs and feelings, and. along
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with the form of the question, shape the process of rendering a

judgment. There are two additional points to make about the relation

ship between scripts and attitudes. The first Is that scripts not

only organize our beliefs about an Issue -- they organize our fee-

lings as wei I. The emotional component of scripts Is particularly

clear with Issues that are the focus of "symbolic attitudes" (Kinder

& Sears, 1981). These attitudes are distinguished by their marked

affective tone and by their relative Imperviousness to practical

considerations. Kinder and Sears have argued that attitudes about

school busing are less a reflection of such objective factors as

whether the respondent's chi Idren are likely to be bused than of deep

seated feelings about black people. Simi larly, we cannot expect

people who see 'abortions as murder to respond to persuasive appeals

based on the costs to society of unwanted chi Idren -- whatever the

costs, abortion Is, for these respondents, stl I I murder. When at

titudes are tied so closely to deeply felt values, It Is hard for us

to respond to attitude and opinion Items dispassionately. Our scripts

for the Issue I Ink our beliefs and our feelings Into a single In

separable package.

Multiple Scripts

The second point to be made about scripts Is that, to a greater

or lesser degree the scripts competing for the allegiance of society

also tend to compete within each person. Except for the most extreme

partisans, most of us subscribe with varying strengths to more than

one script for controversial Issues. We are capable of seeing Welfare

both In terms of the obi Igatlons of the prosperous toward the Im

poverished and In terms of the opportunities for fraud. 80th scripts

are avai lable to us, even If one script predominates most of the

time. When the circumstances are right, the secondary script may

become our primary response.

There are, I think, two basic principles that determine which of

several competing 'scrlpts Is activated by an Issue. The first

principle Is the principle of relative strength. Most cognitive

theorists assume that the use of a cognitive structure on one occa

sion tends to lower the threshold for Its activation on the. next

occasion. For extremists on any Issue, the strength of one script

wi I I greatly exceed those of Its rivals; the Issue tends to be seen

In the same terms' regardless of the occasion. For the rest of us, a

second principle comes Into play, the principle of aval labl I Ity. The
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ease with which a cognitive structure Is activated Is affected In the

short run by situational factors, such as mood or the recent activa
tion of material that Is closely related to the script. In the lan

guage of cognitive psychology, we say that a script can be "primed."

Most of us are aware, perhaps subliminally, of this priming effect.

Politicians tsl lor their discussions of Issues In order to encourage

their listeners to apply one script -- the one that Is most favorable

to their position -- over others. President Reagan's discussions of
EI Salvador are peppered with references to Cuban-backed insurgents,

the threat of Communism, and the pi ight of democracy, which serve to

invoke a script about Communist takeovers of democratic countries.

Context, phasing, and mood al I have a role to play In determining how

an Issue strikes us, what script It triggers.

Summary

The main contours of the argument are, I hope, clear by now.

When we answer an attitude item, we take several steps. We Interpret
the question by activating the relevant script. We think about the

Issue by retrieving from memory the beliefs and feelings organized by
the script. We render a judgment and select our response using as raw

materials the contents of the script brought to mind during the

retrieval phase. The form of the question and the form of the

scripted material Interact to make the judgment hard or easy. When

the form of the question fits the contents of the script, we can

simply "read off" our answer. The contents of the script Include not

only bel iefs but feel ings and emotions as wei I. Several scripts may

be avai lable for a particular issue embodying alternative views that

compete within society and within individual respondents. Which

script Is Invoked on any occasion depends on the relative strength

and situational avai labl I Ity of the alternative scripts.

AEEXAM I N I N3 ll-E EXAMPLES

I began my chapter with two I I lustrative response effects. It Is

time now to see whether the theoretical notions I have sketched out

can help to explain response effects observed in practice. One of the

examp Ies i nvo Ived two iterns about the Korean War'. The NoRC item ("00

you think the United States was right or wrong in sending American

troops to stop the Communist invasion of South Korea?"), with Its

reference to stopping the Communist invasion, produced higher levels
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of support for the war than the Gallup Items. which had no comparable

reference. The view I have sketched suggests that the two Items may
have Invoked an antl-Communlsm script to differing degrees. The NORC

item invites respondents to view the Issue In terms of a Communist

takeover of a legitimate government -- a powerful script both then
and now. Of course. the Gallup Item does not prevent respondents

from seeing the Issue In terms of the same script but It simply does

not encourage It to quite the same degree. It Is difficult from our

vantage point to say what rival scripts the Items may have Invoked. I

suspect the main competitor to the anti-Communism script may have

been an Isolationism script that emphasized the cost of American

involvement in foreign wars. This view was embodied In the slogan
that we should' not get bogged down in an Asian land war. a notion

revived during the Vietnam War. But whatever the alternatives to the

anti-Communism script. the Korean War was controversial and the
controversy took place within Individuals as wei I as In the society

at large. The NoRC wording apparently tipped the balance for

respondents; it made the anti-Communism script temporari Iy more
available than its rivals.

The second example involved two paral lei times series deal ing

with confidence in nine national Institutions. Here the critical

variable appeared to be item context rather than Item wording. In one
year. the Harris confidence items Immediately fol lowed six questions

on pol itical al ienation; the Harris results indicated lower con

fidence in al I nine institutions than the corresponding NoRC results

for the same year. As with the previous example. this one may Il
1ustrate the operation of the principle of avai labl I Ity. ~ust as the

reference to a Communist invasion In the NoRC Item may have Increased

the avai labi I ity of an anti-Communist script, the Harris political

alienation Items have temporarily raised the aval labi I ity of a

pol itical cynicism script. (The time period for this example Included

both the Watergate scandal and the col lapse of the South Vietnamese
government.) Thus, the pol itlcal alienation Items may have encouraged

a cynical mind-set in some respondents. Once this script was Invoked.

It may have carried over to the confidence items. We should not

ignore the possibl I ity that it was not so much the content of the

al ienation items as their affective tone that carried over into the

confidence items. Scripts encompass both feel ings and bel iefs; If the

context invoked either portion of the script's contents it Increases

the chances that the script wi I I be invoked in its entirety.
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Affective carryover effects are potentially a very general

phenomenon.

80th examples reflect the effects of variables -- such as Item

wording end Item context -- that affect the short-term aval labl I Ity

to attitudinal scripts. What maKes them measurement artifacts from

the point of view of most survey researchers Is that attitude Items

are not supposed to measure aval labl Ilty; Instead, they are Intended

to measure more stable properties of attitudes, such as their

strength. From another point of view, they represent an Important

characteristic of some respondents -- the fact that some respondents

do not have a single viewpoint on an Issue. These respondents have

two or mors scripts for the Issue and they vacl I lats between them.

Their reported attitude on any occasion reflects the relative

strength and relative avallabl I Ity of rival scripts; their responses

are based on the temporary winner of an ongoing competition. For

these vacl I latlng respondents It may maKe more sense to refer to

their attitudes as "non-attitudes" (Converse, 1964, 1975) because

their responses lacK the stab I I Ity presupposed In most of the classi

cal definitions of attitude.

80th examples I I lustrate a second theoretical point. It can be

difficult to disentangle Interpretation from Judgments In attitude

questions. Abstract Items, I IKe "big government" and "Welfare," can

receive different interpretations from different respondents and they

evoKe different Judgments. The theoretical point Is that part of what

It means to have an attitude is to have a propensity to Interpret an

issue In a particular I ight. When an issue InvoKes different scripts

In different respondents, the respondents differ not only In their

Judgments of the object but also in the objects of their judgment.

Although the use of inherently vague terms may promote response

effects, the ambiguity may be necessary If an Item Is to tap the ful I

range of views on a controversial Issue.

My main theme has been that response effects are theoretically

Interesting phenomena In their own right, reflecting Important

properties of the processes and structures underlying responses to

attitude Items. In one sense, this analysis does not offer much

consolation to survey researchers. It suggests how difficult it Is to

reduce or eliminate response effects, since they are rooted In the

underlying attitudes (or non-attitudes) themselves. It wi I I be hard

to throw out this bath water without also throwing out the baby too.

But, in other senses, our analysis holds out hope on a number of

points. It suggests ~hat response effects may be limited to some
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Issues and some respondents. It reemphasizes the usefulness of random
probe techniques to determine how respondents Interpret a given Item.
And It suggests that we should develop methods to Identify respon
dents whose attitudes are likely to vacl I late because they hold
several scripts weakly rather than one script strongly. Our analysis
opens the way for new lines of substantive Investigation and for new
lines of methodological work as wei I .

To give the flavor of these new lines of research, let me close
by describing very briefly some of my own work, currently In
progress. One Implication of our analysis Is that response effects
should be more prevalent for some Issues than for others. For rela
tively vague and abstract Issues (such as big government or Welfare),
quite a large number of scripts are likely to be seen as relevant;
for more concrete Issues (such as abortion), only a few scripts are
likely to be seen as relevant. This suggests that response effects
wi I I be more common for questions concerning abstract Issues than for
concrete ones; In addition, It suggests that multi-Item scales ad
dressing specific aspects of multi-faceted Issues may produce less
artlfactual data than single Items couched In abstract terms. Our
goal Is to delimit the kinds of Issues and Items that are susceptible
to response effects. On a more substantive level, we are attempting
to develop methods for Identifying the scripts underlying attitudes
on several Issues. We have experimented with a variety of techniques
Including unstructured Interviews with sma I I numbers of respondents,
open-ended fol low-up probes to standard attitude Items, and ratings
of the simi larlty of different attitude statements. Our results have
been encouraging. MI I I Ions of dol lars are spent each year to ascer
tain the public's opinions. Our research on cognitive scripts may

give a clearer picture of what these opinions are about.
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One of the most extensively dlsc~ssed (though not most exten

sively researched, see Converse, 1984) Issues In the literature on

survey methodology Is the choice between an open - or a closed 

response format. Researchers are usually advised to use open-ended

questions sparingly because they are time consuming, expensive, and

difficult to analyze (e.g., Sheatsley, 1985; Sudman & Bradburn,

1983). In fact, "despite a few exceptions, the results of social

surveys today are based mainly on what are varyingly cal led closed,

fixed-choice, or precoded questions" (Schuman & Presser, 1981, p.

79). According to textbook recommendations, the construction of

precoded questions should be based on the responses to open-ended

questions obtained during pi lot studies.

However, "such sensible-sounding advice Is perhaps more often

preached than practiced -- and even where practiced Is usually com

promised by the smal I, unrepresentative, und hurried nature of much

pretesting" (Schuman & Presser, 1981, p. 80). As a result, the con

struction of response alternatives Is In fact left to the researchers

assumptions and intuitions about the phenomena under Investigation.

As methodological research testifies, survey researchers are

wei I aware of some of the problems associated with this state of

affairs. Specifically, spl It-bal lot experiments demonstrated that

open-and closed-answer formats may result in different distributions.

Moreover, the results obtained In a closed-answer format may depend

on the number of response alternatives provided, the Inclusion of a

middle alternative, and the order In which the alternatives are

presented (see Payne, 1951; Schuman & Presser, 1981, and Sudman &
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Bradburn, 1974 for reviews). Most of this research, however, con

centrated on biases In response to the particular open- or closed
ended questions under study and did not explore whether the specific

set of response alternatives presented may affect responses to sub
sequent related questions. Moreover, this research did not provide a

theoretical rationale for conceptualizing the cognitive processes
underlying the obtained effects.

In the present chapter, we wi I I raise some of the neglected

Issues with regard to a specific type of precoded question: questions

designed to assess quasi-objective data such as frequency of church

attendance, hours of television watched, and the I Ike. Specifically,

we wi I I explore the impact of the range of response categories on

respondents' Identification of the target behavior, the behavioral

reports, and subsequent related judgments. For the time being we wi I I
set aside the more complicated Issues Involved In precodlng attitude

and knowledge questions, and wi I I concentrate on the simpler issue of
assessing quasi-objective data (but see Strack & Martin, this
vo Iume) .

Central to the present Information processing perspective Is the

assumption that response scales are not simply passive "measurement

devices" that respondents use to report their behaviors. Rather,

response scales may also serve as a source of Information for the
respondent. Specifically, respondents may consider the range of

behaviors described In the response alternatives to reflect the
researcher's knowledge of or expectations about the distribution of

these behaviors In the "real world". If so, respondents may use the

range of behaviors described In the response alternatives as a frame

of reference In estimating and evaluating their own behavior. Thus,

the range of the response alternatives may affect behavioral reports

as wei I as respondents' assumptions about the behavior of others, and

judgments to which such assumptions are relevant. Moreover, the range

of response alternatives may Influence the respondents' understanding

of what the question refers to. Let us now consider each of these

posslbl I itles, and the evidence bearing on them, in more datai I.

BB-lAV ImAL. ~TS AN) CDtPARAT IVE~

Behavioral Reports

When respondents are asked to report how frequently they engage

In certain behaviors they may use one of two strategies to arrive at
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an answer. If the question refers to discrete behaviors that occur

with a low frequency, such as buying a new car or beginning a new

job, for example, they may try to recal I al I Instances of that

behavior. In that case, the accuracy of their reports wi I I depend on

the accuracy of their memories, raising the problems discussed by

Strube In the present volume. For more frequent and mundane be

haviors, however, such as buying coffee, smoking cigarettes, or

watching TV, respondents have no choice but to provide an estimate of

their behavioral frequencies, using whatever Information Is available

at the time of Judgment. In computing this estimate they may use the

range of the response alternatives as a frame of reference.

Figure 1: Response Scales

LOW CATEGORY RANGE

up to 1/2 hour

1/2 to 1 hour

1 to 1 1/2 hours

1 1/2 to 2 hours

2 to 2 1/2 hours

more than 2 1/2 hours

HIGH CATEGORY RANGE

up to 2 1/2 hours

2 1/2 to 3 hours

3 to 3 1/2 hours

3 1/2 to 4 hours

4 to 4 1/2 hours

more than 4 1/2 hours

Suppose respondents are asked to estimate the amount of televi

sion they watch dally along a scale that ranges, In half-hour steps,

either (a) from "up to 1/2 hour" to "more than 2 1/2 hours" or (b)

from "up to 2 1/2 hours" to "more than 4 1/2 hours," as presented In

Figure 1. It seems plausible that respondents may assume that the

range of values specified In the scale reflects the researcher's

knowledge of, or expectations about the typical use of television. If

this assumption Is made, the scale may affect respondents' estimates

In various ways. On the one hand, respondents may not even try to

recal I how much TV they watch but may rather use their biographical

knowledge to locate themselves In the distribution suggested by the

scale. Thus, a person who considers him or herself an "average

viewer" may endorse a response alternative In the middle part of the

scale without spending too much effort on reviewing his or her

actual TV consumption. On the other hand, respondents may compute an

estimate based on some review of their behavior but may then be
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Influenced by the scale when they try to report their estimate by

checking the proper alternative. In particular. they may be reluctant

to report behaviors that seem unusual In the context of the response

scale -- for example behaviors that constitute the extreme

categories and/or are lumped Into undifferentiated "other"

categories. In both cases. It seems likely that respondents report

less television watching along the scale ranging from "up to 1/2

hour" to "more than 2 1/2 hours" than along the scale ranging from

"up to 2 1/2 hours" to "more than 4 1/2 hours." Thus. respondents'

behavioral reports should be a function. In part. of the frequencies

reflected In the response categories.

The first spilt-ballot experiment to test this hypothesis was

carried out In March/Aprl I 1983 as part of a larger survey with a

quota sample of 132 German adults (see Schwarz, Hippler, Deutsch. &
Strack. 1985. Experiment 1. for detal Is). Respondents were asked to

report how many hours a day they spend watching TV. They had to

provide their reports either on the low - or on the high-frequency

range scales presented In Figure 1. Whl Ie previous research Indicated

that the average dally TV consumption In the Federal Republic of

Germany Is slightly more than 2 hours (Darschln & Frank. 1982). we

may expect respondents' reports to be Influenced by the range of the

scale. Specifically. It was hypothesized that respondents. presented

the high-category range beginning with "up to 2 1/2 hours." would

report a higher TV consumption than respondents presented the low

category range beginning with "up to 1/2 hour."

Respondents' reports on these scales were coded to reflect an

estimate of either (a) 2 1/2 hours or less. or (b) more than 2 1/2

hours. As expected. the range of the response scales affected the

obtained reports.'Speclflcal Iy. only 16.2 % of the respondents who

were presented the low category range reported watching TV for more

than 2 1/2 hours whl Ie 37.5 % of the respondents presented with the

high category range did so, chi square(1)-7.7. ~(.005. Thus. the

range of the response alternatives provided to the respondents af

fected their frequency estimates -- a finding that has meanwhl Ie been

replicated over a wide range of different Issues. Including less

mundane behaviors such as frequency of sexual Intercourse (Schwarz &
Scheuring. 1985).
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Comparative ~udgments

In addition to serving as a frame of reference for estimating

the frequency of one's own behavior, the range of the response alter

natives may also be used to Infer which behavior is "usual." It seems

plausible that respondents may assume that the behavior of the

"average" person Is represented by the values stated In the middle

range of the response scale, at least as long as these values do not

appear obscure In the context of the respondents' naive theories.

In line with this assumption, respondents of the television

study just described estimated the average TV consumption of German

citizens to be higher when they reported their own behavior on the

high rather than the low frequency range scale (M's - 3.2 hr vs. 2.7

hr, assessed in an open-ended format, E(1,127) - 8.8, Q<.004). Thus,

respondents' Inferences about presumably "usual" behavior were In

fluenced by the specific values stated In the response scales.

This being the case, the range of response alternatives may also

be expected to affect a wide range of subsequent Judgments. Most

Importantly, checking one from an ordered set of response alterna

tives may be considered as determining one's own location In a

distribution. For example, respondents given the scale ranging from

1/2 hour to 2 1/2 hours may assume that most people watch little TV.

They may therefore perceive themselves to watch more TV than Is

"typical." For this reason, they may consequently Judge TV to be more

important In their own life than respondents who were given the hlgh

frequency range scale, which suggested to them that most people watch

a lot of TV. Thus, respondents may use the Information about the

presumably "typical" behavior extracted from the range of the

response categories (however incorrectly) as a standard of comparison

In making subsequent judgments to which comparison Information Is

relevant (cf. Buls & Mi I ler, 1977). If so, the range of the response

alternatives may not only determine the responses given to that

particular question, but may influence subsequent answers as wei I.

To test these considerations, respondents In the TV study were

asked to evaluate how Important a role TV plays In their own life

along a scale from 0 (not at al I Important) to 10 (very Important).

As predicted, respondents reported a higher importance of TV In their

own life when the low-frequency range scale suggested a low TV con

sumption to be typical (M - 4.6) than when the high-frequency range



suggested that most people watch a lot of TV (M - 3.8), E(1,127) 

7.92, ~<.006. Note that this was true even though the former respon

dents reported watching~ TV than the latter.

In a later study (Schwarz et al., 1985, Experiment 2) we found
that the range of the response scale used to report one's own TV

consumption affected respondents' subsequent evaluation of their

leisure time even under conditions where the crucial response scale

and the leisure time question were separated by several buffer Items.

In this study, respondents reported higher satisfaction with the

variety of things they do In their leisure time when they had pre

viously reported their own TV consumption on the high-frequency range

scale, which suggested to them that they watch less TV than average,

than when they had given their report on the low-frequency range

scale. Thus, It seems that the Impact of the range of the response
categories on subsequent comparative judgments Is rather robust.

Assessing One vs. Two Behaviors

So far we have considered the effects of assessing Dna behavior

on behavioral reports and comparative judgments. Under this condi

tion, respondents are likely to use the range of the response alter

natives as a convenient frame of reference In making social com

parisons, that Is, comparisons of their own behavior with the assumed

behavior of others.

Frequently, however, researchers may assess not only one be

havior but Instead a set of several related behaviors using either

the same or different response scales. If several behaviors are

assessed, two potentially conflicting standards of comparison may

become sal lent. On the one hand, respondents may use the Information

provided by the scale as a basis for comparing their own behavior
with the assumed behavior of others. We wi I I refer to this as the use

of a social comparison standard. On the other hand, they may compare

the frequency with which they themselves engage In the various re~

lated behaviors with one another. We wi I I refer to this posslbl I Ity

as the use of an Intralndlyldual comparison standard.

Under some conditions, social comparisons and Intralndlvldual

comparisons may result In different judgments. We suggest that

respondents wi I I engage In social comparisons If only cna behavior Is
assessed, but wi I I prefer Intralndlvldual comparisons If seyeral

related behaviors are assessed. The basis for this hypothesis Is the
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wei I-documented finding from research on the use of base-rate Infor

mation that Individuals prefer concrete Information over abstract

Information bearing on the distribution of a behavior (cf. Nisbett,

80rglda, Crandall, & Reed, 1976).

This hypothesis was tested In two surveys of male col lege stu

dents, In Germany, using self-administered questionnaires (Schwarz &
Scheuring, 1985). In the first study, only one behavior was assessed.

namely respondents' frequency of masturbation ~ their frequency of

sexual Intercourse. Respondents reported their behavior either on the

hlgh- or on the low-frequency range ~cale shown In Figure 2.

Respondents' satisfaction with their current sexual relationships was

assessed as the major dependent variable along a rating scale ranging

from 1 (not at atl satisfied) to 11 (very satisfied).

Figure 2: Response Range

LOW FREQUENCIES

less than once a year

about once every six month

about once every three months

more frequently

HIGH FREQUENCIES

several times a day

about once every day

two or three times a weeK

less frequently

The results replicated our previous findings. Respondents

reported lower satisfaction with their current relationship when the

low-frequency response scale suggested to them that they masturbate

more frequently than "average" (M - 7.3) than when the high-frequency

scale suggested that they masturbate less frequently than average (M
- 9.8), E(1,43) - 5.31, Q<.03. The frequency range of the Intercourse
question, on the other hand, did not affect respondents' Judgments.

This asymmetry In the results Is probably due to the fact that,

according to Implicit theories of sexuality, the satisfaction derived

from Intercourse Is not a function of Its sheer frequency. A high

frequency of masturbation, on the other hand, suggests that something

Is "missing" In the relationship, reflecting the compensatory nature

of masturbation that Is prevalent In naive theories of sexual be

havior (Simon, 1873). In summary, respondents, who reported their

frequency of masturbation, engaged In social comparisons to evaluate
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their satisfaction with their relationship when only cna behavior was

assessed.

In a subsequent study, male German col lege students were asKed

to report bQtb their frequency of masturbation and their frequency of

sexual Intercourse using either hlgh- or low-frequency response

scales. Fol lowing a 2x2 factorial design, some respondents reported

both behaviors on either low- or high-frequency response scales,

whl Ie others reported one behavior on a low-frequency and the other

behavior on a high-frequency scale.

Let us consider the different predictions generated by the

social and Intralndlvldual comparison hypotheses. If respondents

engage In social comparisons, as was the case when only one behavior

was assessed, the results should mirror our previous findings. That

Is, respondents should report lower satisfaction when the low- fre

quency response scale suggests to them that they masturbate more

frequently than average. The frequency range of the Intercourse

question, on the other hand, should show no effect. A totally dif

ferent picture should emerge when respondents engage In Intrajndl

~ comparisons, that Is, when they compare their QWll reported

frequency of masturbation with their own reported frequency of

intercourse. In this case, they should report the highest satisfac-

tion when the high-frequency Intercourse scale induces them to es

timate a high frequency of Intercourse whi Ie the low-frequency

masturbation scale leads them to estimate a low frequency of

masturbation. When these conditions are reversed -- low-frequency

Intercourse scale and high-frequency masturbation scale -- they

should report the lowest satisfaction. The remaining conditions

should result In simi lar frequency estimates for intercourse and

masturbation, and should therefore also result in judgments of Inter

mediate satisfaction.

Respondents' ratings of their satisfaction with their current

relationship as wei I as their ratings of their Interest In sexual

contacts with other partners (along 11-polnt bipolar scales) clearly

support this prediction. Specifically, respondents reported the

highest satisfaction with their current relationship (M - 8.8), and

the lowest Interest In sexual contacts with other partners (M - 4.8),

when the combination of the high-frequency intercourse and low

frequency masturbation scales suggested to them that they masturbate

laaa frequently than they have intercourse. Respondents who reported

their behavior on the reversed combination of scales, suggesting to

them that they masturbate IDQCS often than they have Intercourse, on
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the other hand, reported the lowest relationship satisfaction (M 
7.3) and the highest Interest In sexual contacts with other partners

(M - 7.1), ~'s (58) - 2.17 and 2.08, ~(.05, respectively, for the

differences between both groups. The remaining conditions, which

suggested simi lar frequencies of masturbation and Intercourse, fel I

between these extremes.

In summary. then. these findings suggest that respondents use

the range of the response scale to Infer a social standard of com

parison If only cna behavior Is assessed. Under these conditions, the

Information provided by the scale Is the most sal lent standard

available. However. If seyeral related behaviors are assessed,

respondents are more likely to compare the frequency with which they
engage In each 6f these behaviors Intralndlyldually. To the extent

that the frequency range of the response scales affects respondents'

frequency estimates of their behavior, these Intralndlvldual com

parisons wi I I, In part, be a function of the frequency range of the

response alternatives.

In addition, these results demonstrate that the Impact of

precoded response alternatives Is not limited to behavioral reports

and judgments that may seem unimportant to respondents, thus being

little Involving. such as watching TV, or assessing the Importance TV

has In one's I ife. Rather, the range of the response scales may also
affect reports about more Involving behaviors as wei I as Judgments

that are central to an Individual's subjective wei I-being.
What, then. are the limits? On theoretical grounds one can

assume that the Impact of the response alternatives Is limited to

behaviors about which the respondents have little other Information.

Therefore, the respondents' assumptions about "private" behaviors

such as sexual activities or watching TV are most likely to be

affected. Given the lack of Information about other people's behavior

in these areas, respondents are I ikely to use whatever Information Is

avai labls to them at the time of Judgment. The Impact of the response
alternatives should be much weaker, however, when respondents have

rei lable comparison Information from other sources, for example when

the behavior under Investigation Is highly visible.

And How About the Researcher?

So far, we have seen, that the range of the response alterna

tives Is I Iksly to affect respondents' comparative Judgments. The use

of the response scale as a frame of reference in making comparative
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Judgments Is not limited to the respondent, however. Rather, poten

tial users of the respondent's report are also likely to be affected

by the response scale In their Interpretation of the reported

behavior. In a first exploration of this posslbl Iity (Deutsch &
Schwarz, unpublished), we found that advanced students of medicine

were more likely to assume that having a given physical symptom once

a week requires medical attention when this frequency was reported on

e low~ rather than a high-frequency range scale. Thus, the same

frequency report was evaluated differently depending on the context

provided by the response scale.

Similarly, the users of survey data may be Influenced by the

range of the response categories presented In a summary table. This

posslbl I Ity deserves further Investigation.

lHJERSTAN) I N3 TI-E QUEST I ON

In addition to affecting respondents' behavioral reports and

comparative Judgments, the range of the response alternatives may

also determine how respondents define the target behavior that Is to

be reported (see also Strack & Martin, this volume).

Let us assume that respondents are asked to Indicate how fre

quently they were "really Irritated" recently. Before the respondent

can give an answer, he or she must decide what the researcher means

by "really irritated." Does this refer to major irritations such as

fights with one's spouse or does it refer to minor Irritations such

as having to wait for service In a restaurant? If the respondent has

no opportunity to ask the Interviewer for clarification, he or she

might pick up some pertinent Information from the questionnaire. One

such piece of Information may be the frequency range provided by the

scale. For example, respondents who are asked to report how often

they are Irritated on a scale ranging from "several times dally" to

"less than once a week" may consider Instances of less severe Irrita

tion to be the target of the question than respondents who are

presented a scale ranging form "several times a year" to "less than

once every three months." If so, the type of annoying experiences

that respondents are I ikely to report would be determined by the

frequency range of the response alternatives in combination with

respondents' general knowledge rather than by the wording of the

question per se. In the present example. the general knowledge that

respondents might bring to bear Is the assumption that extreme ex

periences are less frequent than less extreme ones. Obviously.
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respondents' definition of the target behavior would also determine
their responses to subsequent related questions.

This posslbl I Ity was explored In a study that Is only partially
reported In the present chapter (far a ful I report see Schwarz.
Strack. Muller. & Deutsch, 1985). Fourty-three respondents reported,
In a self-administered questionnaire. how frequently they felt
"really annoyed" using either an open-answer format or one of two
sets of precoded response alternatives. The first set ranged from
"several times a day" to "less than twice a week," and the second set
from "more than once every three months" to "less than once a year."
Whl Ie the second set provides considerably lower frequencies than
pretest subjects reported In an open-answer format, the first set Is
roughly equivalent to these reports.

Fal lowing their behavioral reports the respondents were asked.
on the next page of the questionnaire. to describe a typical example
of the annoying situations they experienced. If the respondents use
the range of the response alternatives to determine what the re
searcher might mean by "annoying," they should report more extreme
experiences when they were previously presented the low- rather than
the high-frequency range scale. Moreover, because more extreme
experiences occur less frequently and are likely to receive more
attention. one might also expect that they are represented In memory
In more detal I. For this reason, the descriptions provided by respon
dents who were presented the low-frequency range scale may also be
more concrete than the descriptions provided by the other
respondents.

To test these hypotheses. two Independent Judges. who were blind
to conditions. rated the degree of annoyance of respondents' examples
(11 - extremely annoying) and the concreteness of their descriptions

(11 - very concrete). Interrater agreement was high. ~ - .87 for
ratings of annoyance, and ~ - .92 for ratings of concreteness.

The results confirmed both predictions. Specifically. respon
dents who had reported the frequency with which they feel really
annoyed on the low-frequency scale. suggesting to them that the
question concerns rare events, described more extreme annoyances (M 

4.4) than respondents who were presented the high-frequency response

alternatives (M - 3.5), ~(40) - 2.01, ~<.05. In addition. the
descriptions provided by the former respondents. who reported more
extreme events. were also more concrete than the descriptions

provided by the latter respondents. M's - 2.7 vs. 4.1. ~(40) - 2.68.

Q<.02.
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Not surprisingly. comparisons of the open-answer format condi

tion with both precoded conditions Indicated that the examples

provided by control group respondents did not differ from the ex

amples provided by respondents who were presented with the hlgh

frequency range scale. As noted previously, the high-frequency range

scale was designed to match the behavioral frequencies reported In an

open-answer format. The control group's examples (M - 3.5 for an

noylngness and 3.3 for concreteness) did differ as predicted,

however, from the examples reported In the low-frequency range

condition. Thus, using a precoded response scale rather than an open

answer format affected respondents' examples only when the range of

the response alternatives deviated from the range of respondents'

spontaneous behavioral reports.

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate that

the range of the response alternatives helps respondents to determine

the specific referent of the question. Thus, the same question com

bined with different response alternatives assesses different be

haviors because the target behavior Is not determined by the wording

of the question per se but by the question and the frequency of the

response alternatives In combination.

TI-E I NFORMAT I VE R.N::T I ONS OF RESPONSE SCALES:

IMPL I CAT I ONS FOR QUEST I ONNAI RE aJNSTFLCT I ON

The findings reviewed In the present chapter demonstrate that

response alternatives may serve a variety of Informative functions

for the respondent.

First. respondents may use the response alternatives to deter

mine the meaning of the question. Whi Ie survey researchers have been

aware of this posslbl I Ity with regard to some questions -- for ex

ample. questions about household Income where the response alterna

tives may help to define what to consider as "Income" (cf. Sudman &
Bradburn. 1983) -- this posslbl I Ity has been overlooked for other

types of questions, in particular questions designed to assess the

frequency of behaviors and experiences. Theoretically, the Impact of

the response alternatives should be more pronounced the less clear

the target behavior Is defined. For this reason, questions about

subjective experiences may be particularly sensitive to the Impact of

response alternatives because researchers usually refrain from

providing a detal led definition of the target experience so as not to
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Interfere with Its subjective nature. Ironically. assessing a be

havlor's frequency with precoded response alternatives may result In

doing just what Is avoided In the wording of the question.

Second. respondents may use the frequency range suggested by the

response alternatives as a frame of reference In estimating the

frequency of their own behavior. To this extent. their behavioral

reports wi II be a function. In part. of the range of the response

categories provided to them. This should be more likely the more

frequent and mundane the behavior Is and the more difficult respon

dents find It to evaluate Its frequency on the basis of recalled

Instances. How strongly the scale biases respondents' reports wi I I

depend upon how much the scale deviates from respondents' actual

behavioral freque~cles. Theoretically. a precoded scale that matches

respondents' behavior may. for the same reason. be expected to In

crease the validity of the obtained reports. Note. however. that the

effects of a given response scale may be different for different

subpopulatlons. To the extent that the actual frequency of a behavior

varies across subpopulatlons. a set of response alternatives con

structed on the basis of pretest data Is unlikely to match the actual

behavior of extreme groups that were underrepresented In the pretest.

Because the range of the scale may be used by al I respondents as a

frame of reference In estimating behavioral frequencies, It may tend

to reduce the reported differences between subpopulatlons.

So far we have discussed the assessment of frequent and mundane

behaviors, the frequency of which Is difficult to reconstruct from

memory. The assessment of rare and highly sal lent events, on the

other hand, may be based on respondents' recollections. For this

reason. respondents' prlyate assessment of these events or behaviors

Is less I ikely to be affected by the range of the scale.

Nevertheless, the response alternatives may Influence respondents'

~ reports under these conditions because they may suggest that

the respondents' behavior Is unusual. for example because the proper

response alternative constitutes the extreme category In the list. An

example of this posslbl I Ity has been discussed by Bradburn, Sudman,

and Associates (1979). They found that estimates of beer consumption

given In an open-answer format were about 60 % greater than those

given In a precoded response format that ranged from "1" to "6 or

more" glasses of beer at one time. As Bradburn and Davis (1984)

speculate, this difference may be due to the reluctance of respon

dents to place themselves in the highest category. Thus, In the

present example, precoding a question about an undesirable behavior
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may have resulted In underreportlng. Simi larly. precodlng questions

about socially desirable behaviors may result In overreportlng rela

tive to an open-answer format. Note. however, that for many people

drinking beer Is a rather mundane and frequent behavior. For this

reason It seems likely that respondents may also have used the range

of the response alternatives as a frame of reference In estimating

their behavior In the first place.

Finally, respondents may extract Information about a presumably

"usual" behavior from the values stated In the scale, and they may

use this Information as a social comparison standard In making com

parative judgments. Theoretically, the Impact of the response alter

natives on comparative judgments should be more pronounced the less

rei lable comparison Information Is easily available from other

sources. In addition, one may speculate that the Influence of the

response scale Is more pronounced when the scale Is visually

presented on a card or In a self-administered questionnaire. Checking

one from a list of ordered response categories Is Indeed the same as

locating oneself In a hypothetical distribution, and clearly Informs

respondents about their relative placement. Respondents may be less

likely to pick up the comparison Information If the response alterna-

tives are read to them without visual presentation, as Is the case In

telephone Interviews. For this reason. the Impact of response scales

on comparative judgments may be less pronounced In telephone Inter

views, a posslbl I Ity that deserves further investigation.

In addition, researchers should be aware that precoded response

alternatives may bias respondents' comparative judgments even under

conditions where the set of response alternatives perfectly matches

the actual distribution of behavior, thus Introducing little bias In

behavioral reports. Whl Ie Individuals who were not exposed to the

response scale may use varying standards of comparison (e.g., based

on their reference group). exposure to a given response scale may

result In the use of the sal lent comparison Information provided by

the scale. To this extent, judgments obtained from a sample that was

exposed to the response scale may differ from judgments preval ling In

the population to which one wants to generalize the obtained results.

The Issue of comparative judgments Is finally complicated by the

fact that respondents may use social as wei I as Intra Individual

standards of comparison. That Is, they may either compare their own

behavior with the behavior of others, or they may compare the fre

quency with which they themselves engage In various related behaviors

Intra Individual Iy. 80th comparisons may be affected by the frequency
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range of the response scales, and the findings reported In the
present chapter suggest that social comparisons are likely when only
one behavior Is assessed, whl Ie Intralndlvldual comparisons are

likely when several related behaviors are assessed.
In combination, these findings Indicate that both the question

~ the response alternatives should be considered together.
Providing precoded response alternatives affects respondents' under
standing of the question and their behavioral reports as wei I as
related judgments. Moreover, changes In the response alternatives
undermine the comparabl I ity of the obtained results. Researchers may
therefore be wei I advised to use open-answer formats to obtain data
on behavioral frequencies. As Sudman and Bradburn (1982, p. 115)
noted, "there Is ~o difficulty In coding such responses, since the
data are numerical and can easily be processed without need for
additional coding." For this reason, the major disadvantages of the
open-ended format -- time, cost, Interviewer varlabl I ity, coding, end
analytical problems -- are not of considerable concern In the assess
ment of frequencies. Precodlng the responses, on the other hand, may
Introduce systematic bias because response scales are not only
"measurement devices" but serve Informative functions as wei I.
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CONTEXT EFFECTS ON SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF
INTEREST IN OOVEFN.4ENT AN) PLEL IC AFFA IAS

Previous experiments have shown that when people are asked a

question about ho~ interested they are In politics, their answers can

be significantly affected by the context In which the question is

asked. When asked, for example, how much they" ... fol low what's going

on in government and publ ic affairs ... ," people are much less likely

to say they fol low such matters "most of the time" If they are asked

about it immediately afteL being unable to answer some rather dif

ficult questions about their United states Congressman's record than

if they are asked about it befQLa such questions (see Bishop et al.,

1982, 1984b). Simi larly, when asked how Interested they were " ... in

fol lowing the pol itical campaigns ... ," people were significantly more

I ikely to say they were "very interested" when asked about It im-

medlatelyafteL, rather than befQLa, giving answers to several ques

tions about the 1980 presidential election campaign, answers that

Impl jed that they were quite Interested In fol lowing the political

campaigns that year (see Bishop, Oldendlck, & Tuchfarber, 1982,

1984a). Such Is the influence of question order and context on

people's self-perceptions.

The results of such experiments suggest that people's answers to

survey questions are, in large part, the product of what Wyer and

Hartwick (1980) cal I a conditional inference process (see also Wyer

and Sru I I, 1981):

" ... when a person is asked to report his bel ief in a target
proposition, he typically does not engage In an exhaustive
search of memory for information bearing on It. Rather, he
searches only untl I he encounters a piece of information (i .e.,
another proposition) that he considers relevant, and bases his
judgement primari lyon (a) the implications of Its being true
and (b) the impl ications of Its being false, without taking
into account other Information that may also bear on the
validity of the target proposition ... this process Impl ies that
the person's reported bel ief in a target proposition may be
influenced greatly by factors that affect which of several
alternative pieces of information he happens to retrieve In his
search of memory." (pp.244-45)
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When people are asked, for Instance, how much they "fol low
what's going on In government and public affairs," they do not try to
think of everything they have ever said or done that has to do with

politics. Instead, they probably think about It only as long as it
takes for something to come to mind that seems relevant to answering
the question and then they answer it largely on the basis of what

that Information Implies about their Interest in government and

public affairs, without considering other pieces of Information from
their past experience with politics that might be equally, If not
more relevant to answering the question. A respondent, for example,

may answer the question by saying he or she fol lows what's going on
In government and publ ic affairs "only now and then" because what
comes to mind, which seems relevant to answering the question, Is
their answer to a previous question In which the respondent Indicated

to the Interviewer that he or she didn't remember too much about what
the Congressman had done for the district or how he or she had voted
on any legislation (see Bishop et al., 1884b). And because this

respondent believes that if people don't know anything about what
their Congressman Is doing, they must no~ fol low too much what's
going on In government and public affairs, it Is Infered, therefore,

that they must fol low such matters "only now and then."
In answering the question, then, they may not consider other

information about their political experience. which is equally
relevant to answering the question. such as the fact that they vote

In al I or nearly al I elections, that they read the editorial page and
syndicated pol itlcal columns nearly every day in the newspaper, and
that they watch the national and local news on television just about
every night, al I of which would Imply that they fol low what Is going

on in government and public affairs "most of the time." But if they
do happen to think of some of these other Indicators of their Inter

est In politics when answering the question. they may say that they
fol low what's going on "some of the time" because they must somehow

reconcl Ie the Implications of the Information about their previous
experience with the Impl icatlons of the most recent Information about

their Inabl I Ity to answer the questlon(s) about what their
Congressman has been doing. Respondents may not of course consider

both sources of Information to be equally relevant; they may indeed
regard the fact that they cannot answer some difficult questions

about their Congressman's record as Irrelevant to answering the more
general question about how much they fol low what's going on in

government and public affairs because they consider that sort of
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Information to be trivial and because they know from previous ex

perience that they do fol law what's going an "mast of the time."

Respondents therefore disregard the mare recent Information about

their lack of knowledge and answer the question by saying they fol low
what's going an "mast of the time." Such an Inference process seems

quite plausible when we look at the results from previous experiments

(see Bishop et al ., 1982, 1984b) which show that many respondents

wi I I say they fol law what's going on In government and public affairs

"mast of the time," though they cannot think of anything at al I that

their Congressman has dane or voted on. This finding suggests that

their answers to such questions may depend mare upon the relevance of

the Information that comes to mind than on Its recency. As Wyer and
Hartwick (1980) would put It, people use that subset of relevant

Information that has most recently been deposited In the appropriate
memory bin (e.g., the "politics bin"). Same evidence for this

hypothesis carnes from a recent set of experiments conducted by the

Behavioral Sciences Laboratory at the University of Cincinnati.

EXPER I MENTS ON El..FFER EFFECTS

Evidence from our recent experiments Indicates that the context

effect created by asking people how much they fol low what's going on
In government and public affairs Immediately aftsL asking them what

they know about their Congressman's record cannot be eliminated or
significantly reduced merely by asking the question about fol lowing

public affairs In a separate part of the Interview after a "buffer"

of questions an unrelated topics (see Bishop et al., 1984b; cf.

Schuman, Kalton, & Ludwig, 1883). The buffer In these Initial experi

ments, however, was relatively smal I, consisting of a little less

than thirty items, which took anywhere from 5-10 minutes for Inter
viewers to administer, depending upon the number of questions asked

of a particular respondent. Perhaps a larger buffer, we reasoned,

would be mare effective In reducing or erasing the effect of context.

A forty- or fifty-Item buffer, for example, should reduce or erase a

context effect mare effectively than a twenty-Item buffer, because

respondents have more time to forget how they fal led to answer cor

rectly the questions asked earlier In the Interview about their

Congressman's record when they are asked later In the Interview how

much they fol law what's going an In government and publ ic affairs.

But It may nat be the amount of time, per se, that matters so

much as the content of the questions that are Included In the buffer.
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Because the short-term memory of an answer to a survey question is

not likely to last much more than thirty seconds or so (see Loftus

and Loftus, 1876, Chapter 3), the answers people give to the ques

tions about their Congressman's record must be stored in long-term

memory (or In an Intermediate store that lasts at least through most

of the Interview) and then retrieved from memory later in the inter

view when they are asked how much they fol low public affairs.

Otherwise, we would have found that the context effect was absent or

significantly smaller when a buffer was used than when It was not.

Th I s reason I ng suggests that such context ef fects w I I I last
throughout an Interview, regardless of the size or duration of the

buffer, and that the only way In which the effect can be undone, in

whole or In part, is If the respondent Is asked another question

about government and public affairs, the answer to which Impl ies that

he or she Is more knowledgeable than the fai lure to answer the pre

vious question about the Congressman's record would indicate. The

effect, In other words, wi I I last unt i I the respondent has an ex

perience that changes his or her self-perception, either during the

Interview or afterwards. People's self-perceptions can thus be

changed In the process of measuring them (cf. Bem, 1878).
Consider, for example, a male respondent who Is unable to answer

correctly either of the two difficult questions about his

Congressman's record. If he is not given an opportunity, sub

sequently, to answer a question on pol itics about which he does know

something (e.g., the name of his Congressman or Senator), he is

likely to Infer that he does not fol low what's going on in government

and publ ic affairs "most of the time" when he's questioned about It

later In the Interview, but rather that he fol lows such matters just

"some of the time," "only now and then," or "hardly at al I." And this

wi I I be the case regardless of how many other questions have been

asked as part of the buffer or how long it has been since he was

asked the difficult questions about his Congressman. On the other

hand, If he Is asked an easier question about politics, after being

asked about his Congressman's record, and he answers It correctly and

thus In a way that Implies that he is somewhat knowledgeable, then he

should be more likely to infer that he fol lows what's going on In

publ ic affairs if not "most of the time," at least "some of the

time," when he's asked about it later on in the interview. In the

language of conditional inference his answer should be based largely

on the implications of the most relevant, recent Information that

comes to mind, namely how he answered the easier question about his
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knowledge of politics. A more recent set of experiments on the ef

fects of buffering made It possible to test this conditional in

ference hypothesis more directly.

Research Design

AI I of the experiments were designed as part of the Greater

Cincinnati Survey. a multipurpose. random-dlglt-dlaled telephone

survey that Is conducted twice a year by the Behavioral Sciences

Laboratory at the University of Cincinnati. As a multipurpose survey.

It contains many questions that are purchased by various public and

private organizations. Because most of these questions usually have

nothing to do with government and public affairs. we have been able

to use them as "buffer" material In our experiments on context

effects. The content of the questions purchased by these outside

organizations. how8ver. ~III generally vary from one survey to the

next. which means that the nature and size of the "buffer" wi I I also

vary. Though this represents a disadvantage. In that the buffer

cannot be exactly replicated from one experiment to the next. this

"natural" variation makes It possible to test whether the effects we

have observed hold up under different conditions. In dJfferent sur

veys. and at different times. which represents a powerful advantage

from the standpoint of being able to generalize the results. Let me

now describe the experiments and replications.

Exgerlment I

This first experiment was completed in May and ~une of 1883 as

part of the Greater Cincinnati Survey. which consisted of telephone

Interviews with 1133 respondents (1). each of whom was randomly

assigned to one of six question orders and buffer conditions (see

Figure 1).

Form A-1 Respondents In this condition were asked the fol lowing
sequence of questions at the beginning of the Interview. the first
three of which were adapted from Items used In the American National
Election Studies (see MI I ler. 1978).

1. "Do you happen to remember anything special that your U.S.
representative has done for your district or for the people In
your district whi Ie he has been In congress?" (IF YES): "What
was that?"
2. "Is there any legislative bi I I that has come up In the house
of representatives, on which you remember how your Congressman
has voted In the last couple of years?" (IF YES): "What bill
was that?"
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3. "Now, some people seem to fol low what's going on In govern
ment and public affairs most of the time, whether there's an
election going on or not. Others aren't that Interested. Would
you say you fol low what's going on In government and public
affairs most of the time, some of the time, only now and then,
or hardly at al I?"
4. "Do you happen to know the name of the Governor of Ohio?" (IF
YES): "What Is It?"

Form A-2 In this condition respondents were also asked the first two
questions about their Congressman's record, but unl Ike Form A-1, the
question about Interest In government and public affairs and the
following question about knowing the name of the governor were not
asked untl I later In the Interview, after a buffer of 33 questions on
various topics (see below).

Form B Respondents In this group were asked, first, about their
Interest In gov~rnment and public affairs, next about their
Congressman's record, and last about the name of the governor.

Form C-l Here respondents were asked, first, as In Form A-1, about
their Congressman's record. But, In contrast to Form A-1, they were
asked next about the name of the governor and last about their Inter
est In government and public affairs (see Figure 1).

Form C-2 As In Form C-1, these respondents were asked, first, about
their Congressman's record. They were not asked about the name of the
governor and their Interest In government and public affairs,
however, untl I later In the Interview after the 33-ltem buffer.

Form D These respondents were asked, first, about the name of the
governor, then about their Interest In government and public affairs,
and finally about their Congressman's record.

The questions about the respondents' Congressman and their
interest In government and public affairs are Identical to those used

in our previous experiments (Bishop et al., 18B4b). We constructed
the question about the name of the governor to give respondents an

"easy" item to answer, though as we shal I see, It was not as easy as
we assumed It would be. The buffer In this experiment Included the

fol lowing sets of questions: a block of Items concerning the respon
dent's use of the local metropol itan bus company; a series of ques
tions about the respondent's awareness, knowledge, and Impressions of

Cincinnati Technical Col lege; Items measuring the respondent's aware

ness, knowledge, and Impressions of the Cincinnati Metropolitan
Housing Authority, as wei I as their perceptions and use of the hous-
Ing authority for assistance; questions about the respondent's aware
ness and knowledge of a health maintenance plan sponsored by Blue

Cross; questions about whether the respondent or anyone else In the
household had ever been diagnosed as having any type of cancer;
questions about whether the respondent had been laid off or Involun

tarily unemployed during the previous 24 months; a question about
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whether the respondent had ever had any chi Idren, either by birth or

by adoption, and about the difficulty of that decision; a question on

the respondent's perception of racial problems In the neighborhood;

and a pair of Items asking whether the respondents subscribed to

Warner Amex Cable Television, and If yes, a question about their

perception of the quality of service provided by the company (2). As

indicated, there was a total of 33 items In the buffer. On the

average, It took 7.8 minutes for respondents to answer these

questions. The time varied of course, depending upon the number of

questions for which a respondent was eligible or able to answer.

Suffice It to say that this buffer was just slightly larger than

those that were used In our previous experiments (27-28 Items).

Figura 1 shows a summary of the six experimental conditions and

the design used In this and the subsequent experiments. With the

exception of the question about knowing the name of the governor,

Forms A-1, A-2, and B are exact replications of the forms used In our

earlier studies (Bishop et al., 1984b). We should therefore expect to

replicate the results of those studies If the buffer Is of I ittle or

no consequence In eliminating the context effect created by the

sequence of the questions asked In Form A-1. Respondents receiving

Form B, In other words, should be significantly more likely to say

they fol low what's going on In government and public affairs "most of

the time" than those administered alther Form A-1 or Form A-2. But if

the buffer Is effective, we should find no significant differences in

the results between Form B and Form A-2.

Form C-1 allows us to test whether asking respondents an easy

question about the name of the governor, which most people can

answer, wi I I eliminate the context effect that Is created by asking

them first the more difficult questions about their Congressman's

record. If respondents base their answer to the question about their

Interest In government and public affairs largely on the Implications

of their answer to the question about the name of the governor (I.e.,

the most relevant, recent Information that comes to mind), then we

should expect to find that people receiving Form C-1 should be sig

nificantly mora likely to say they fol low what's going on In govern

ment and public affairs than those who are given Form A-1, in which

the question about the name of the governor Is not asked untl I~

the question about Interest In government and public affairs.

Form C-2 provides a test of the combined effects of the buffer

and answering the easy question about the name of the governor. This

form should be most effective In erasing, or reducing the magnitude
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of the context effect produced by the inabl I Ity of most respondents

to answer correctly the first two questions concerning their

Congressman's record.

Finally. a comparison of Forms Band D maKes It possible for us

to assess the effect of being asked the easy question about the name

of the governor, alone. on respondents' self-perceptions of their

Interest In government and public affairs.

Experiment I I

We repeated the experiment In the Greater Cincinnati Survey of

November and December. 1983. which was based on Interviews with 1259

respondents (3). The only difference between this experiment and the

previous one (other than the date of the stUdy) was that the buffer

in this experiment was somewhat larger. and different In content.

Covered In the buffer were the fol lowing topics: questions about the

respondents' use, perceptions. and awareness of the local bus

company; their awareness and Impressions of a local hospital system;

their smoking habits; and their use and perceptions of cable televi

sion (4). There was a total of 40 Items In the buffer which took 10.6

minutes to answer. on the average. depending upon the number of

questions for which a respondent was eligible to answer.

Experiment I I I

The experiment was repeated once again In May and ~une of 1984

as part of the Greater Cincinnati Survey. this time with 1263 respon

dents (5). The buffer In this experiment was considerably larger than

those in the previous surveys, consisting of 101 Items. which took on

the average 16.3 minutes to administer (6). Most of the questions

concerned the respondents' use and perceptions of cable television.

The others covered the fol lowing: the respondents' use and percep

tions of the local bus company; their perceptions of housing Integra

tion in their neighborhood; their beliefs about the cost of health

and medical care and their preferences for various health care plans;

and their use and knowledge of transportation alternatives to the

automobile (7).

Each of these experiments, then, represents an independent test

of the effects of using a buffer under the various conditions created

by the content of the three surveys, and the time at which they were

conducted. Let us look now at the results.
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Results

Leyel of Political Information

Table 1: Response to Political Knowledge Questions by Survey

1. "00 you happen to remember anything special that your U.S.
representative has done for your district or for the people In
your district whl Ie he has been In congress?"

May-~une Nov.-Dec. May-~une

1983 1883 1984

Yes 12.2% 12.1% 13.7%
No 87.8 87.8 86.4

Total 100.0% 98.8% 100.1%

(N-) (1131 ) (1256) ( 1255)

2. "Is there any legislative bl I I that has come up In the House of
Representatives, on which you remember how your congressman has
voted In the last couple of years?"

May-June Nov.-Dec. May-June
1883 1883 1984

Yes 16.0% 18.3% 15.3%
No 84.0 81 .7 84.6

Total 100.0% 100.0% 99.9%

(N-) (1131) (1251 ) ( 1256)

3. "00 you happen to know the name of the Governor of Ohio?"

May-June Nov.-Dec. May-June
1883 1983 1984

Yes 69.0% 68.2% 76.8%
No, Incorrect

Guess 31 .0 30.7 23.3

Total 100.0% 88.8% 100.1%

(N-) (1124) (1241 ) ( 1248)

Table 1 shows the distribution of responses to the political

knowledge Items used in the three surveys. As expected from previous

studies, the level of information about politics In the general

publ ic was fairly low: the vast majority (80%-90%) could not answer
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elthe~ of the two questions about their United States Rep~e

sentatlve's ~eco~d In Cong~ess. Fu~the~mo~e, the pe~centages In
Table 1 exagge~ate the numbe~ of ~espondents who a~e t~uly

knowledgeable because many of those who said "yes" when asked the
questions could not ~emembe~ anything specific when asked furthe~

what thel~ Cong~essman had actually done for thel~ dlst~lct O~ how he
o~ she had voted on legislation (data not shown he~e). So the
pe~centage of people who a~e t~uly Info~med about thel~ Congressman's
~eco~d In this sample Is p~obably less than 10%.

The question about the name of the Governor of Ohio Indicates
that a I Ittle ove~ two-thirds of the ~espondents could co~~ectly name
the governo~ In 1983. By May and ~une of 1984, the flgu~e had risen
to Just over th~ee-fou~ths. So the g~eet mejo~lty of respondents
could answer this ~elatlvely "easy" political knowledge question,
though It was not quite as easy as had been o~lglnal Iy expected. Let
us look now at the effects of answe~lng these hard and easy Items on
people's self-pe~ceptlons of their Interest In government and public
affal~s.

Context Effects on Self-pe~ceptlons

Table 2 shows the results fo~ each of the three experiments,
sepa~ately, and for al I th~ee su~veys combined. The data f~om these
Investigations look rema~kably simi lar to each other, so much so that
they can be summarized togethe~. What they tel I us Is this:

1. People are significantly more likely to say that they fol low
what's going on In government and public affairs "most of the
time" If they are asked about It first (as In Form B), that Is,
before they are asked any questions about thel~ Congressman's
reco~d or about the name of the governor, Incorrect answers to
which might Imply that they are not that knowledgeable and
therefore not that attentive to what's going on In government
and public affairs.
2. Asking people a buffer of questions on unrelated topics does
not el Imlnate o~ reduce the magnitude of the context effect
created by asking them about their Congressman's reco~d at the
beginning of the Inte~vlew. We found no significant differences
In the results In any of the three surveys, or when the three
were combined, between Forms A-1 and A-2 or between Forms C-1
and C-2. Nor did we find any consistent relationship between the
length or duration of the buffe~ for an Individual respondent
and his or her response to the question about Inte~est In
government and public affairs (data not shown here).
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Form A-1 Form A-2
0
R Hard Items Hard Items

Fa I lows Govt. 0 Interest Q. "Suffer"
and E Easy Item Interest Q.

Publ ic Affairs R Easy Item

IV. Surveys I. II. and
III Combined

Most of the time 26.8% 26.6%
Some of the time 30.3 31 .0
Only now and then 22.9 26.8
Hard Iy at a I I 20.9 17.6

Total 99.9% 100.0%

(N-) (446) (449)

Chl-square-96.66. at-16. ~<.0001

Form A-l vs. A-2: Chi-square-2.08. at-3. ~.

Form C-1 vs. C-2: Chi-square-1.89. df-3. ~.

Form A (1 and 2 combined) VB. S:
Chi-square-68.77. df-3. ~<.0001

Form A (1 and 2) VS. C (1 and 2):
Chi-square-O.36. df-3. ~.

-f
OJ
0-

m
Form S Form C-1 Form C-2 Form 0 ru..

Interest Q. Hard Items Hard Items Easy Item 3Hard Items Easy Item "Suffer" Interest Q. 0
Easy Item Interest Q. Easy Item Hard Items ::J

(1"

Interest Q. --
::J
cm
0-

38.6% 26.2% 26.4% 32.3%
34.3 29.6 30.8 34.0
16.1 23.0 26.2 17.9
11 . 1 22.1 18.7 16.8

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(908) (452) (461) (904) ~

Form A (1 and 2) VS. 0:
Chi-square-20.11. df-3. ~<.001

Form S VS. C (1 and 2):
Chi-square-66.68. at-3. g<.0001

Form S VS. D: Chi-square-13.32.
d.f.-3. g < . 01

Form C (1 and 2) VS. D:
Chi-square-23.16. at-3. ~<.OOOl
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3. Giving people an easy question to answer about the name of
the governor does not eliminate or moderate the context effect
either. In none of the surveys did we find any significant
variation In the results between Forms A-1 and C-1, A-2 and C-2,
or between the combined forms of A (1 and 2) and the combined
forms of C (1 and 2).
4. Quizzing people about the name of the governor at the begin
ning of the Interview, as In Form 0, makes them significantly
more likely to say that they fol low what Is going on In govern
ment end public affairs "most of the time," as compared to
people who are asked the question about the governor last, as In
Forme A-1 and A-2, or after the more difficult questions about
their Congressman, as In Forms C-1 and C-2. But people receiving
Form 0 are not as likely to say they fol low public affairs "most
of the time" as those who are asked the question about their
Interest In public affairs first. as In Form 8. So whl Ie the
question about the governor has a significant effect on people's
self-perceptions of their Interest In government and public
affairs. when asked first. which Is equivalent to asking It
alone. It does not appear to undo the context effect created by
the two difficult questions about their Congressman, as In Forms
C-1 and C-2.

The data In Table 2, then, suggest that the context effects
produced by the sequence in which the questions are asked In Forms A
and C (and perhaps In 0 as wei I) probably last as long as the length
of the Interview and quite possibly beyond that time, depending upon
the political experiences of the respondent In the hours, days. and
weeks after the Interview (see Schwarz & Strack, 1981 for other
evidence of such delayed effects on political behavior). If true,
this would mean that merely asking people questions about political
affairs, or any other subject for that matter. In a certain way. may
change their self-perceptions and perhaps their behavior too. In some
enduring manner.
Effects of Recenc~ and Releyance

Table 3 shows the percent who said they fol lowed what's going on
In government and public affairs "most of the time." control ling for
the respondent's answers to the three knowledge questions and for
question form. Because the buffer had no significant effect on the
results (see Table 2). the data for Forms A-1 and A-2 have been
combined, as have those for Forms C-1 and C-2. A close examination of
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Table 3: Percent who follow politics -most of the tlme,- by ~now-

ledge and question form

Knows what U.S. rep.
has done:

Yim ~ Yim Ya.s. Me.

Knows how U.S. rep.
has voted:

Y.a.a Y.a.a Me. Y.aa Ys.a ~

Knows name of
governor:

Ymi ~ Y.Em ~ Yim Me. Yea ~

Question Form

A 72.7 0.0 45.7 20.0 40.0 18.2 24.8 12.3
(33) (3) (46) ( 15) (90) ( 11 ) (464) (228)

8 75.5 0.0 61 .9 42.9 67.0 26.7 39.0 14.8
(49) ( 1 ) (63) ( 14) ( 107) ( 15) (428) (223)

c 63.0 0.0 44.0 12.6 59.5 30.0 23.3 5.4
(46) ( 1 ) (50) (8) (84) (10 ) (490) (221)

D 71 .7 50.0 57.4 35.7 57.6 40.0 30.6 10.1
(53) (2) (61 ) (14 ) (85) ( 10) (438) (237)

Note: Data for Surveys I. II. and III combined. Percentages are
based on the number of cases shown within the parentheses.
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the figures In Table 3 reveals an Interesting Implication (8): Being

able to answer the hard questions about one's Congressman before the

question about Interest In government and public affairs has no

significant effect on respondents' self-perceptions; rather, It Is

~ being able to answer either one or both of the difficult Items

that has a significant negative effect. If, for example, we combine

the data for columns 1 and 2 In Table 3 and compare the responses

given to Forms A and 8 by respondents who were able to answer both of

the questions about their Congressman correctly, we find no sig

nificant difference In the percentage who say they fol low public

affairs "most of the time"; In Form A, where the hard Items were

asked bsfcca the Interest question, the percentage saying "most of

the time" was 66.6%; In Form 8, where they were asked .a..f..t..a...c the

Interest question, the percentage was 74.5% (Chl-square-O.31, dL-1,

n.s.). In fact, It appears that merely being asKed s~ch hard ques

tions beforehand, as In Form 8, may lead some respondents to think

they do not fol low what's going on In government and public affairs

"most of the time," even though they can say "yes" to both of the

hard knowledge Items. But when we combine the data for columns 3-8 In

Table 3 and compare the responses given to Forms A and 8 by respon

dents who were not able to answer correctly either one or both of the

questions about their Congressman, we find a highly significant

difference: In Form A the percentage saying "most of the time" was

24%; In Form 8,36.4% (Chl-square-30.67, dL-1, ~(.0001). Not being

able to answer one or both of the hard items before the question

about Interest in publ ic affairs thus leads many respondents to Infer

that they do no.t. fol low such matters "most of the time."

In contrast, being able or unable to answer the easy question

about the name of the governor makes little or no difference in the

results (9). The figures for the less knowledgeable respondents (see

the last two columns in Table 3) indicate that people who were able

to name the governor correctly, but who were unable to answer the

questions about their Congressman, were no more likely to think they

fol lowed public affairs "most of the time" if they were asked the

question about the governor just bsfcca the question about interest

In government and publ ic affairs (see the second to the last column

In Table 3), as in Form C (23.3%), than If they were asked about it

immediately afterwards, as in Form A (24.8%). This would suggest that

when respondents are asked the question in Form C about how much they

fol low what's going on in government and publ ic affairs, they do not

base their answer largely on the Impl ications of their answer to the
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Immediately preceding question about the name of the governor; In

stead, they would appear to consider the fact that they were able to

answer an easy question about the name of the governor as Irrelevant

to how much they fol low what's going on In government and public

affairs, probably because being able to answer such an easy question

does not~ that a person Is necessarily that attentive to

politics. Had they, on the other hand, been able to answer a more

difficult question about political affairs (e.g., about their United

States Senator's position on Increased spending for defense), they

might have Inferred that they were more attentive to what·s going on

In government and public affairs. The assumed releyance of the Infor

mation that comes to mind In answering such questions thus seems to

be a more Important determinant of the Inferences a respondent wi I I

make In giving an answer than the sheer recency of the Information.

Notice In the final column of Table 3, however, that respondents

were less likely to think they fol low publ Ie affairs "most of the

time" If they fal led to answer correctly the question about the

governor when It was asked Just before the question about their

interest In publ ic affairs, as In Form C (5.4%), than when It was

asked immediately~ it, as In Form A (12.3%) (10). Not knowing

the name of the governor, in other words, may lead a person to infer

that he or she is even less attentive to publ ic affairs than Is

already impl ied by the fai lure to answer the two questions about the

Congressman. But the reverse Is evidently not true: Being able to

answer an easy question about the name of the governor does not mean

that the respondent fol lows publ ic affairs "most of the time" If he

or she has fal led to answer previous questions about the

Congressman's record that Imply that he or she Is not that attentive

to pol itlcal affairs.

More generally. these findings tel I us that question order and

context effects in surveys wi I I occur when answers to previous ques

tions in an Interview (or Instrument) have direct Implications for

the answer to a question, regardless of whether it Is asked with or

without an intervening buffer of unrelated Items. And the more direct

the Implications of the answers to previous questions, the greater

the context effect wi I I tend to be. Context effects in surveys may

thus be a special case of a more general principle of human Informa

tion processing: Namely, that when people are asked to make Judgments

of any kind (e.g., answering survey questions), they base them lar

gely on the impl ications of the most releyant information that "comes

to mind." The way to test this hypothesis. of course, Is to design
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further experiments that vary systematically the Implications of the
Information brought to mind by answers to previous questions In the
survey Interview. In this way we csn build s more general conditional
Inference model of question order snd context effects In surveys.

This Investigation demonstrates the uti I Ity of the Information
processing approach In understanding the problem of response effects
in surveys. In particular, It shows how the conditional inference
model developed by Wyer and HartwicK (1980) can be used to maKe some
theoretical sense of some previously unexplained question order and
context effects on people's self-perceptions of their Interest in
government and public affairs. Furthermore, the model gives us some
Idea as to how context effects occur in surveys more generally:
principally through the Implications of one answer to a question for
answers to another, regardless of when or where that question was
asKed In the Interview or how long it has been since it was aSKed. It
Is not so much the recency of the Information that matters, then, as
Its relevance. And that Is certainly useful for us to Know If we are
to understand and control context effects in surveys.

The results of these experiments also demonstrate how difficult
It Is to measure people's Interest In government and public affairs
without changing their self-perceptions in the process of measuring
them -- that Is, the social science analog of Werner Heisenberg's
"principle of uncertainty" (Heisenberg, 1974). Indeed, our experi
ments suggest, that we may have altered people's self-Images about
their political Knowledge and competence in more than Just a tran
sitory way merely by asKing them what they Knew about their

-Congressman's record. We have no way of Knowing, at this time, how
long the effects we created. by manipulating the order of the ques
tions, lasted beyond the Interview. But we suspect that they probably
persisted for at least some time. This leads us to propose a rather
Important question for the research agenda, and that Is. to asK
ourselves: To what extent do we change people's attitudes, percep
tions, and opinions In the process of measuring them? Are some people
more easily affected than others? And. If so, do these cognitive
changes Induced by the measurement process lead to behavioral changes
subsequent to the Interview? Studies of the effects of being inter
viewed on voting would Indicate that such behavioral changes can
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occur. So there Is sufficient evidence to make this a research agenda

worth pursuing.

Footnotes

1 The response rate for fully completed Interviews with people living
In households with telephones In Greater Cincinnati (Hamilton
County) was 77.3% (N-1435). The refusal rate was 13.6%. The
remainder consisted of partially completed Interviews (3.8%), poten
tial Interviews that could not be completed because of a language
barrier, a hearing problem, I I literacy, senl Ilty, or physical I I 1
ness (4.2%), or because the selected respondent was away on vaca
tion, a business trip, or because they otherwise were not available
for an appointment (3.2%).

2 For the exact wording and sequence of the Items In the buffer, see
the Technical Report for the Spring 1983 Greater Cincinnati Survey,
Institute for Pol Icy Research. University of Cincinnati.

3 The response rate for fUlly completed Interviews In this survey was
71.5% (N-1685). The refusal rate was 15.8%. The rest consisted of
partially completed Interviews (3.2%), potential interviews that
could not be completed because of a language barrier. a hearing
problem. I I literacy. senl Ilty, or physical Illness (5.6%). or be
cause the selected respondent was away on vacation. a business trip.
or otherwise unavailable for an appointment (3.9%).

4 For the exact wording and sequence of the Items In the buffer. see
the Technical Report for the Fal I 1983 Greater Cincinnati Survey.
Institute for Pol Icy Research. University of Cincinnati.

5 The response rate for fully completed Interviews In this survey was
71.3% (N-1704). The refusal rate was 14.8%. The rest consisted of
partially completed Interviews (2.8%). potential Interviews that
could not be completed because of a language barrier. a hearing
problem. I I literacy. senl I Ity. or physical I I Iness (5.6%). or be
cause the selected respondent was away on vacation. a business trip.
or was otherwise unavai lable for an appointment (5.5%).

6 In al I of these surveys the number of questions asked of a par
ticular respondent wi I I vary depending upon whether he or she should
be asked a given set of questions. Respondents who did not subscribe
to cable television, for example, were not asked most of the ques
tions on this topic. The length of the buffer was thus shorter for
them than for people who were asked the entire block of questions
about cable television. As mentioned below. however. there was no
significant association between the length of the buffer and the
presence or magnitude of the context effect.

7 For the exact wording and sequence of the Items In the buffer. see
the Technical Report for the Spring 1984 Greater Cincinnati Survey.
Institute for Pol Icy Research, University of Cincinnati.

8 My thanks to Norbert Schwarz for pointing out this Implication.

S A separate analysis (data not shown here) shows that not being able
to answer the easy Item has no significant effect on the results
when the responses given to Forms Band 0 are compared, combining
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columns 2, 4, 6, and 8 In Table 3. Nor does being able to answer the
easy question correctly have a positive effect when the responses
given to Forms 8 and 0 are compared. combining columns 1, 3. 5. and
7 in Table 3. In fact. when respondents are asked the easy Item
before the Interest question, as in Form 0, they are significantly
less likely to say they fol low public affairs "most of the time"
(40.3%) than those who are asked about It after the interest ques
tion, as In Form 8 (47%): Chl-square-5.56. df-1. p<.02. Not being
able to answer the easy question. however. does appear to have some
effect when we control for a respondent·s answers to the two hard
Items, as demonstrated In the analysis described In the next
paragraph.

10 The difference between the percentages for Forms A and C In this
comparison Is statistically significant (Chi-square for "most of the
time" vs. all other responses - 6.48. df-1, g<.05).
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Of al I data collection procedures in the social sciences, the

survey-interview is most frequently used (cf. Brown & Gi Imartin.

1868; Wahlke. 1878). Considerable doubt has been expressed. however.
concerning the val idlty and rei labl I ity of the Information it yields

(e.g., Phi I I Ips, 1871). The term "response effects" refers to the

effects of variables that Influence or distort the responses, such as

the race of the Interviewer. the social desirabi I ity of the response

alternatives provided, or the way questions are formUlated.

Despite numerous pitfal Is in survey interviewing, we cannot do

without it. This method often is the only way avai lable to obtain the

information desired. given the usual cost and time constraints. The

survey interview being indispensible. Is of paramount importance to

gain knowledge about the processes that are Involved in the

information exchange activities during the Interview. Such knowledge

wi I I help us: (1) to prevent the distortion of interview data, (2) to

correct for distortions that nevertheless may occur.

In our opinion, many distortions originate from the dual nature

of the survey-interview: it Is a scientific enterprise on the one

hand, and a social encounter on the other. As Sudman and Bradburn

(1974, pp. 6-6) state: "Indeed, it is this mixture of the special

task-oriented character of the relationship and the general charac

teristics of a social encounter, such as problems of presentation of

self and social deslrabl Iity. that Is one of the primary areas of

Interest to those studying response effects."
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STYLE IF I NTERV I B1J I M3

Cannel I and Kahn (1968) describe the survey-Interview as "a

conversation with a purpose". Primarily, the survey-Interview Is In

tended to yield information that Is relevant to some research

problem. In addition, the survey-interview very much resembles a

usual two-person encounter. Given this social conversational charac

ter of the interview, the interviewer must obtain some kind of per
sonal relationship with the respondent. But which kind of relation

ship should be favored?

There are numerous rules about the do's and don'ts of interview-

ing, which are intended to minimize response effects. These rules In

volve. for example, the way questions should be formulated. or the

training of interviewers. For example, Interviewers are taught not to
probe dlrectlvely, and so on. In general, researchers are In agree

ment with respect to these rules. However, there Is much less agree

ment as to which kind of personal relationship between interviewer

and respondent is preferred in order to warrant undlstorted
responses.

Some bel ieve that the interviewer should maintain a warm and

sympathetically understanding relationship with the respondent. We

wi I I cal I this a socia-emotional interviewing style. Others Insist
that person-oriented actions of the Interviewer should be restricted

to a socially acceptable minimum. This wi I I be cal led a formal style

of interviewing.

Moreover, research results on the effects of Interviewing style,
or related concepts I ike rapport, on the quality of the responses

obtained, are usually contradictory or inconclusive. In this chapter

we discuss the effects of exerting one or the other Interviewing

style on a number of mediating processes or variables, which in turn

may influence the quality of the Information gathered. These

processes concern:
- the (In)adequacy of the respondent's role expectations

- the (in)adequacy of the interviewer's task behavior

- the reinforcement of responses

- the motivation of the respondent

- the respondent's mood
Although a particular style of interviewing may lead to inade

quate role expectations by respondents and Inadequate task behavior

by interviewers, these effects may be prevented by careful Instruc

tion and training. However, the distorting effects of the other
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processes or variables are not so easily prevented. Rather, the re

searcher should choose a particular style of interviewing, with mini

mal distortion, on the basis of a model of the Interview, taking

these variables Into account.

n-E RESPCNJENT' S FIJLE EXPECTAT IONS

According to Henson and Cannel I (Henson, 1974; Henson, Cannel I,

& Lawson, 1976, 1979), the respondent who agrees to participate in a

survey-Interview generally has a vague and rather unclear notion of

the task, or of what constitutes adequate role performance. This is

directly related to the dual nature of the interview. On the one hand

the respondent's actions must be taskoriented. Respondents are ex

pected to give information according to the research goal of the in

terview, namely to respond adequately and accurately. But, as stated

before, the interview also has a social qual ity because it resembles

a social conversation between two persons, which results in person

oriented actions. Respondents may for example try to ingratiate them

selves with Interviewers by conforming to their apparent opinions or

try to make a good impression on the interviewer by giving socially

desirable answers or convey to the interviewer private information

that is not directly cal led for by the interview questions.

Because of the dual nature of the interview, respondents' an

ticipations of their role as a respondent - task-oriented or person

oriented - are quite uncertain. The respondent looks for cues in the

interview situation, especially in the interviewer's behavior, in

order to reduce the ambigUity of the situation.

In a socio-emotional style of interviewing, respondents may get

the impression that they are not expected to be very task oriented,

because any answers they give are warmly received. The interviewer's

reactions may easi Iy distract respondents from their primary task,

that is, giving adequate information. On the other hand, in a formal

style of interviewing, the respondents may learn to be more and more

task oriented and to concentrate on the task itself and not to engage

in irrelevant chit-chat with the Interviewer.

To prevent inadequate role expectations, it should be made clear

to respondents that their primary task is to provide the interviewer

with complete and accurate information. As a case in point,

Oksenberg, Vlnokur, and Cannel I (1979) let respondents sign a printed

agreement, stating: "I understand that the information from this in

terview must be very accurate in order to be useful. This means that
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I must do my best to give accurate and complete answers" (p. 80). The

respondent should not expect to get help or advice from the inter

viewer with respect to personal problems.

llE ADEQUACY OF THE I NTERV IEWER•S TA9< B~V I OR

It is a wei I-known fact that Interviewers themselves are a poten

tial source of bias. They may communlca~e their own opinions to

respondents, who may then conform to these opinions. Further, Inter

viewers may expect their respondents to have particular opinions and

hence pose questions in a directive way. In this case, respondents

have to choose between a number of response alternatives.

Interviewers may also infer the respondent's choice from previous

information and make the choice themselves, without asking the

respondent.

There is ample evidence that the proportion of inadequate inter

viewer behavior Is surprisingly high. For example, Brenner (1982)

found that the majority of Interviewer probes were rule-breaching,

that is, directive, leading. or unrelated to the task.

The more freedom Interviewers are al lowed, the greater the risk

that they, intentionally or not, inform respondents about their own

opinions, or probe directively. A soclo-emotional style of Interview

ing brings along much greater freedom for the interviewer's behavior

because reacting in a warm, understanding way and showing personal

interest is extremely difficult or impossible to standardize. This

freedom, in turn, enhances the risk of inadequate interviewer perfor

mance, leading to various kinds of interviewer biases.

To avoid such inadequate behaviors, interviewers should be care

fully selected and trained. Furthermore, it is most important to su

pervise their performance during the fieldwork itself. Cannel I,

Lawson, and Hausser (1976) have developed useful techniques to

evaluate interviewer performance from tape-recorded interviews. These

tapes should be evaluated every two or three interviews. Interviewers

who appear to be "unteachable" should be excluded from the survey.

THE RE I NFOR:;EMENT VALUE OF EMPATH I C REACT IONS OF THE I NTERV I EWER

A socio-emotional style is characterized by the interviewer showing

interest and understanding. Such empathic reactions of the inter

viewer may affect the respondent's subsequent responses by acting as

reinforcing stimul i for a particular class of responses. For example,
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a respondent who tel Is the interviewer that he or she suffers from

severe loneliness, Is I ikely to elicit an empathic reaction from the

interviewer. Such a reaction functions as a reward for the respon

dent, who, in turn, may become likely to bias his or her responses in

a more negative direction in order to obtain more such rewards.

In a socio-emotlonal style of interviewing, where such rewards

are given, the respondent may learn which kind of responses are

rewarded with empathic reactions by the interviewer. The respondent,

for example, may learn that describing others negatively, I ike "my

neighbours are very noisy" Is met by the interviewer with sympathy

and understanding.

Generally, empathic reactions wi I I occur, contingent on

responses that have an evaluative loading, either negatively or

positively. In this way, a negative self-presentation by the respon

dent may lead to an even more negative self-presentation, if the

negative aspects of the respondent's answers are reinforced. The same

of course, may apply to positive self-presentations, or to answers

concerning evaluations about others. Giving such reinforcements can

hardly be avoided In a socia-emotional Interviewing style (see Figure

1 ) .

Figure 1: The reinforcement effect of style of interviewing on the

respondent'a evaluative responses

STYLE +
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ll-E KlT I VAT II::y..j CF TIE RESPCNJENT

Many researchers think of s soclo-emotlonsl style of Interview-

ing as being s prerequisite for motlvstlng the respondent to give

adequate and accurate Information, especially If this Information

concerns embarrassing or Intimate Information (e.g., Denzln, 1970). A

sympathetic understanding attitude by the Interviewer, or If the In

terviewer himself reveals personal Information, then the respondent's

self-disclosure Is enhanced.

Generally, the respondent's motivational level Is heightened by

the activity level of the Interviewer and the responden~'s evaluation

of the Interviewer. Apparently, a "soclo-emotlonal" Interviewer Is
more active and is more positively evaluated by the respondent.

Moreover, showing Interest and understanding acts as a reward for the

respondent's efforts In general. It Is expected therefore that a

respondent Interviewed in a soclo-emotional style Is better
motivated, compared with a more formal style of Interviewing. This,

In turn, wi I I lead to better performance, that Is, respondents wi I I
do their best to give responses that are, to the best of their

knowledge, in accordance with their perceptions.

In one of our research projects, for example (DIJkstra, 1983),

we were able to show that respondents Interviewed Ina soclo-emo

tlonal style evaluated the Interviewers more favourably and gave more

information, performed more accurately and scored lower on a social

desirabl I ity scale, than those Interviewed In a formal Interviewing

style.

Generally, we expect that the better motivated the respondents

are, the more they wi I I do their best to match their responses with

their perceptions (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The relation between style of interviewing motivation and

response

+

(socio-emotional

vs. forma I)

+

(high vs. low)

+
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1l-E RESPCNJENT' S KID

Existing literature shows that mood Influences memory (Bower.

1881). social and cognitive processes (Bower. 1883), as wei I as the

perception, Interpretation, and recal I of social encounters (Forgas.

Bower, & Krantz. 1984). The reason Is that positive emotions tend to

become associated with positive trait categories, whereas negative

emotions are I InKed with undesirable traits. As a consequence.

respondents experiencing a positive mood during the interview may

tend to perceive themselves as wei I as others more positively.

whereas respondents in a negative mood evaluate themselves and others

more negatively. A warm, sympathetic, and understanding interviewer

is more liKely to Induce a positive mood within the respondent than

an Interviewer who is acting more formal or business-I iKe. Hence. a

soclo-emotlonal Interviewing style may lead to more positive evalua

tions and thus to a more positive reporting.

Further, the reporting process itself affects the respondent's

mood. If a respondent is reporting about his or her own personal ity

characteristics that are negatively evaluated, for example about

one's own loneliness, or about events I iKe a divorce. It is likely

that the respondent·s mood is negatively affected. In the same way.

the respondent's mood may be positively affected by talking about

one's own characteristics that are positively evaluated. Figure 3

shows the different relationships.

Figure 3: The relation between style of interviewing, mood, and

evaluative responses

+ SELF-EVALUATIVE RESPONSES

+
1+

+
1+

+STYLE .. MOOD .. EVALUAT IONS .. OTHER

EVALUATIVE

RESPONSES

(socia-emotional (positive (positive (positive

vs. vs. vs. va.

forma I) negative) negative) negative)
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Although this model looks simple, it Is quite Intriguing. Most

remarkable Is the positive feedback loop between mood, evalua

tlons,and self-evaluative responses. For example, a negative self

evaluation, leads to a negative self-report. This leads to a negative

mood, and this negative mood in turn leads to an even more negative

self-evaluation, and so on. Moreover, this whole process Is amp I ifled

by the respondent's motivation. As we saw earlier, the respondent's

motivation affects the correspondence between perception, or In this

case self-evaluation, and responses. This effect of motivation bears

some resemblance to the effect of alcohol. Drinking alcohol makes a

depressive person even more depressed, but makes a cheerful person

more cheerfu I .

CO~LlEIONS

We started this paper with the question of which relation be

tween interviewer and respondent is most appropriate, or stated

otherwise, which style of interviewing should be favored, a socio

emotional one, or a formal one (Section 2).

We argued that the style of interviewing affects the

(In)adequacy of the respondent's role expectations (Section 3), the

(in)adequacy of the interviewer's task behavior (Section 4), the de

gree to which previous responses are reinforced (Section 5), the

respondent's motivation (Section 6), and the respondent's mood

(Section 7). These variables, in turn, affect the qual ity of the

information obtained.

The respondent's role expectations and the interviewer's task

behavior are more inadequate in the socio-emotional style. However,

these biasing effects may be avoided by carefully Instructing the

respondents and training the interviewers.

The situation is more compl icated however with respect to the

other Intervening variables. Existing research (Dijkstra & Van der

Zouwen, 1982) shows that the occurrence of response effects depends

on the interview topic. In short, the probabi I Ity that response

effects occur is high If:

1) response alternatives differ with respect to their social

des Irab i I Ity ,

2) the topic leads to anxiety arousal,

3) the topic Is not sal lent.
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The effects of mood and reinforcement of previous responses by

empathic reactions only affect the responses If characteristics or

events are concerned that may be positively or negatively evaluated.

This wi I I be the case If response alternatives differ with respect to

their social deslrabl I Ity. If the topic Is nonevaluatlve. a soclo

emotional style should be preferred. because this style positively

affects the respondent·s motivation. which In turn yields better

performance. This wi I I. In general. be true If response alternatives

do not differ with respect to their social deslrabl I Ity.

The situation becomes highly complicated however. If responses

concern positive or negative evaluations. and especially self

evaluations. In Figure 4 the relationships between style of Inter

viewing. the Intervening variables. self-evaluations. and responses

are summarized.

Figure 4: Relations between style, Intervening variables, self

evaluations and responses

(empathic reactions) +

+

++
~--------. MOTIVATION

(h Igh:9. low) I

(positive vs. negatlve)+

MOOD

(positive vs.

negative)

STYLE
(soclo-emotlonal

vs. forma I)

L
+

From this figure It can be seen that each style has particular

positive as wei I as negative effects. In a formal style there wi I I be

no reinforcement because of empathic reactions. but the respondent's

motivation wi I I be low. In a socio-emotional style the reverse is
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true. Both styles may affect the respondent's mood. and thus the

responses.

If the topic may lead to anxiety arousal. that Is. If topic

threat is high. for example if the topic concerns death or sexual

behavior. the respondent·s mood may be negatively affected. which

wi I I result in responses that are negatively biased. This effect may

be compensated by a soclo-emotlonal Interviewing style. which affects

the respondent·s mood positively. Moreover. this style wi I I posi

tively affect the respondent·s motivation. These effects outweigh In

our opinion the distorting effect of reinforcing particular responses
by empathic reactions.

If topic threat Is low and saliency Is high. there is much less

reason to use a socio-emotlonal Interviewing style. Moreover. the

sal iency of the topic Itself wi I I motivate the respondent. In this

case a formal style Is to be preferred. However. if the sal iency Is

low. the researcher should weigh the advantage of motivating the

respondent against the distorting effect of reinforcing previous

responses. In Table 1. these recommendations are summarized.

Table 1: The topic of the Interview and the style of Interviewing

SO-DIFFERENCES

no

yes

yes

yes

TOPIC THREAT

high

low

low

SALIENCY

high

low

STYLE

soclo-emotlonal

socia-emotional

formal

formal/soclo

emotional

Of course these recommendations have a hypothetical character. More

research should be done to unravel the intricate relationships be

tween style of Interviewing. motivation. mood. Interview topic. and

so forth. and the qual ity of the data obtained. However. It wi I I be

clear that research results with respect to the effects of interview-

ing style on the qual ity of responses are contradictory. First. a

number of variables such as motivation or mood may intervene between
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style and response. Second, the interview topic may affect these in

tervening variables. Topic threat, for example may affect the respon

dent's mood, whereas the saliency of the topic may influence the

respondent's motivation.
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PERSPECT I VES R:J=l R..JTlFE DEVELOPMENT

It should be obvious to the reader of the earlier chapters in

this volume that the Interactions between survey research and social

information processing or. more generally, cognitive psychology have

Just begun. To date, most of the discussions have dealt with the

potentials for Improvement In survey methods using cognitive

psychological Insights and, conversely. the potentials for more

realistic development and testing of cognitive theories using survey

methods. In this final chapter we summarize what we think wi I I be the

future developments as wei I as some priorities for research.

UHJ WILL BE I NVI::LVEIl?

It Is already clear that the Interaction between cognitive

psychologists and survey researchers has Involved those at the center

of their disciplines and not those peripheral to It. As can be seen,

the participants at the ZUMA conference who are represented In this

volume as wei I as the earlier Advanced Seminar on Cognitive Aspects

of Survey Methodology of the U.S. Committee on National Statistics

(Jablne et al., 1984), have extensive records of research in their

own areas and are widely cited by others.

To the extent that these researchers become fUlly convinced of

the synergistic effects of working together. they are I ikely to

persuade their col leagues by their new methods and the literature

they cite. One would expect In the near future that many. If not

most of the researchers In both cognitive research and survey

methodology would be aware of each other, although the depth of that

awareness might be shal low.

Based on past experience. It Is likely that the survey research

ers wi I I be more Interested In cognitive psychology results than vice

versa. This Is simply the result of the fact that survey research Is

an appl led social science Interested In practical results, whi Ie

cognitive psychology Is a basic science. One might note that In the
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physical sciences the engineers borrow more from the physicists and

chemists than vice versa. This analogy Is, I believe, a good one
because it suggests that there are mutual benefits. The physical

scientists need the tools of the engineers to conduct their experi

ments and they find as well that problems In engineering sometimes

lead to important basic science Insights.

It is doubtful that survey researchers wi I I persuade many cogni

tive psychologists to abandon the laboratory methods using small

samples of col lege students and artificial tasks such as memorizing

nonsense syllables. What is to be hoped for, and what appears

reasonable to expect is that more natural tasks involving real world

behavior wi I I be used to test cognitive theories, and student popula

tions wi I I be supplemented, although not replaced, with more general

populations, especially when the topic warrants them. Thus, In at

tempting to measure health behavior, It seems only reasonable to use

populations that have a greater I Ikel Ihood of I I Iness than the typi

cal student, although even here students can be used in early

experiments.

It Is these two aspects (more natural questions and more natural

populations) that distinguish the current survey research

methodologists from the cognitive psychologists, rather than a basic

difference between surveys and experiments. Survey methodologists use

field experiments. and with the current computer technology It Is

possible for these experiments to be tightly control led. Thus, It Is

really hard to see any significant difference between a CATI

(computer assisted telephone Interview) study conducte~ from a

central location under tight supervision and using a factorial design

to vary interview content with an experiment In a cognitive psychol

ogy laboratory.
As a researcher uses more natural questions and populations new

sources of variabi I ity are introduced. At a minimum. this may simply
require larger samples which Increase the cost of data collection,

but are not impossible If funding sources are available. (The

benefits of larger samples are probably obvious. but are discussed In

greater detal I later.)
Of most concern to the cognitive psychologist wi I I be the ab

sence of perfect validation of the response. Is It possible to know

the qual ity of answers using natural data? This Is a problem that has

faced survey researchers for decades and methods have been developed

for validation that. If not perfect. are usually sufficient to deter

mine which of a series of procedures or hypotheses Is most likely to
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be correct. This leads for many behaviors such as health activities

to the conclusion that more Is better. These conclusions are based on

comparisons to outside record sources In some cases and to com

parisons of totals to outside estimates of totals when individual

validation Is not possible. One must also recognize that for some

kinds of responses. such as attitudes. no outside val idatlon Is

possible.

None of the methodological doubts of the cognitive psychologists

wi I I stymie the survey researchers. They wi I I be eager to use cogni

tive psychology insights as they become available. Here It is likely

that the supply wi I I not meet the demand. To date. much of what the

cognitive psychologists have discovered Is stl I I at too abstract a

level to be appl led In surveys. It Is hoped that In the near future

researchers. either cognitive psychologists or survey researchers.

wi I I think hard about the Implications of theories of information

processing and develop applications to survey methodology. Two excel-

lent examples of such applications are the paper by Schwarz and

Hippler and the one by Bishop that are found In this volume. There

are a few others. but we are stl I I very early in the adoption

process.

To date. the dialog has mainly been between the cognitive

psychologists and the survey researchers. but there is a natural

group to bridge the gap between these two disciplines - the social

psychologists. Social psychologists are typically faml liar with the

work of the cognitive psychologists but often use survey research or

simi lar methods. Some of the most notable survey methodologists have

been social psychologists. There Is every reason to expect that

Interactions between the social and cognitive psychologists and the

social psychologists and survey researchers wi I I continue to expand

In the next few decades.

It should be obvious that there are other I inks than those

already discussed. Cognitive psychologists wi I I continue to interact

with other groups within psychology and elsewhere. Thus. the work now

being done on artificial Intel I Igence holds substantial promise.

Survey researchers wi I I also be looking to other basic disclpl ines

such as linguistics for new Insights. although to date not much has

transpired In this direction to date.
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UHAT HAVE lIE LEARN8J?

It has not been a surprise to survey researchers to learn from

cognitive psychologists that respondents' memories are faulty and

that different question wordings and contexts result In different

answers to survey questions. The cognitive psychologists have
developed some elegant, but general theories to explain these

effects. Thus, Hastie discusses those aspects of information process-

ing theory that he believes to be most useful. For example, he

describes "schema" and "schema theory" and "episode schema" as two

ways that people have of organizing memory, and then goes on to

discuss "spreading activation" principles. At this general level,
however, I just don't see any significant contributions to Improve

survey research in the near future, although Tourangeau does use

schema In his design of new experiments.

Bodenhausen and Wyer are more explicit. Among their postulates

several do suggest possible methods for Improving survey results.

Thus, their Postulate 3, which states the importance of memory acces

sibi Iity Implies the Importance of transistory moods on responses to

more general questions about I ife satisfaction and possibly other

topics. This postulate also explains and amplifies the work of

Schuman and Presser (1981) on the effect of context on responses to

survey questions. It is I ikely that there wi I I be many more studies

of the effects of different cues In the years ahead.
Another impl ication of this postulate is that responses may be

improved if there is a priming task that Increases memory

accesslbi I ity. This task could be either at the start of the Inter

view, In material presented before the Interview or from an earlier

Interview. Again this would appear to be a method that could be

tested in survey research field experiments.
Strack and Martin's model of information processing Is even a

bit more explicit than the models In the earl ier chapters and leads
to the experimental study of Schwarz and Hippler that demonstrated

the strong effects of anchoring questions, an effect that has also

been seen in some of our earlier survey research experiments
(Bradburn & Sudman, 1878). Bishop has a fascinating experiment on

context effects that demonstrates their existence even wh~n questions

are not continuous.
To try to summarize the discussion in this section, it Is of

I imited use to know that different people use different methods of

memory storage and retrieval or that even the same person wi II use
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different methods depending on the event of stimulus. What would be

more useful would be more specific Informatlon--what fraction of

people use a given schema and what determines the schema they use.

This requires a variety of real world events and broad population
samples.

It Is also not useful to Know that different events and be

haviors are remembered by the same respondent using different

schemata unless one can specify, possibly through preliminary ques

tions, what schema was used by the specific respondent for the

specific topic under Investigation. If this could be done, It might

then be possible to asK questions In the way that would be most

I rKely to activate memory. It seems liKely that some efforts In this
direction wi I I be conducted In the near future.

The one thing that Is fully under control of the researcher Is

the questionnaire and here progress Is possible. The current CATI

technology maKes possible Individualized questionnaires for different

respondents that could Improve memory retrieval once the process is

understood more specifically. The testing and use of alternative cues

and anchoring points for closed questions Is also already within the

scope of survey researchers and only needs to be expanded to addi

tional uses.

R.m.J=E PFl:EPECTS

Predicting the future Involves extrapolation of current trends

along with some prescriptive suggestions on what would be sensible

future trends without Knowing If these wi I I Indeed occur. It is also

Impossible to predict what new ideas, techniques, and technology wi I I

arise In the future that wi I I maKe these predictions appear quaintly

outdated. Nevertheless, here goes:

1. Among the most useful worK in mathematics has been the

development of Imposslbl I ity theorems, which maKe it clear that

certain outcomes are not possible under a given set of postulates, as

wei I as how much relaxation of the postulates Is required to maKe an

outcome possible. It Is I iKely that cognitive psychology wi I I be able

to demonstrate that certain tasKs of memory are simply not possible,

such as remembering completely al I the detai Is of nonsal lent events

for a long time period, regardless of al I the help that can be

provided to a respondent in the form of cues. It is also I ikely that

many specific answers to very specific questions wi I I be recognized
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to be estimates. Users of survey data wi I I be more likely to recog

nize that they are getting estimates that are subject to error and
wi I I adjust techniques so as to Improve the quality of the estimates.

That Is. these facts. which are already known to a limited number of
cognitive and survey researchers. wi I I become part of the common
research tradition.

2. There wi I I be a substantial expansion In the number of cogni

tive psychologists and survey researchers who obtain protocols from
subjects/respondents on how they went about retrieving Information

that was requested. Cognitive psychologists have been more likely to
obtain this Information whl Ie the retrieval was occurring. Survey
researchers who have used such procedures, but only to a limited
extent at the end of Interviews. wi I I sUbstantially expand their use
of this method. both during and at the end of Interviews, par
ticularly during pi lot tests. The results wi I I be useful not only for

the specific study. but also wi I I accumulate over different topics
and samples so that there wi I I be a more detal led understanding of
differences between people. topics and cues.

3. As researchers obtain a better understanding of how retrieval

works there should be a substantial growth In the use of new priming
and cueing methods. What form these wi I I take is not known, but It Is

I ikely that these procedures wi I I make the current procedures used by
survey researchers appear to be primitive.

4. The new knowledge of how different people retrieve Informa
tion as wei I as new technologies of data presentation and collection

wi I I make It possible to provide Individualized cues. anchors or

other stimul I to respondents based on their characteristics or
responses to early questions. The aim Is not to obtain perfect Infor

mation. which Is Impossible. but to get the best Information from

respondents that they are able to provide after being helped.
5. There Is every Indication that more and more cognitive

psychologists wi I I do some of their experiments with natural
phenomena and general population samples. These wi I I enable them to
improve the external val idlty of their findings and theories while

maintaining control over the methods and stlmul I. It is also to be
hoped that there wi I I be greater efforts to develop theories that are

sufficiently explicit that experimental methods can be designed to
test and falsify them If they are not valid. Finally. on pragmatic

grounds. there wi I I probably be research funds available for cogni

tive research on real-world Issues.
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A famous mathematician who had proved a new theorem was asked,

"What good is it?". He repl led, "What good Is a new baby?". The same

may be asked of the Interaction between survey research and cognitive

psychology. We do not yet know what good this new baby is, but we

have high expectations and look forward to watching it grow.
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